Preface
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which is provided in the form of E-publication on site.
Special thanks are due to the numerous researchers and practitioners, who submitted
their best research work to ICCC2012, presented invited talks, or volunteered their
time in any other way.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel technique for scanned point cloud denoising which is effective and simple. We call it spheres combine method. This
technique under the assumption that each acquired point p in point cloud is a
sphere. The initial volume Vini of each sphere relates to the destiny of local
point cloud. As the increasing of iteration times, the volume gradually increases
from Vini and the centre of sphere is the point p. The contacted spheres are combined into a new sphere in the iteration process. At the same time, we define a
detract function to haul the noisy points far away from correct points flock. The
experiment results show that the noisy points can be wiped out from the point
cloud successfully while preserving the correct points. Furthermore, the presented technique excels in its simplicity both in concept and implementation.
Keywords: Point cloud, spheres combine, denoising

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of 3D model acquirement technology, obtaining a lot of
point cloud data from reality models have become more and more simple and convenient. However, these data sometimes mixed with additive noises. Thus it becomes a
challenge to remove these noisy points while preserving the underlying sampled surface.
A lot of studies about data processing have been done in recent years. Image denoising is part of on-going research in image processing and computer vision. Most of
researchers, like S. Fleishman et al.[1], Y. Y. Zheng et al.[2], M. Nociar et al.[3] import the bilateral filter method into 3D point cloud denoising. In these algorithms,
however, the triangulation should be needed first. As everyone knows that triangulation is RAM and CPU consumption.
T. R. Jones et al.[4] propose a radically different approach which based on robust
statistics and local first-order predictors of the surface. It is a pity that this algorithm
just mention to smooth the point cloud and as well as a mesh based method.
Point cloud slicing method also plays an important role in the field of reverse engineering. Ke Y.L. et al.[5] propose an effective slicing data extraction method. Finding
out the ridge line is one of the important phases in this method. However, it is hard to
find out the ridge line when the models have complicate geometry.
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Most of previous methods mentioned in this pater have in common that establish
topological relationship in discrete point cloud. The technique proposed in this paper
base on point cloud directly. We assume that each point in point cloud is a sphere
(circle in 2D).
Let p be a point in the input point cloud P which samples the scanned shape S, and
let V be the volume of sphere whose centre is point p, the initial value Vini relates to
the destiny of local point cloud. This model is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The assumption that each acquired point p in point cloud is a sphere

The iteration time is denoted as t. The volume V of each sphere will increase gradually while the t increasing. The contacted spheres are combined into a new sphere in the
iteration process. At the same time, the quantity of spheres (points) decreases.
On the other hand, each point in point cloud has a detract function. With the increase of t, the noisy points are detracted far away from the correct points. At last, it
becomes easily to wipe out the noisy points from the point data.
Our spheres combine method deals with odd noisy data can receive ideal results.
This method first found in Y. Ohtake et al. [6]’s paper. Their method is based on the
Garland-Heckbert local quadric error minimization strategy. First, an adaptive spherical cover and auxiliary points corresponding to the cover elements are generated.
Then the intersections between the spheres of the cover are analyzed and the auxiliary
points are connected. Finally the resulting mesh is cleaned from non-manifold parts.
This rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some
basic concepts and circles combine denoising method. The spheres combined method
is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present some experimental results. We
conclude this paper in Section 5.

2

Circles Combine Method

To illustrate the idea of spheres combined method used in 3D point cloud denoising,
we describe a simplified version in 2D situation firstly. Our input is a 2D point set
with some odd points such as indicated in Fig. 3.
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2.1

Initialization

In 2D situation, we assume each point in the point cloud set as a circle. The initial
radius of each circle is denoted as Rini . We define the Rini as:
Rini  a S max

(1)

Where a is the constant coefficient release to the point cloud and Smax is the max of
point cloud occupied square area. The Rini must be a small constant.
With the increase of iteration time t, all circles will increase follow the growth
function which is defined as:
R  k * Rini

(2)

Where k is the growth coefficient and R is the new radius of the circle after iteration.
In point cloud P, all the points are identified as a unique ID. It is important in the
following phases. The ID starts from number one and end in the number of the points
in sequence.
2.2

Contact and Combination

With the increase of R, more and more circles will contact each other, the contacted
circles will turn into a new circle with a new radium R’, the R’ is defined as:
R '  Ri  Ri 1

(3)

Where Ri , Ri+1 are the radiuses of combined circles.
The position of new circle is defined as:
'
R pos
 Ri , pos  Ri 1, pos

(4)

Where Ri,pos , Ri+1,pos are the positions of combined circles.
in this process, the total number of points in the point cloud is not decreased. This
can be understood as the old point are included the new circle, as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
The digit near the point is unique ID which defined in the initial phase. An experiment result after one time iteration shown in Fig. 2 (b).
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Fig. 2. Contact and combine process. (a) The old points are combined into a new circle. (b) An
experiment result after one time iteration

2.3

Hauling noisy points

The point distributed situation in point cloud like Fig. 3 is not easily to contract and
combine. The noisy points and the correct points flock will contact and combine together when only using the method mentioned in section 2.2. So detract function is
required during Contact and Combination.
The destiny of correct points is larger than noisy points according to my analysis.
The closer point is hauled with the smaller distance, rather the opposite. The mathematical model defined as:

f  d m ,o   a  e

( d m ,o  b ) 2
c2

(5)

Where the dm,o is the distance between point xm in the noisy point set and the core of
the entire points set. a, b, c is the constant coefficient. f(dm,o) denote the offset of each
point

Fig. 3. The concave initial points
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2.4

Noisy Point Removing

After the process of previous phases, the correct points in initial point cloud are combined into much larger circles. At the same time, the new larger circles contain the
unique ID which is combined in last phase. The noisy points in initial set are combined into much smaller circles or some disperse circles. One of experiment result is
shown in Fig. 4.
We arrange by size on the radius of circles which iterated after N times. The circle
set denote as {CR|CR1’, CR2’, CR3’,…}
The step of noisy point removing is expressed by:
kn 

Cn  Cn 1
Cn 1  Cn  2

(6)

Where Cn, Cn-1, Cn-2 are the sorted circles. Sequence {kn} denote the gradient of circles. If the sequence {kn} transform into continuous function, we will get a step function. The small circles and lager circles will be divided by the jump value. At last, we
remove the noisy points which the small circles representative and release correct
point whose unique ID contained by the larger circle.

Fig. 4. The correct points were combined into a larger circle, and other noisy points were combined into some disperse circles

3

Spheres Combine Method

The 3D situation of noisy points removing must be similar to the 2D situation. In 2D
situation, the points are assumed to circles, and in 3D, the points are assumed to
spheres.
In the follow section, we will describe the spheres combine method in different
places with the circles combine.
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3.1

Octree Subdivision

With the development of the 3D scanning technology, it becomes more and more
easily to attain huge number of point cloud, so in order to speed up the operation efficiency, we add the octree subdivision.
The octree data structure consists of four arrays: vertex array, edge array, face array,
and node array. The vertex, edge, and face arrays record the vertices, edges, and faces
of the octree nodes, respectively. We define the depth of octree is d, each point in
point cloud is divided into nodes. The spheres combine method processed in each
node. The octree preprocessing will enhance the speed of computation significantly.
3.2

Other Steps

We denote the initial value of sphere as Rini which is defined as:
Rini  a * 3 Vmax

(7)

Where a is a constant coefficient release to the point cloud and Vmax is the max of
point cloud occupied volume area. The Rini must be a small constant.
The next phases also contains initial, contact combine, detract, noisy point remove
like 2D situation. Because they are so similar to the 2D situation, so we don’t discuss
in detail in this section.

4

Result

We have tested our algorithm on several challenging examples in terms of noisy parts,
where the tested data are either scanned. The two point cloud data used in our experiment contain 35010 and 920 points. The algorithm is implemented in Matlab with
Intel Core2 T7100.
In Fig. 5, we illustrate the experiment results using our proposed technique with
two scanned data. There are some isolated points around the correct data in Fig. 5 (a).
Fig. 5 (b) shows the experiment result after six times iteration. We could see that all
of the noisy points are clearly removed.
We also deal with the complicated models using spheres combine method. The
scanned data are shown in Fig. 5 (c), these contain more than 30 thousand points
which mix with more isolated points. The denoising result is shown in Fig. 5 (d).
We can see that the noisy points were clearly removed.
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Fig. 5. (a) The scanned data (partial of a sphere); (b) The implement result of (a) after 6 times
iterations; (c) The scanned data (scanned from a head gypsum model); The implement result of
（d）

5

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we present a spheres combine method used in noisy points removing in
point cloud set. It will enhance the effect of scanned point cloud surface reconstruction. Our methods assume that each point is a sphere (circle in 2D). With the increase
of iteration time t, some near points combine into one new point. At the same time,
the new points will be detracted away from the correct points flock. Compared to
other methods, our method does not required to calculate the triangle meshes. As is
known, it is very recourse consumed. Our method is proven to be easy and effective.
With speed as the major limitation, we plan to investigate a few options to accelerate the spheres combine method:
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 Choose the appropriate parameters of each function in each phase.
 Improve the contact and combine mechanism.
 Improve the robustness of the spheres combine method.
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Kinect Captured Data Driven 3D Character Animation*
Xin Wang, Qing Ma, Wanliang Wang
College of Computer Science and Technology, Zhejiang University of Technology, Hangzhou,
China
xinw@zjut.edu.cn

Abstract. This paper proposes a novel method which uses Kinect captured data
to drive 3D character mesh model in real time. Firstly, real time motion data of
the performer moved in front of Kinect was captured and processed to delete
some redundant and incomplete data. Secondly, our method extracts the skeleton of 3D character mesh model automatically. A semantically matching is
made between the extracted skeleton from mesh and the skeleton from Kinect
captured data. Finally, using the real-time Kinect captured data stream and
matched skeleton, we can synthesize 3D character animation automatically. Experimental result shows that the extracted skeleton can describe model’s structure accurately and the efficiency of our animation synthesis system is proved.
Keywords: Kinect, Data-driven, skeleton extraction, character animation, key
frame extraction

1

Introduction

With the development of the computer graphics technology, the technology of realtime character animation technology has been widely applied to people’s daily life. In
recent years, some leading media researches have applied the learning techniques on
3D motion data captured from human actors to support synthesis of realistic 3D character animations [1].
Common 3D animation synthetic has two stages, including skinning and motion
data arrangement. "Skinning stage" contains the construction of role geometric model,
skeleton extracting and weight setting of the model surface vertex three operations, the
output is the role model based on the skeleton. In the motion data preparation stage,
using the external motion dates drive the 3D character model. While synthesizing the
traditional non real-time 3D animation, extracting skeleton and setting model surface
vertex weight operation is done by hand in the skinning. How to realize real-time 3D
animation without manual skinning and trivial data processing is still a problem. This
paper proposes a new novel algorithm to extract the skeleton automatically. Firstly,
use concave and convex mesh segmentation algorithm to segment the 3D mesh mod*

Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (60970021), Natural Science Foundation
of Zhejiang Province, China (Y1110882, Y1110688, R1110679), and Research Fund for the Doctoral
Program of Higher Education of China (20113317110001).
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el; secondly, connect the center of each polygon after segmentation to be a 3D connected graph. Finally, acquire the key skeleton in the connection diagram through
iterative edge collapse. Then, we have successfully got 1D linear skeleton.

2

Related work

Motion capture device can be divided into the following two kinds: 1）Capture technology based on sensor. Many kinds of capture device appear so far. Common motion
capture device can be divided mechanical, acoustic, magnetic and optical [3]. These
devices are high cost and many limits. 2）Capture technology based on video. This
method use the existing video information recover three dimensional motion information of human skeleton model, then these information can be endow to the new
model. So, new animation has been animated. This method is always not real-time.
Kinect basically overcome the above shortcomings. In particular, until the launch
of Kinect [2], none ran at interactive rates on consumer hardware and sizes undergoing general body motion. Kinect body feeling game device makes use of immediate
actions (the body's own movement) to control virtual human, differing from traditional game handle. Kinect has two depth cameras and a RGB camera. In order to realize
real-time 3D human skeleton capture, we need to capture 3D spatial data through
depth sensor and image data through RGB camera to accomplish 3D modeling. The
working principle shows in the figure 1. The mechanical rotating function in the base
of Kinect can make it move up and down, so the effectively capture range becomes
bigger. In this paper, we capture the real-time motion data to drive the 3D character
models with a skeleton inside them.

Fig. 1. the working principle of Kinect

With the development of the motion capture technology, there are many synthesis
animation research works based on motion capture data [4-7]. Lau and Kuffner [6]
presented a method which associated with a behavior ﬁnite-state machine (FSM) that
deﬁning the movement capabilities of a virtual character. Wang Xin et.al [7] proposed
a path-driven character animation synthesis method which can be used to synthesize
various natural large-scale human movements. Jehee Lee et al [4] presented a double
model of motion library. Among them, the higher statistical model layer clustered
motion data according to the state of the character animation; bottom model is a first
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order Markov process, which decided the next movement frame transfer in accordance with instructions of the top user and current status. They adopted different
interface interactive ways such as path specified and simple video to control motion
synthesis.

3

System framework

Motion performance：The user performs a motion in front of the Kinect. The device
automatically extracts the locations of the joints, and the absolute position and orientation of the motion in real time.
Input 3D character mesh model：The 3D meshes needed in this paper can be modeled manually in any 3D modeling package. The 3D mesh model used in this paper is
found from the database of AU [8].
Skeleton extraction: Baran et al. [9] propose a method, which embed a given template skeleton into a single-surface biped character. The method only applies to biped
character and naive 3D models. So, this paper utilizes models’ geometric feature to
require the skeleton. The method not only keeps the original topology structure, but
also the extraction skeleton is similar to the human skeleton of Kinect.
Data-driven character animation：This paper map the joint in Kinect’s skeleton to
the skeleton extracting from the 3D mesh model. Then, the real-time motion data can
drive the model animation. In the process of model’s movement, we must solve skinning algorithm. This paper uses the linear blend skinning method which is presented
by Lander [10].

Fig. 2.

4

The process of motion capture data-driven character animation

Algorithms and implementations

According to data driven human animation synthesis, this paper proposes solution
below: 1) acquire the real-time motion data, and process motion capture data automatically; 2) according to the model given by the user, extract the skeleton based on the
geometric feature and demarcate the alternative joints; 3) map the alternative joints to
the joints in the Kinect’s human skeleton.
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4.1 Data processing
Because of the two depth cameras, the Kinect can capture a full human skeleton. At
present, it can position six personal skeleton positions and track two personal skeleton
data at most. The skeleton data which acquire from Kinect can comparative realistically describe the movement of performers. But, because original capture motion data
is enormous and lack of structured information, we need to do some pretreatment of
original data to meet these requirements as follow:
 Perfect data. Modify and improve capture data, making these accurately reflect and
reconstruct the movement.
 Complete authenticity. The real movement is not perfect. When you just start Kinect, it can’t capture the data immediately. And, if performers move out of the capture range, Kinect can’t capture the data. Meanwhile, custom animation must be
adjusted to eliminate artificial signs, so that it can match with the computergenerated environment in time and space, or overcome the space constraints of the
motion capture studio.
Firstly, because a character movement is a coherent process, arbitrary two connected frames which are capture from the Kinect must satisfy the following requirements:



j joints

2

wi p jf1 -p jf2 <

(1)

Where pjf1 means j joints’s coordinate in 3D space at f1 frame. wi means j joint’s
weight.
Secondly, motion data is noisy for various reasons: the capture device (Kinect)
may be subject to noise, the performer stands in a wrong position and so on. This
paper needs to filter data to reduce such noise. So every frame should to satisfy
this：

Geod（vleft_foot ,vhead） hskeleton

(2)

Where hskeleton is the height of capture human skeleton. vleft_foot, vhead means the joint
of left_foot joint and head joint, respectively in this frame.
4.2 Skeleton extraction
Firstly, we segment the 3D mesh based on convex-concave signal. The mesh segmentation based on convex-concave signal can completely segment non-highly simplified
models, as Fig 3[11].

Fig. 3. The process of mesh segmentation based on convex-concave signal
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If all modules are regarded as a polygon, which is generated by segmenting the
model based on the concave and convex signal, then the 3D model is a grid model
consisting of a number of polygons. Each polygon is marked with its center point and
a 3D connection diagram is generated by using the following algorithm.
A.1 when traversing a polygon, all the polygons that connected to it are stored into
the priority queue.
A.2 when a traversal is finished, take out the next polygon from the priority queue
sequentially and repeat the Step A.1, until all the polygons are traversed.
The 3D connection diagram is a great skeleton model; however, there is no good
way to match nodes between 3D skeleton model and 2D skeleton model, so we have
to simplify the 3D connection diagram to obtain the 1D linear skeleton model, which
is a tree structure that compatible with T-skeleton node.
The algorithm of Au et al [6] [12] is to contract the mesh vertices along the opposite direction of their normal, until the volume of the mesh model is approximately 0,
then extract the linear skeleton through certain aggregation algorithm. The 3D mesh
skeleton extraction applied in this paper is inspired by the Au aggregation algorithm;
it repeats the edge collapse to the 3D connection diagram, until there is no edge to
collapse. The edge of the 3D connection diagram can be collapsed when it meet one
of the following 4 conditions: ① the degree of Vertex vi ,vj are greater than 2; ② the
number of connecting lines between Vertex vi and vj is greater than or equal to 2; ③
the length of Edge Eij is less than the threshold value; ④ the distance between polygonal surface and Vertex vi ,vj is less than a given threshold value.
We define the simplified 3D skeleton model vertex coordinates V=[v1 T,v2 T..vn T]T.
Many complex connecting edges and small polygons will not be included in the simplified skeleton model. In order to determine which edge will be collapsed, we define
edge loss S (Eij).


 S ( Eij )  a S hape ( Eij )  b S amp ( Eij )

 S hape ( Eij )   (v)i   (v) j

 S ( E )  v  v  vi  vk
( vi , vk )E

amp

ij

i

(3)

j

The basic idea of this method is to calculate each edge’s loss and collapse the edge
that has the smallest S (Eij). Here, Shape (Eij) is similar to Quadric Error Metrics; it
guarantees the geometric structure of the grid. Samp (Eij) ensures that no long edge is
connected to Edge Eij. E represents the set of edges that connected with Point vi , ‖•‖
represents the Euclidean distance. wa, wb denote the weight of Shape (Eij) and Samp (Eij)
respectively, wa taking 1.0, wb taking 0.1. QEM has a good simplification effect on
the edge collapse, but in order to make the simplified skeleton still retains the important characteristics of the details, this paper introduces the edge Eigen value F(Eij).
The improved quadric error metric of the Vertex v is the sum of square of the distance
v to those edges.
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2

(5)

(6)

Where v = (vx,vy,vz,1)T is one of the congener four dimensional point coordinates. E
is edge set which is linked with point vi , and Kij means 4×4 matrix called error matrix. ‖•‖ means Euclidean distance, and ēi means average curvature of point vi . a means
the normal vector of the edge Eij, b=a×0.5(vi + vj). The value of λ is equal to 1e-4.
Structure a circle passing vi and vj, which edge Eij is circle’s radius. Then compute the
normal vector of point vi using the following formula:
ei 

sij

i

(7)

Where Sij means arc length, βi means the corner of at tangent of points vi .
If edge Eij is folded, the rule to choose the position of the new point is sure that the
simplified model is skin to the initial model. The new folded point ῦ is arithmetic
mean value, ῦ=0.5(vi + vj). All edges which be connected with vi and vj are linked to ῦ.
4.3 Skeleton mapping based semantic
We associate the motion data and the model through the matched skeleton, so that
the model can make the change according the motion data. The next step is that mapping Kinect’s skeleton to model skeleton automatically.
For 3D model skeleton doesn’t have semantic information, it is just a simple 1D
connected graph S=<E, V>. Firstly, compute the degree of joint which is in the model
skeleton. The degree of joint i is the number of joints which connected with joint i in
this tree structure. D1 is leaf node, D1 = { vhead, vright_hand, vleft_hand, vright_foot, vleft_foot}. D2
is the joint connected with the father joint or the child joint. D3 is the hip joint, D3=
{vhip-center}. D4 is the shoulder center joint, D4= {v shoulder_center }.
Secondly, for Kinect’s skeleton itself is a semantic skeleton, which has a tree structure, we can map D3 and D4 directly. Then, according bilateral symmetry of human,
we can map the head joint correctly. The foot joints are near to the ground, so we can
distinguish foots joints with hands joints.
Thirdly, D2 is complex, because there isn’t existing one-to-one mapping as Fig 3.
So, we choose the suit joint from the Kinect’s joint, computing their joint proportion.
Computing the joint proportion of model, S = E12/E23. With the same, computing the
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joint proportion of Kinect’s skeleton, S2= E12/E25, S3 = E13/E35, S4= E14/E45. Judge
whether S2, S3 and S4 is equal to S, then choose the most proximate joint. So far mapping complete.

Fig. 4. D2 mapping

5

Styling Experiments and Analysis

In order to demonstrate skeleton extraction algorithm is effective, we choose several
kinds of 3D mesh models. Meanwhile, prove it from extraction effect and running
time. The experiment used in this paper is working in a PC with Core 2 GHz CPU, 4G
RAM, ATI Radeon HD 3470/3550/3570/4250 (RV620) video card. The models used
are all 3D mesh model.

a ) Au’s skeleton extraction
b) This paper’s skeleton extraction
Fig. 5. Skeleton extraction

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our animation synthesis system, we conducted
experiments by capturing motion data perform two kinds of behavior: walking and
raising hand.

a) Walking

b) Raising hand

Fig. 6. Two kinds of behavior and the corresponding animations
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6

Conclusion

This paper uses the latest motion capture device called Kinect to capture the motion data in real time. Then, we delete some redundant or incomplete data through
some limits. After that we made semantically matching between the extracted skeleton from 3D mesh model and the skeleton from Kinect. With the matching, the 3D
character mesh model can be driven by Kinect capture motion data.
In the research area of data-driven human animation, there still existed a lot of
problems to be solved and some new direction such as: 1) high dimensional interaction way such as voice/behavior to drive 3D mesh model; 2) unified standard to evaluation motion synthesis quality; 3) Kinect data cannot be used when the performer’s
motion is too complicated so we need to find more flexible method to handle this
motion synthesis process.
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1

Abstract. In recent years, the earthquake disaster has frequently occurred
which brought great damage to the life safety and property .So the disaster prevention education is very important. But the education effect is not so good only by textbooks. If the earthquake escape training game is designed based on the
serious game thought, the interactivity and immersion for disaster prevention
publicity education will be improved. In this paper, the research and application
status of serious game and motion sensing technology are introduced. The
software design framework of earthquake escape game based on the
depth-sensing camera is described. Finally, the game system has been realized
by using the Unity3D engine. The users can get familiar with the disaster prevention knowledge and basic earthquake escaping method in the living virtual
environment. The serious game based on the depth-sensing camera realized in
this paper can achieve good edutainment effect and decrease the training expenses greatly.
Keywords: serious game, disaster prevention education, motion sensing, Unity3D engine, depth image

1

Introduction

The main contents of serious games involve the skills teaching, professional training
and simulation for the learners. The serious game was born in the eighties of last century, which has been widely applied in military, medical, industrial and educational
training [1], such as health care, security, anti-terrorism [2] and so on. In China, although the serious game has been applied in the school education and business training market, it has much room for development. For example, the market possession of
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domestic serious game is relatively low. The serious game often contains the science
mechanism and professionalism, which will bring the cognitive difficulties for general
public. On the other hand, the experience of exist serious game is weak and can’t
attract the audiences [3-6].
The initial input of serious game adopted the keyboard mode, and the later derived
professional electronic games handled by gamepad. In recent two years, as the motion
sensing game's development, the game does not need to depend on gamepad but to
control the game by controller’s body directly, such as Microsoft's XBOX. The interface mode is natural.The motion sensing games base on the image mode recognition
technology. And the motion sensing data from depth-sensing camera can capture the
movements of players in the three dimensional space. So the motion sensing technology can make the players control game by body motion.
OpenNI (Open Natural Interaction) is a motion sensing framework developed by
PrimeSense. And it is a machine concept based on human senses, primarily concerned
with hearing and vision. The traditional interactive devices of serious game include a
remote control, keyboard or mouse, peripherals. The OpenNI framework is a multi-language, cross-platform framework that defines a set of software interfaces for
developing the natural interactive programs. The software interfaces of OpenNI are
used to establish a communication standard for programs. OpenNI provides a set of
interfaces implemented by a sensor device and a set of interfaces implemented by
middleware.

2

Research and Application Status of Serious Game

2.1

Literature Review

Nowadays the natural disaster prevention has been popularized in foreign. For example, the earthquake of Japan in 2011 does not bring the public surprise and has no
panic behavior. But the sense of Chinese disaster prevention is really weak. The main
reason lies in the nonscientific learning way. At present, the disaster prevention
knowledge is mainly from the books. The training effect is unsatisfactory. So the
disaster prevention training adopting the serous game mode is very significant and
will provide a new, scientific and entertainment learning mode of disaster.
In 2007, Liu Yan studied the function of educational games and explored the law
between the educational games and teaching [7]. In this paper, the authors proposed
the practical ways of educational games in the disciplines, which include three
types .That is the skill operating mode, problem exploring mode and virtual collabor-
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ative learning mode. In 2008, Liu Shen took advantage of the game simulation to
explore the new teaching model for crisis management capacity in China [8].The
authors researched the crisis management system and analysed the game goal. Finally , the actual structures of the game simulation platform were designed. In 2009, Gao
Guodong proposed a Chinese learning edutainment system based on the voice interface to facilitate students self-learning [9].The authors improved HTK recognizer
HVITE by a non-specific isolated word speech recognition system. In 2009, Wang
Yanan proposed the learning game software for the power system design. The program was based on the complex knowledge of the power system. The power system
knowledge was classified and mapped to the game level [10].This paper used the
components to build the game framework of the power system. In 2009, the military
training program of ‘America’s Army’ was developed into the game via THQ and
released the PC and Xbox version [11], which was open and free to download on the
network. Recently the game will be updated, such as adding a vehicle, a remote-controlled bomb, and the simulation of real-world laser aiming system, etc. The
serious game has a considerable effect for Army recruits.
2.2

Motion Sensing Technology

Human-computer interaction technology is a hotspot in the field of computer science
in recent years and has been applied in the game development. In 2011, Di Haijing
put forward a tracking algorithm of three-dimensional visual gestures based on RGB
information and depth information captured from camera, and gave the application
instance in the human-computer interaction [12]. Firstly, the RGB image was recognized and segment by depth information extracted from the depth image of hand area.
The depth segmentation results were mapped to the RGB image by conversing from
the three-dimensional space to the two-dimensional space. Finally, it could track the
gesture based on the detection result of two consecutive images. In 2012,Huang
Kangquan researched the key technology in video conference system and implement
the system based on the motion sensing equipment Kinect [13]. The system can integrate real-time Motion Capture, image recognition, microphone input, voice recognition and interactive community in video conferencing by Kinect device. The video
conferencing system can promote the user experience. Due to the special requirements of the surgical aseptic technique, the application of computer-aided teaching
system was limited in surgical science lesson about animal experiments. In 2012, Lv
Kaiyang analyzed the problem of animal surgical teaching and established a set of
Animal Surgical Adjuvant teaching system based on Kinect. The system includes an
animal surgical basic knowledge base, a set of control application based on Kinect
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running on Windows and assisted teaching hardware system running on the animal
surgery room [14].

3

Earthquake Disaster Prevention Game Based on Motion
Sensing

In order to improve the training interactivity and immersion of disaster prevention
education, the earthquake escape training game is designed based on the serious game
thought. The game system is realized by using the Unity3D engine and depth-sensing
camera. The users can get familiar with the disaster prevention knowledge and basic
earthquake escaping method in the living virtual environment. The system framework
is shown in Fig.1.
Games

Applications

3D graphic engine
(Such as Unity3D)

Game engine

Motion sensing
driver

OpenNI

Depth sensor
（Such as Kinect,ASUS Xtion Pro,etc）

Hardware

Fig. 1. System framework of disaster prevention game based on depth-sensing camera

3.1

Unity3D Game Engine

The Unity3D game engine has these 3D game engine components, such as complete
graphics rendering subsystem, physical subsystem, audio and video subsystem, network subsystem, editor system, GUI system, shader system [15-19]. It supports the
OpenGL and DirectX technology. The engine has excellent design environment, convenient design process, a scene editor which is easy to operate. At the same time, the
engine has a good support for 3D modeling tools (such as 3ds Max and Maya). The
final compiled program can be embedded in a browser environment and has these
characteristics of cross-platform, running on the game platforms such as Windows,
MAC, iPhone, Wii [20,21]. The above advantages make the Unity3D engine use in
3D games, virtual reality and Web3D, etc.
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3.2

System Framework of Disaster Prevention Game

The earthquake escaping game includes four-layer structure, as shown in Fig.2.
View

GUI

Special
effect

3D Model

Control

System control

User behavior

Logic

Knowledge manual

Character status

Persistence

Dialog data

Fig. 1. Four-layer structure of earthquake escaping training game

1. Persistence layer: store critical data of system by file collection in the machine .
2. Logical layer: run the system logic, taking the scientific knowledge as the theoretical basis of training or education. The design of logical layer is used to combine
knowledge into the game.
3. Control layer: include the system control and user behavior. System control means
the data updating or the system state transition, such as system interface control and
pause function. The control layer can be used to reduce the system complexity.
4. View layer: include the graphical user interface (GUI), 3D models and special
effects. Graphical user interface refers to the HUD resources which always exist in
the game interface. The 3D model refers to the tunnel, characters and cars.
3.3

Game Motion Mapping Based on Motion Sensing

The OpenNI provides a plug-in for Unity3D and makes the development of motion
sensing game easy. The plug-in can transform the three dimensional model based on
the initial data of model and joint data collected from depth-sensing camera. This
transform is applied to the rotation data of every joint. The first step is to transform
the joint from local space to model space. The next step is to combine rotation data
from OpenNI and the rotation data from the joint itself. The last step is to transform
the joint to world space. So the synchronized movement of virtual model and real
people is realized.
The earthquake escape training game is manipulated by motion sensing device.
The main actions include forward, backward, left turn, right turn, jump and squat.
These actions can be implemented based on the plug-in of Unity3D provided by
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OpenNI. The mapping relations between actual movement and motion sensing
movement are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

Mapping relations between actual movement and motion sensing movement
Actual Movement
Forward
Backward
Left turn
Right turn
Jump
Squat

3.4

Motion Sensing Movement
Lean forward
Lean backward
Lean left
Lean right
Jump
Squat

Game Knowledge Points of Earthquake Escape Game

The knowledge points of earthquake escaping game are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The knowledge points of earthquake escaping game
ID
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006

Knowledge
Equipment backpack can carry more life-saving items and prevent
back drop bruise
Crawl is the best way in smoke-filled environment to avoid inhaling
too much smoke
Squat lower center of gravity and find a corner evade in aftershocks
Focus on the role of companions, some heavy objects need people
together can move
It’s important to stay calm in case of disaster
Jack can top weights and can be used to rescue victims heavy objects

The ultimate effect of the training game is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The earthquake escape game interface based on motion sensing
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Type
Rule
Rule
Rule
Mission
Mission
Profession

4

Conclusions

In order to improve the training interactivity and immersion of disaster prevention
education, the software design framework of earthquake escape game based on the
depth-sensing camera is described in this paper .And the earthquake escape training
game is realized by using the Unity3D engine. The users can get familiar with the
disaster prevention knowledge and basic earthquake escaping method in the living
virtual environment. The serious game based on the depth-sensing camera realized in
this paper can achieve good edutainment effect and decrease the training expenses
greatly.
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2

Abstract. In traditional edge collapse simplification algorithms are mostly using the Quadric Error Metrics(QEM) as the cost to carry out edge collapse simplification, these methods will lose the original model shape feature; the simplified algorithm based on Vertex Curvature can preserve model shape feature, but
the error between its folded model and original model can’t be controlled well.
This article plans to combine the advantages of these two methods, propose a
novel vertex mesh simplification algorithm based on curvature and distance metric, using vertex curvature on the boundary type classification, get the alternative vertex of the folded edge through the LOOP subsidiary patterns, According
to folding cost which is the distance metric from alternative vertex to adjacent
triangle to simplify the complex mesh. In our method, those edges whose two
vertex are all in the curvature threshold are marked foldable, and the less the
cost, the first to fold. Compared with the simplification algorithm based on butterfly pattern, the experimental results show that this algorithm can preserve the
model shape feature better.
Keywords：curvature; edge folding; mesh simplification; cost function; distance metric

1

Introduction

The processing of large complex mesh model makes heavy demands on the
processing and storage capabilities, large number of vertex and patch data calculation
requires a lot of memory storage, and the time of processing and display of such grid
model is geometric growth. At this time, vertex and patch simplification of large
complex mesh model is very important, especially in some case the detail requirements of model is not high, do not need too many vertices and patch. The premise to
simplify the mesh model is to maintain the details of original shape, the difference
between simplified model and original model is not too big. The existing mesh model
simplification algorithms can be divided into merging and deleting the geometric
elements and resample vertex according to the different approximate error of fitting
surface, the direct method is to delete the geometric elements(point, edge, patch),
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including the deletion of vertices and triangle , edge collapse , triangle collapse and so
on, in which the deletion of vertices and triangles will produce hole which need triangulation again , the two methods are seldom used because they need a large amount
of calculation and time-consuming. Edge collapse is a mesh optimization algorithm
offered by Hoppe in 1993, which fold a edge into a new point which connect the adjacent vertices of the edge, this method can avoid hole. The similarity between simplified model and original model in topological structure, boundary and shape feature of
edge is determined by the way to produce new vertex. New vertex resample methods
mainly have the following several kinds: Using Quadratic error matrix to calculate the
sum of square of distance between the new point and the adjacent surface, which offered by Garland[6], and the principle of minimum volume change offered by Guezier[3], the two methods can ensure the spatial error minimum after the mesh be simplified , but it’s difficult to ensure shape detail of the model when there is a large curvature variation. Sun-jeong put forward the mesh curvature which take the minimum
change of mesh curvature as simplification criteria, the disadvantage of this method is
that curvature have related to the length of edge, so the edge will be simplified when
the edge is large and the change of vertex curvature is little. To solve the problems
existing in these methods, this paper presents a method which take the vertex discrete
curvature as the simplified criteria, calculate the curvature of each vertex of edge, the
edge will be simplified only if each vertex curvature meet the simplified condition, at
the same time, whether an edge can be simplified also needs to consider the boundary
streamline costs. Using the similar Guezier distance metric to calculate the distance
between the new vertex(we can get it by LOOP sub-model) and all adjacent surface,
and we can simplify the edge whose distance metric is least priority.

2

Vertex Mesh Simplification Algorithm Based on Curvature
and Distance Metric

2.1

Algorithm Thought and Process

This paper simplify mesh model through two simplified guideline: the vertex distance
metric and vertex curvature, under conditions that the greatest degree of retaining
original mesh boundary and shape features to simplify mesh vertex and triangle number. Through the calculation of vertex discrete curvature to screen prominent or obvious area and simplify the flat and smooth area, only the edge whose two vertices
both meet the simplified condition will be simplified. We sort each edge by simplified
cost, then simplify the edge that its cost is smallest, which can ensure the error between original mesh and simplified mesh is smallest.
Algorithm steps are as follows:
 Read the original model, extract the vertex information and triangular mesh topology information , establish data structure of each vertex adjacency relationship and
adjacent triangles , and get all edge information.
 Set the simplified classification value of vertex discrete curvature
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 Calculate each vertex discrete curvature to determine whether each edge can be
folded to simplify.
 Produce new vertex from the edge that can be folded, calculate edge cost and sort
the edge order by the cost.
 Fold the edge that its cost is smallest and can be folded, if not, then algorithm end.
 If there is a edge that meet the folding requirement, update the adjacent vertex
information and adjacent triangle information, to step 3(in the step 3, only calculate
the updated vertex curvature and edge cost, the unchanged vertex and edge do not
need to update.)
Algorithm flowchart as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Algorithm flowchart
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2.2

Edge Collapse

The algorithm in this paper is similar to the edge collapse algorithms of Hoppe [5].
First, fold the edge
to a new vertex
, delete the edges and triangles which
are adjacent with the new vertex and add new edges and triangles , edge collapse
method can avoid the hole after deleting the vertex and triangle and do not need triangulation. In specific process can directly use
replace the vertex
and vertex
.

Fig. 3. Edge collapse

2.3

Calculate Discrete Curvature

In those places where the mesh shape feature is particularly prominent, for example,
boundary, shape edge and so on, the vertex curvature is larger than those smooth and
flat places. So we must preserve the vertex which curvature is large and delete the
vertex that curvature is small. This method not only preserve the shape feature of
original mesh but also simplify the mesh.
This paper use discrete approximation algorithms based on mesh vertex mean curvature offered by Desbrun[8] . the vertex curvature at P is:

(1)
In which, A is the sum of the area of triangular patch which is adjacent with point
P, N(P) is the set of vertices that adjacent with P, αβis the angle corresponding to
the edge QP in the triangle.
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Fig. 4. Vertex curvature calculation schematic diagram

，

are the angles corresponding to the edge

in the triangle Q2PQ3 and

Q3Q4P, With the coordinates of point P ,
can be expressed as a vector,
is also a vector, in this paper , the vertex discrete curvature is expressed with mold of
vector.
2.4

Distance Cost Function

Edge collapse, according to the fold cost of each edge, priority to collapse the edge
which cost is smallest. The cost of edge, which is similar to the cost function offered
by Garland, is a method based on distance metric. The cost of the collapsed edge is
expressed with the sum of distance between the new point and the adjacent triangular
patch. For example, the new point
, the adjacent patch
, the normal vector is

can be expressed as
, the distance between

and flat is :

(2)
If

triangle
,

V

have

three
points,
they
, then the normal vector N is :

,

are

(3)
The cost of collapsed edge is :

(4)
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||*|| is the mold of *，
is the cost of collapsed edge e, calculate
the cost of all edges according to the new point , sort the cost and determine whether
this edge meet the folding criteria.
2.5

LOOP Sub-Patterns

We get a new mesh topological structure after folding the edge into a new point, the
way producing the new point directly determine the primitive geometric feature of the
simplified mesh. The most commonly used method is that the two endpoints and the
midpoint of the collapsed edge are considered as the candidate point, we calculate
their folding cost, and then the point which the cost is smallest is used as the new
point. The defect of this method is imprecise and will lose the geometric feature of
original mesh. The second method is to produce a quadric surface using triangular
mesh approximation algorithm, then get a new point on the surface, the defect of this
method is numerical instability and complex in calculation. The method of this paper
is to subdivide the surface into sub-surface step by step using subdivision method,
then get a new point on the sub-surface. Subdivision method commonly have Catmull-Clark pattern, Loop pattern, butterfly pattern and so on. This paper use Loop
pattern, approximation static subdivision pattern of split surface, this pattern can get a
more smooth surface than butterfly pattern. Loop pattern is offered by Charles
Loop[9], the main idea is that insert a new point into each edge of each triangle and
connect with each other, so get four triangles from a triangle; then calculate the position of all vertex in the next subdivision. After several subdivision, the original surface divide into a limit surface and the vertex are all on the limit surface.
Calculation of new point as follow:
 New edge vertex(E-vertex): the two endpoint
adjacent triangles

and

and

of internal edge E, the two

, then E-vertex as follow:
(5)

 New

vertex(V-vertex): the adjacent vertex of internal vertex V is
, the n is the number of the adjacent edge of vertex V, then
V-vertex as follow:
(6)
(7)
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is weights of the adjacent vertex,
equal to 3,

is equal to

is the weights of vertex V, when n is

3
, when n is greater than 3,
16

is equal to

3
8n

 New vertex of boundary edge: the midpoint of two endpoints; new vertex of boundary vertex: the sum of three-eighths of adjacent vertex and three-fourths of itself.
In Figure 4 ,(a)E-vertex, (b)V-vertex, (c) vertex of boundary edge, (d)boundary vertex

Fig. 5. The algorithm of vertex calculation in Loop patterns

The edge E will produce a E-vertex after one subdividing, and then subdivide the
E-vertex for three times will get the new vertex, we consider the sum of the distance
between new vertex and adjacent triangle as the cost of edge E.

3

The Result of Experiment

Figure 5 (a) is original mesh model, 12004 edges, (b) and (c) are the simplified model
when the curvature value are 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. From the figure 5, we can see
that the model is not changed too much, the number of edge are 11280 and 8970. (d)
and (e) are the simplified model when curvature value is 0.04 and 0.05, in which the
number of edge is 5881 and 3409 respectively. We can see the shape feature of the
ear, head, and feet of model is obvious, the ear and tail is very sharp, the contour of
feet is prominent. In the process of simplification, the place in which the shape feature
is obvious not be simplified basically. While the abdomen is simplified obviously
because it is flat and smooth, in the flat and smooth place, the curvature is small, so
can be simplified, at the same time , the algorithm can preserve the shape feature.

(a) Original model
(12004 edges)

(b) Curvature C=0.02
(11280 edges)
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(c) Curvature C=0.03
(8970 vertex)

(d) Curvature C=0.04
(5881 edges)

(e) Curvature C=0.05
(3409 edges)

Fig. 5. The result of experiment

The following are the simplified example using this paper algorithm and butterfly
patterns algorithm based on the quadratic error. In Figure 6, (a) is a cat model which
have 43044 edges and 7340 vertex, (b) and (d) are simplified model of this paper
algorithm, (c) and (e) are simplified model of contrast algorithm, (b) and (c) have
15953 edges , (d) and (e) have 14641 edges. From the result of experiment, we can
see that this paper algorithm can preserve the shape feature of the tail and back,
while the contrast algorithm do not preserve it, the tail grow sharp and the back grow
coarse; the simplified model of this paper algorithm have a little deformation on the
back, but it preserve the shape feature of original model overall, the contrast algorithm have a obvious deformation when the edge reach a certain level. This is due to
simplify the place where the curvature is big and the shape feature is obvious.

(a) Original model
(43044 edges)

(b) Simplified model 1
(c) Simplified model 1
of this paper algorithm
of contrast algorithm
(Curvature C =0.004,15953 edges) (15953 edges)

(d) Simplified model 2
of this paper algorithm
(Curvature C =0.005 14641 edges)

(e) Simplified model 2
of contrast algorithm
(14641 edges)

Fig. 6. Contrast experiment 2

4

Conclusions

This paper algorithm consider the vertex curvature as the simplified restrictions, only
if the two endpoints of the edge meet the restrictions, the edge can be simplified, so it
can preserve the original shape feature , and the error is smallest when we give priority in collapsing the edge which the cost is smallest, what is more, the Loop sub-
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patterns can ensure that the error between the cost of collapsed edge and original
model is smallest and get a best result.

5
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Abstract. Transferring knowledge between different languages is a crucial
issue in international activities, because languages and cultures of interlocutors
are different. In international activities, conducted in multiple languages,
misunderstandings that make knowledge transfer difficult may cause the
activities to fail. It is necessary to observe the field in order to define the
components and requirements for an iterative design of a supporting system.
Observing user participation is useful to optimize the system and improve
communication. In this paper, we propose a model of multi-language
knowledge communication, which consists of providers of knowledge, flow of
knowledge through translation, and receivers of knowledge. Moreover, we treat
the YMC-Viet project in which Japanese rice crop experts transmit knowledge
to Vietnamese farmers, mediating youths, as a case study to illustrate the
refinement process of the multi-language knowledge communication model by
analyzing different communication phases.
Keywords:
knowledge
communication,
communication model, human interaction
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machine

translation,

Introduction

Recently, opportunities for multi-language knowledge communication have been
increasing where the interlocutors use different languages. Knowledge
communication is the activity of conveying and constructing insights, assessments,
experiences, or skills through verbal and non-verbal means interactively [3]. Multilanguage knowledge communication means knowledge transfer from one language to
other languages via translation. Knowledge communication is essential to facilitate
intra- and inter- organizational knowledge transfer [4]. Unfortunately, knowledge is
not transmitted precisely and multi-language communication does not work in many
cases because the interlocutors have different languages and cultures [5] and the
transmitted knowledge is technical. For example, which occurs in many international
NPOs and NGOs. Misunderstanding occurs because knowledge can’t be transmitted
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precisely. Hence, it is necessary to understand the requirement and components which
is emphasized of the field so as to improve knowledge transmission. Moreover, it is
important to refine the communication process with user participation.
In this paper, we propose a multi-language knowledge communication model
which consists of three components: providers of knowledge, flow of knowledge
through translation, and receivers of knowledge. We treat YMC-Viet project in which
Japanese experts transmit knowledge to Vietnamese farmers, as a case study. Further,
we investigate the refinement process of the communication model by analyzing
different communication phases in YMC-Viet project.

2

Motivation

In this study, we analyze multi-language knowledge communication in the YMC
(Youth Mediated Communication)-Viet project, which is an agricultural support
project in Vietnam. The outline is as follows:
The YMC-Viet project was conducted as part of a model project called
“Ubiquitous Alliance Project” to support developing countries with ICT. For the
YMC-Viet project, Web-services of Japanese Agriculture Grid and Language Grid [1]
[2] were applied. The project field was selected in cooperation with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development of Vietnam (MARD). The literacy rate of farmers
in this area is low. Hence youths with high literacy acted as mediators between
experts and farmers.
This project was conducted for 1.5 months (from Feb. 13, 2011 to Mar. 27, 2011),
in cooperation with 29 Farmers (30 Youths) in Thien My Commune, Vietnam. PCs
were provided in a facility, called “Culture center,” in Thien My Commune. Youths
took various roles in this project as follows. First, youths gathered questions from
farmers, who were their parents. Youths used PCs and communicated with Japanese
Experts via YMC system twice a week and wrote up the answers of the Experts in the
YMC passport1 (Fig. 1 (b)) and transmitted agricultural knowledge to farmers, based
on the YMC passport and Recipe card2. In addition, youths obtained local data (e.g.
temperature, humidity) daily. Fig. 1 (a) shows the situation wherein a youth takes a
picture of farmland. Pictures and local data were used so that the Japanese Experts
could understand the local situation and give more appropriate answer.
The YMC system is a multi-language online BBS. Youths sent local data and
questions via the YMC system. Japanese Experts got local data and question from
Youth via the YMC system. Fig.1 (c) shows the appearance of communication
between youths and Japanese Experts. The top text is a question of a farmer. The
middle one is the answer of an expert. The bottom one is comment from a youth.

1
2

YMC passport: A notebook youths take home and write down questions of their parents and
the answers of experts.
Recipe card: Paper-based cards that youths take home and show knowledge such as sorts of
pesticide, how to cultivate, etc. by photo and text.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. the YMC-Viet project ((a) and (b): Activity of a youth, (c): a screen of the YMC
system)

3

Model of Multi-language knowledge communication

To model multi-language knowledge communication, we propose a graphic
representation called the knowledge communication flow graph. Each node on a
graph represents an Actor; each Actor uses a PC. Each edge on a graph represents
Knowledge Flow. Actors are people and services concerned with transmitting
knowledge. Table 1 shows Actors and their roles. User means people who need
expertise. MT, Paraphraser, Human Translator and Parallel Text act as translators.
MT means machine translation service. Paraphraser means people who paraphrase
text. There are two types: people who paraphrase the source language and those who
paraphrase the target language. People who paraphrase the source language
paraphrase text prior to its input to MT with the idea that MT can output text of higher
translation quality. People who paraphrase the target language paraphrase MT text
output so that the text is easier for people to understand. Human Translator means
people who translate source language into target language directly. Parallel Text
means translation service by parallel text.
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Table 1. Actors and roles
Actors

Roles

Expert
User
Machine Translation
(MT)
Paraphraser

People who have expertise．
People who need expertise
Machine translation service. This translates input text from one language
(source language) to another language (target language).
People who paraphrase text. There are two types: people who paraphrase
source language, those who paraphrase target language. The former allow MT
to output text of higher translation quality. The latter male MT output easier
to understand.
People who translate source language into target language directly.
Translation service which use parallel text.

Human Translator
Parallel Text

Knowledge Flow is a flow that connects actors. Table 2 shows Knowledge Flows
and attributes. Knowledge Flow has three attributes. Communication Type means
type of knowledge communication and has three types: question, answer and
feedback. Communication Media Type means type of media and there are two types:
text and photo. Communication Media Device means type of media and there are
three types: communication using PC, communication using offline media, face-toface communication.
Table 2. Knowledge Flows: meaning and attribute
Knowledge Flows

Communication Type
Communication Media
Type
Communication Media
Device

4

4.1

Definitions and attributes

Type of knowledge communication. Question, answer and feedback.
Type of media including knowledge in knowledge communication. Text
and photo.
Type of media used in knowledge communication. Communication using
PC, communication using offline media (e.g. paper), face-to-face
communication.

Case study in YMC-Viet project

Knowledge communication of the project

In the YMC-Viet project (Fig. 2), Japanese experts (Expert) transmit knowledge to
Vietnamese youths (Youth). Youth transmits knowledge to Vietnamese farmers
(Farmer). There are 4 types of people in the knowledge communication during
proving test in the YMC-Viet project: Youth, Expert, Bridger and Farmer. They have
their own role as described below.
 Youth: Youth obtains questions from Farmer. Youth transmits local information
(e.g. temperature), questions of Farmer to Expert. When creating text, Youth
selects phrase from parallel text. Moreover, Youth sends feedback to Expert
after reading the answer from Expert. Youth writes down the answer on the
YMC passport and transmits it to Farmer.
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Expert: Expert answers a question from Youth. When creating text, Expert
selects phrases from parallel text. If Expert can’t create text from parallel text,
Expert uses free text. Further, Expert attaches Recipe card and a photo related to
the answer.
Bridger: Bridger work behind the scenes for translation. Bridger guarantees
translation quality by paraphrasing MT result. There are two types of Bridger:
Japanese Bridger and Vietnamese Bridger. Japanese Bridger has another role;
editing text input to MT to raise translation quality. Vietnamese Bridger also has
another role. It is to edit text created by MT to make it easier for Youth to
understand.
Farmer: Farmer transmits his or her questions to Youth. Farmer gets the
answers from Youth.
Japanese
Expert

Question

Vietnamese
Youth

Answer

Vietnamese
Farmer

Conversation

Feedback
Observe Field
field

Action

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of knowledge communication

4.2

Refinement of knowledge communication model

We have investigated the changes in form and reason for changes in the multilanguage knowledge communication in the YMC-Viet project. The knowledge
communication has six phases: from Phase 1 (Fig. 33), the phase that the agricultural
support project was planned in the first concept phase, to Phase 6 (Fig. 4), the phase
which was used during proving test. Phase 1-5 have problems in each phase but the
next phase is intended to correct the problems of the previous phase (Table 3).
The knowledge communication of Phase 1 is very simple. Only three
communication paths exist between Expert and Youth. One path transmits data and
field data, another is for asking a question via Parallel Text, the other is for answering
via Free Text. Moreover only three actors, Expert, Farmer and Youth, are active.
Fig. 4 shows the knowledge communication of Phase 6, knowledge communication
during proving test. It is much more complicated than Phase 1. Compared to Phase 1,
new actors are added: Japanese Bridger and Vietnamese Bridger. Communication
paths are also added. First, one new path allows Youth to express his or her gratitude
to Expert.
Gratitude sentences are translated by MT. Three translation paths are available to
Expert to answer Youth. One uses Parallel Text, others involve Bridger. Japanese
Bridger translated Japanese into English directly. On the other hand, we found that
3

When the agricultural support project was planned, the location in which the project was to
be conducted was Thailand. Thus, Youth and Farmer were expected to be Thai.
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Table 3.
Phase

1

2

3

Problems and Improvements in each phase

Problems

Improvement for next Phase

It is difficult to transmit the state of
crops to Expert by using only text.

Can attach a photo to a question.

How to translate text of answer of
Expert hasn’t been decided.

MT is adopted.

It is difficult to transmit answers to
Youth using only text.

Can attach photos and Recipe card to an answer [6].

There is danger that Expert will lose
motivation.
It is difficult for Youth to
understand answers of Expert. Bad
translation quality of MT causes
misunderstanding.
MT can't create text which is easy
for Youth to understand. Bad
translation quality of MT causes
misunderstanding.
If Bridger paraphrases all text, cost
of Bridger is very high.

4

5

Bad translation quality of MT
causes misunderstanding of
Vietnamese Bridger.
Cost of direct translation is lower
than cost of paraphrasing the MT
result, because Japanese Bridger
was Japanese - English
Bilingual.

Youth can send feedback to Expert, because feedback
strengthens motivation [7].
Japanese Bridger is added. Japanese Bridger edits
answer of Expert to make it easier for Youth to
understand and to increase quality of MT by editing text
which input to MT (This action is called "Paraphrase").
Vietnamese Bridger is added. Vietnamese Bridger edits
text output by MT to make it easier for Youth to
understand and to increase translation quality (This
action is called "Paraphrase"). As indicated by [8],
translation quality is increased.
Parallel text service is implemented to help Expert on
creating answer.
Translating Japanese into Vietnamese via English as
intermediate language.
The role of Japanese Bridger is added. Role is to
increase quality of MT by editing text MT output.
Japanese Bridger directly translates Free Text from
Japanese into English.

Data and photo
of Field
Japanese
Expert
Text for
Question
(Japanese)

Parallel Text
(for Question)

Text for
Question
(Thai)

Thai
Youth

Thai
Farmer

Conversation

Answer(Thai)

Answer(Thai)

Get data of Field,
Take a photo of
Field

Action

Field

Fig. 3. Knowledge communication of Initial phase (Phase 1)
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Vietnamese Bridger had two methods for translating English into Vietnamese from an
interview after proving test: in one method Bridger paraphrased MT result, in the
other method Bridger translated directly.
By interviewing with Japanese Bridger and Vietnamese Bridger, we clarified why
the behaviors of Japanese Bridger and Vietnamese Bridger were different. How
Vietnamese Bridger selected the translation method involved whether Vietnamese
Bridger was Expert or Non-Expert. Although Vietnamese Bridger was able to
understand English, Vietnamese Bridger was aware of poor English skill. Thus,
Vietnamese Bridger selected the translation method of paraphrasing MT result if
Vietnamese Bridger was able to understand MT result.
Data and photo of Field
Photo for question
Parallel Text
Text for
(for Question) Text for
Question(ja)
Question(vi)
Text for
Text for
Gratitude(ja)
Gratitude(vi)
Japanese
Expert

Japanese
Bridger

Text for
Answer(ja, PT)
Text for
Answer
（ja， FT）

Photo for Answer

MT(vi>ja)
Parallel Text Vietnamese
Bridger
(for Answer)
Text for
Text for
Text for
Answer
Answer
Answer
(ja, PT)
(vi, PT)
(vi, PT)

Text for
Text for
Answer
Answer
（en， FT）
（en&vi，
MT FT）
(en>vi)

Vietnamese
Youth

Vietnamese
Farmer

Conversation

Answer
(Vietnamese)

Text for
Answer
（vi， FT）Get data of Field,

Photo for Answer

Take a photo of
Field

Action

Field

Fig. 4. Knowledge communication during proving test (Phase 6)

5

Conclusion

The objective of this study is to improve multi-language knowledge communication
by observing YMC-Viet project in progress. To achieve this goal, we modeled multilanguage knowledge communication by incorporating the requirement and
components that were clearly important during the project: providers of knowledge,
flow of knowledge through translation, and receivers of knowledge. We illustrated the
refinement of the multi-language knowledge communication in YMC-Viet project by
analyzing different communication phases. Our future work is to evaluate the
effectiveness of the multi-language knowledge communication model and optimize
the model based on the analysis and evaluation.
Acknowledgments. This research is partly supported by Service Science, Solutions
and Foundation Integrated Research Program from JST RISTEX and a Grant-in-Aid
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Abstract. In Japan, selecting a kanji character to represent the year has become
a well-known year-end event. The kanji selected is regarded as a symbolic word
representing the year that has just passed. It can also be considered as a new
idea in a visual format that enables people to have an intuitive grasp of what the
year represented. As well as this “kanji of the year”, in Japan a cultural tradition
exists whereby people capture the essence of things with condensed forms of
expression such as the concise poetical forms of waka or haiku [1], etc. and
communicate with each other through the images they inspire. We think that it
is possible to enhance this style of communication even in our modern
networked society by recognizing and sharing deep emotions using symbolic
expressions (to be defined as “concise expression”) by means of ICT support.
Thus far, we have proposed a method of selecting an appropriate and concise
(symbolic) word for given dialogues in which multiple persons are
participating. However, it was difficult to find rational selection criteria when
statistically similar expressions are candidates. In order to obtain some useful
data on how to improve word selection, we analyzed the voting distribution for
“kanji of the year” for the past 11 years, as this reflects both the thoughts and
experience of the nation. We gained three significant insights from the analysis
that are applicable to our objective of condensation of dialogue context.
Keywords. Kanji character of the year, symbolic word, concise expression,
cultural aspects, qualitative analysis

1

Introduction

Every year end in Japan, it is usual to see the most important (ten) news stories of the
year presented as a list, or various awards for buzzwords of the year, which are broadcast or delivered via the Internet and then spread throughout society. In addition to
these, a remarkable event takes place that is promoted by “Kanken” (The Japan Kanji
Aptitude Testing Foundation), where the most appropriate kanji character representative of the entire year is selected by hundreds of thousands of participants by casting
votes. A single kanji is itself an ideogram (logogram) and composed of a certain set of
radicals that have graphical origins. For this reason, kanji have many more visual
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features than phonograms. Human cognitive behavior might be influenced by this
usage of kanji (and kana-phonogram) in Japan. Moreover, the historical and natural
environments of countries vary so that viewpoints on social issues may also diverge
according to the cultural background.
One of the recent topics related to Internet technology and services, the human interface with mobile equipment, seems to be crucial. Many users are participating in
various social media via smart phone applications or obtaining useful information
through dialogue agents. In these situations, it is important to estimate the current
status as implied by successive utterances or statements. If we could give an appropriate tag to each context, it would conveniently allow users to grasp a situation at a
glance, and for the agent (system) to make a smart response. Thus far, we have proposed a method that represents the current dialogue status as a symbolic word using
corpus-based statistical language processing. In this procedure, extracted major keywords are measured for their co-occurrences with each candidate word in a list in
order to select one for tagging the dialogue context. It is important what kinds of suitable word sets are prepared and how to weight each word if possible for tagging.
Thus, we considered if we could extract useful information from an analysis of the
voting distribution of individuals participating in the selection of “Kanji of the year”.
In section 2, we will introduce a few observations based on a qualitative analysis of
ranked kanji characters (candidates) for the last 11 years (2001-2011), compared with
major (important) news ranking. In section 3, we will discuss how to utilize the results of the analysis in relation to our overall objective, followed by concluding remarks.

2

Reviewing Kanji of The Year

Choosing “the kanji of the year” has become one of Japan’s well-known year-end
events. The kanji is chosen based on the results of questionnaires completed by hundreds of thousands of people every year. For example, the character for the year 2011
was “kizuna” (literally “bonds”) that reflected the feelings of people in response to the
powerful earthquake in March that caused massive devastation in eastern Japan. In
this case, it can be assumed that other candidate characters would be “quake,” “radiation,” and so on.
Nevertheless, many people last year selected the word “kizuna,” which is regarded
as the symbolic representation of human relationships in this country. Though this
example may be an ultimate case, we can intuitively understand a given situation even
from the shortest word.
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Fig. 1. Kanji of the Year 2011 “Kizuna”

Here we make the following hypotheses: (H1 through H3)
─ H1: Kanji characters in the higher ranking are observed frequently in important
news, with a relatively strong correlation.
─ H2: Each kanji character has the inherent characteristic of evoking numerous images so that it can be often connected to several affairs (news) through various associations. As a result, kanji with multiple interpretations might be preferred.
─ H3: Kanji characters selected in the top ranking sometimes seem to have been
affected by the collective intention or atmosphere in society related to sentiment,
e.g. emotion, feeling, sensation.
Thus, we analyzed the distribution of kanji voted in the top 10 ranking for the “kanji
of the year” from 2001 through 2011. The results of a preliminary analysis are as
follows (R1 through R3). For reference, the top three ranked kanji of the year are
shown in Table 1 [2].
Table 1. Kanji of the Year 2001 through 2011
year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

1st kanji
戦 (war)
帰 (return)
虎 (tiger)
災 (disaster)
愛 (love)
命 (life)
偽 (false)
変 (change)
新 (new)
暑 (hot)
絆 (bonds)

2nd kanji
狂 (mad)
北 (north)
戦 (war)
韓 (Korea)
改 (revise)
悠 (calm)
食 (foods)
金 (money/gold)
薬 (medicine)
中 (center/china)
災 (disaster)
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3rd kanji
乱 (disorder)
拉 (abduction)
乱 (disorder)
震 (quake)
郵 (post)
生 (live)
嘘 (lie)
落 (down)
政 (politic)
不 (non-)
震 (quake)

─ R1: H1 was derived from the list of the top 10 domestic and international news
stories for each year provided by one of major advertising companies (reference:
http://www.dentsu.com/); though space precludes a strict quantitative analysis result, it was within common sense.
─ R2: As evidence for H2, we found many cases where a kanji character was positioned like a hub connected to several related news events. Such kanji appear to
have wider (multiple) associations. It is also thought that the selected kanji character (word) is conceptually broad enough to encompass a wider range of meanings.
Apart from the general tendency, some special cases were found where the kanji is
included in or stands for a celebrity or the name of a team. A typical example is
“tora” (tiger) in 2003; it was the nickname of the winning professional baseball
teams.
─ R3: Concerning H3, in several cases each marked (bold) kanji in the years 2005,
2006 and 2011 is directly related to emotion/sentiment. This seems to have been
the cause for the higher ranking of the kanji of the year, compared to the values
(rankings) of corresponding news events. In particular “kizuna” in the year 2011,
as described in the first paragraphs, is considered to be a reflection of emotional
(affective) recognition by people who experienced the shocking disaster, even
though the word did not often appear in news stories.

3

Discussion of Related Issues

In our related research, we are trying to identify a certain appropriate word in order to
symbolize the current dialogue status (or context) between a virtual agent and a human user. Though it is difficult to presume an implicit state from surface utterances,
we have invented a new method by which given expressions are automatically labeled
by attribute tags, using a certain text corpus such as the content of a blog and a list of
symbolic terms including the candidate tags. This makes it possible to select an implicit word that does not directly appear in the original text.
Because it is as the same direction with our motivation, the observation made in Section 2 can be applied to our purpose of estimating an internal state by choosing an
appropriate representative word for a given situation of dialogue or events that happened during the year using the following strategies (S1 through S3).
─ S1: According to R1, the observed frequent keywords can be candidates for representative words for a given dialogue context, though it may be of base line as a
common sense.
─ S2: In the above baseline, all the candidate words have the same level of preference, even though the relative frequency may be different. Thus, as R2 suggests,
we could assign a certain reasonable weight to each candidate word with some degree of multiple sense or ambiguity.
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─ S3: R3 suggests that the word with a meaning related to sentiment can also be preferred as well as the feature in R2. Therefore, S2 and S3 can be applied simultaneously in combination.
Although these strategies were derived from a preliminary analysis for the typical
case of “kanji of the year”, various factors may affect the lexical choice in a broader
domain. In the study “Cultural Computing,” Tosa described how the degree of empathy in human communication is strongly affected by cultural divergence [3]. So universal aspects have been investigated for global communications, while there has
been far less focus on cultural information, which is vital for gaining a deeper understanding of human beings. In this sense, it is worth conducting an analysis of the relationships between thought and language using the clues that can be obtained from a
dialogue of wider scope or other types of corpus produced by people belonging to a
common cultural base. Moreover, if we wish to extract certain features from a relatively short text like Twitter, it would be important to take cultural aspects into consideration for localization [4].
Concerning the above described strategies (S2 and S3), though it might be very difficult to construct a certain mathematical model that could present how the "kanji of the
year" are voted, at least we should consider or incorporate quantitative effects of
metaphoric or associative power of any kanji and so on. However, those effects may
be strongly influenced by various contextual factors related to both common cultural
basis and individual personality. Thus it would be an issue of long-term investigation.

4

Conclusion

In this short paper, we reviewed the recent “Kanji of the year” in order to elucidate
our purpose of reviewing concise contexts. The result shows that words with multiple
interpretations or sentiment-related conceptual meaning were much more highly preferred based on the voting compared with baseline. This observation is applicable to
our trial that involves selecting the appropriate word to symbolize the status of a
given dialogue in an online communication. Though it is still at an exploratory stage,
we will adopt an interdisciplinary approach and conduct further investigations into
human communications, including cultural aspects.
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Abstract. This paper investigates how Chinese characters under proper Hanzi/Kanji conversion improve the comprehension of English communication between Chinese and Japanese people who may be not sufficient in English.
Based on comparison of daily English conversation in which Hanzi/Kanji conversion tool is utilized and that only used English mediated Chinese-Japanese
machine translation, we found that it makes significant improvements in comprehension of converted Hanzi jargons while there are no remarkable changes
in comprehension of both converted and unconverted Kanji jargons. Besides it
also showed that Hanzi/Kanji conversion is effective to knowledge transfer in
multilingual communication.
Keywords. Multilingual communication; Chinese character; Hanzi/Kanji conversion; ethnomethodology.

1

Introduction

As a global language, people from a variety of countries with different cultures can
communicate with each other in English. However, language barriers still remain a
significant problem when people don’t have an excellent skill of English, especially in
East Asia.
Chinese characters are named Hanzi in Chinese and Kanji in Japanese. A Chinese
character is an ideogram composed of mostly straight lines or ‘poly-line’ strokes[1],
which were widely used in the East Asia countries, like China, Japan, Korea and Vietnam in history. Owing to wide use of Chinese character, Sinosphere, which is
known as Chinese character cultural sphere, emerged in those countries at first. So
they still may understand the meaning of a Hanzi term only from the character, and
they can make conversations with people from other countries only by writing Chinese character that was named conversation by writing.
Modern Japanese and Korean are consisted of not only Chinese characters, but also
their own unique character. Though there are significantly huge changes in usage of
words and terms, the relationship among the three languages is still remaining. Above
70% modern Chinese terms, mainly including chemistry, politics and other jargons,
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originated from modern Japanese terms. And there are many regions and countries
that used or integrated Chinese characters to their own languages[2].
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of Chinese characters mediated, mainly between Hanzi and Kanji, to support multilingual communication. In this paper, we
present some findings from analyzing conversation data taken from Chinese characters mediated communication and compared with machine translation mediated conversation, which is important in evaluating the efficiency of knowledge transfer in
Chinese characters mediated communication and the usefulness of Hanzi/Kanji conversion.
The paper is structured as follows; firstly we draw our theoretical background of
Hanzi/Kanji conversion and then introduce our three-part conversation experiments.
We will present some analysis on the Hanzi/Kanji conversion mediated conversation
and compare it with machine translation mediated, explaining its effectiveness and
disadvantages. At last, we conclude with a discussion and make a prospect of our
study.

2

Hanzi/Kanji conversion mediated conversion

2.1

Method to convert Hanzi and Kanji

Most of existent related works about Hanzi/Kanji conversion were mediated English
that can convert Hanzi and Kanji from not only orthographical but also semantic
equivalent. And the purpose of English mediated Hanzi/Kanji conversion is to expand
the existing Chinese-Japanese dictionary by increasing candidates with better quality[3,4]. It reveals that Hanzi/Kanji conversion is an effective and useful method to
create Chinese-Japanese bilingual lexicon.
The other Hanzi/Kanji conversion method is based on the similarity between Kanji
and Hanzi with a probabilistic model that connected Kanji and Hanzi word by a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) model[5]. And this method revealed that it improved the quality and accuracy of Japanese-Chinese translations of technical terms.
However, all of those methods mainly make contributions to Chinese-Japanese
machine translation dictionary, but cannot change the fact that most of ChineseJapanese translations are still mediated English, especially some jargons.
Referring to CJK (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) Common Character Table[6], we
find that there are 1632 common characters of CJK while there are 85 unique Kanji
characters. Because of a large number of common characters in CJK with different
Unicode, we can convert Hanzi and Kanji characters just via Unicode conversion.
2.2

Knowledge transfer

Communication among people with different languages is a style of intercultural
communication. Since communication is an important way to transfer related knowledge and information, it is necessary to evaluate the efficiency in knowledge transfer
in intercultural communication.
Owing to Sinosphere, writing Chinese character always supports intercultural
communication between Chinese and Japanese while the pronounce of the same Chi-
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nese character is different from each other, they still can communicate with each other
by writing Chinese character which is named conversation by writing.
Hanzi/Kanji conversion mediated conversation challenges knowledge transfer that
will examine usefulness of Chinese character supporting daily English conversation
between Chinese and Japanese.

3

Hanzi/Kanji mediated conversation experiment

3.1

Objectives

This conversation experiment is to observe the action of communication between
Chinese and Japanese in English. For both Chinese and Japanese people are able to
use Hanzi/Kanji characters, Hanzi and Kanji can be used in the conversations when
they want to say some words in English or as additional introduction to English. So in
this experiment, we plan to survey how they use Hanzi characters to make their communication smooth and well understood.
3.2

Setting

Two Japanese and two Chinese participated in our experiments and they communicated with each other by English, which are not any participants’ mother languages.
The Japanese participant A has low-level English skill with a TOEIC score lower
than 750, and is not fluent in spoken English while C has a better English skill, but
still is weak in speaking and listening. The Chinese participant B has a higher-level
English knowledge with a TOEFL score higher than 90, and is able to speak English
fluently and clearly while participant D can speak English fluently but not very clearly and is not good at writing Chinese character though he is able to recognize most of
them.
3.3

Conversation with Hand Writing

In this part of experiment, when participants don’t know how to say a word in English,
they can write Hanzi/Kanji or draw a picture on the paper. Each one writes his/her
native language and the other will see the character and evaluate comprehension of
Chinese characters written by others.
As the excerpt referred to Fig.1, these Kanji terms, which are made up of Hanzi/Kanji characters only, can be well understood for Chinese, like 餃子 (Gyoza, food
B: I only eat goats once in Kyoto, in Kawa...
((B wrote the name of street on the paper))
A: Oh, KawaramachiImadegawa...It is Japanese characters.
B: But it is the same as Chinese characters. And
we call it...
((B spoke it in Chinese))

Fig. 1. Conversation scripts in the first part

Fig. 2. Hand writing to support conversation
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name) and 河原町今出川 (Kawaramachiimadegawa, street name). Those words are
from China originally or they are location names consisted by Hanzi characters only.
Although those words have different pronunciations in Chinese and Japanese, it is
easy to be known or remembered from characters.
In this conversation, the Chinese participant was puzzled with the name of Japanese
food and didn’t know the details from pronunciation. And the term can be written in
Kanji partly, but it still kept hard to be understood. So we can find that though some
names of Japanese food are made of Kanji characters, it is still difficult for a Chinese
to understand, like 唐揚(Karaage, fried), お握り(Onigiri, a Japanese food), which
were written in Fig.2. Those terms are usually consisted of Hiragana or Katakana and
Kanji. In the situation, without further explanation like drawing and describing more
particular, it is difficult to understand those proper nouns that may originate from
Japan. So it is better to translate to Chinese than convert characters.
3.4

Conversation with Kanji/Hanzi Conversion

In the second part of experiment, we use Hanzi/Kanji character conversion tool
named Pinconv4 instead of writing on paper when explaining some proper nouns.
Pinconv4 is a conversion tool that can convert Kanji to Simplified Chinese vice versa.
According to the following conversation excerpt showed in Fig.3 and Fig.4, Kanji/Hanzi conversion tool makes contributions to comprehension of ‘Prefecture’ for
Chinese participant B since the related Kanji character is different from Hanzi character. Though Kanji/Hanzi conversion tool can break the barrier of understanding different Chinese character variants, there are still some disadvantages in Chinese characters mediated communication. Referring to Fig.3, when 万博(Banpaku, Expo) was
introduced by the Japanese participant, the Chinese participant still didn’t know the
meaning of it since it had been converted into Hanzi character. The reason is that
Banpaku is called ’世博’ (Shibo, Expo) in Chinese. Meanwhile, in Fig.4, we also
found that Hanzi/Kanji conversion can’t keep the converted results semantic. Just like
‘猪’ which means pig in Chinese but boar in Japanese.
In fact, it is easier to remember Kanji terms from characters than pronunciation for
Chinese people, so they may prefer to remember Kanji terms from characters. From
this part of conversation experiment, it reveals that some terms like traditional Japanese foods, e.g.‘お好み焼き’ (Okonomiyaki) ,‘たこ焼き’(Takoyaki),‘鯛焼き’ (TaiA: Banpaku is located in Osaka prefecture.
B: Prefecture↓
((A inputs the word and B sees it))
B: Oh↓
A: Maybe (.) you know Bankokuhakurankai, Banpaku is short of Bankokuhakurankai.
B:En::
((B still does not well know that place and
A inputs))
B: Oh:: sorry, I know it.(.) I got it.

D: I can not eat Mapodoufu (0.5) Because I
cannot eat=
C: Oh, Inoshishi..Inoshishi↑º い の し し º((C
input 'inoshishi'))
D: En=
C: =Does it mean doufu↑
D: No, it means pig
C: Oh, in Japan, ((input 'but a')) pig write as
'buta' (1) And this is ((pointed 'pig' in Chinese
character)) a romanian pig

Fig.3. Conversation scripts in the second part4
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Fig.4. Conversation scripts in the second part

yaki) and special terms (‘万博’) are difficult to be understood from characters. For
those types of terms, machine translation should be a better way to support multilingual communication between Japanese and Chinese. On the contrary, some proper
nouns like‘大阪城’(Osaka Jyo),‘茨木’(Ibaraki),‘難波’(Nanba) are well understood.
This type of terms is usually including place names, person names, scenic spots and
so on.
3.5

Conversation with Synchronous Translation Tool

In this part of conversation experiment, synchronous communication tool was used to
support communication. When making use of machine translation, the language resources in synchronous communication tool are supported by the multilingual languages platform named ‘Language Grid’. Language Grid is an online multilingual
service-oriented platform that provides a multilingual service infrastructure, enables
easy registration and sharing of languages services[7].
Since synchronous translation tool can translate Chinese to Japanese, one can input
some terms in Chinese and translate it into Japanese, the other can see the translations
at the same time. Fig.5 is screenshot from the experiment. The left image is words
that are input by Chinese while the right is the results translated synchronously that
been seen by the Japanese participant.
In the 10 terms input, 9 terms can be translated into Japanese correctly which the
Japanese participant could catch meaning of them. The only wrong translation, which
is marked by ‘×’, is a place name of Chinese city.
And in the 9 right translations, 5 translations can be converted to Kanji terms from
original Hanzi terms, which are marked by ‘○’. They are mainly person names, place
names, and some special terms. We also survey those terms in Wikipedia, the result
is as follow Table1. It shows that 8 Chinese terms (Hanzi) can be converted into Japanese character (Kanji) directly in Wikipedia. From this part of experiment, we can
find that perhaps it is better to convert Hanzi terms, which are originated from China,
to Kanji terms than translation, like person name, place name, famous sites and some
food. For those types of terms, Japanese can understand meaning only from character.
Take ‘熱乾麺’ for example, in spite of different characters with Hanzi (Simplified
Chinese), the meaning of the converted Kanji term can be understood from each character. Besides, it will also be helpful to know the details of it for ’熱’ means hot, ’乾’
means dry and ’麺’ stands for noodles in English. But from results of machine translation, we can’t catch the important information.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of Machine Translation Mediated Conversation
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Table 1. Comparison translations between MT and Wikipedia
Chinese

Japanese(MT)

刘备
热干面
三顾茅庐
护城河
三国
襄阳
芝麻酱
隆中
黄鹤楼
诸葛亮

劉備
武漢風和えそば
三顧の礼をとる
護城河
三国
襄陽
ゴマ味噌
盛んな中
黄鶴楼
諸葛孔明

Japanese(Wiki)
劉備
熱乾麺
三顧の礼
堀
三国
襄陽
芝麻酱
隆中
黄鶴楼
諸葛亮

English
Liu Bei
Hot and Dry Noodles
Three visit to the cottage
Moat
Three Kingdoms
Xiangyang
Sesame butter
Longzhong
Yellow Crane Tower
Zhuge Liang

It seems that since machine translation mediated should be effective to multilingual
communication, for people who are under the influence of Sinosphere, Chinese character mediated also is a useful way in multilingual conversation. Even in some situations, it will be more efficient and convenient than machine translation.

4

Discussion

In this part, we would analysis on some data of the first and second part of conversation experiments from three aspects: comprehension of Chinese character, convenience of using Chinese characters and efficiency of knowledge transfer.
In the two groups of conversation experiment, total 17 Chinese terms (Hanzi terms)
written on the paper, without any conversion, Japanese participants could understand
over half of those Hanzi terms only from the characters which is defined as comprehension of meaning. However, there are still some words that can be recognized from
characters without knowing the meaning of them. On the other hand, it reveals that
Chinese participants have a better skill in comprehension of Japanese terms from
characters, but it still shows that because of Katakana and Hiragana, it becomes to be
difficult to understand those Japanese terms made up of Kanji and other Japanese
unique characters.
By using Hanzi/Kanji conversion tool in the second part of conversation experiments, it shows that over 70% Chinese terms and Japanese terms can be converted
into the other character successfully. Conversion rate is proportion of successful conversion between Chinese and Japanese terms which referring to CJK Common Character Table. Compared with the first part of conversation experiment, it reveals that it
Table 2. Results of comprehension in meaning and character
Language
Chinese
Japanese

No.
I
II
I
II

Comprehension
of meaning
50.0%
60.0%
60.0%
84.6%

Comprehension
of character(I)
50.0%
53.3%
60.0%
84.6%
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Conversion
rate
75.0%
72.0%
83.3%
72.7%

Comprehension
of meaning(II)
75.0%
92.0%
33.3%
63.6%

is effective to improve comprehension of Chinese terms for Japanese participants by
converting Hanzi character to Kanji character from Table 2.
And for the better comparison of converted characters, we also made some other
statistic analysis to evaluate the comprehension of converted characters that are different from originals in character. For example, ‘自愿’ which means voluntary in
English, is a Hanzi term and it will be converted into ‘自願’ in Kanji character which
can be understood by Japanese participants. It shows that using Hanzi/Kanji conversion makes a significant improvement in comprehension of Chinese terms whose
characters are different from Japanese from 14.3% to 57.1%. However, to our surprise,
there is no significant change, from 60% to 63.6% in comprehension of converted
Kanji. The reason is that those Japanese terms always are consisted of Kanji and other
characters, like 甘い(Sweet), お握り(Onigiri).
In our conversation experiments, we focused on Hanzi/Kanji conversion only for
Kanji terms, but it is possible to expand the current work to other Japanese words that
are made up by Hiragana and one Kanji character, like 酸っぱい (acid), 辛 い (hot).
For those words, Chinese may still understand them if ignoring parts of Hiragana. As
modern Chinese terms are consisted of more than one character while one-character
terms were widely used in ancient Chinese, it is still easy for Chinese people to understand them.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed and reported on the study of Hanzi/Kanji conversion mediated conversation. Since there are a lot of variants of one Chinese character, Hanzi/Kanji conversion enables Japanese and Chinese to break through the barrier when
using characters of their mother tongues. In our experiments, we observed human
behaviors, especially usage of Kanji/Hanzi in multilingual communication.
Firstly, Hanzi and Kanji as an intermediation in daily English conversation is effective and useful to improve the comprehension and to make the conversation much
more smooth and favorable. Though Chinese can recognize Kanji characters, it is not
easy for them to write them down for most of they use Simplified Chinese. Meanwhile, for Japanese people, it is hard to recognize Simplified Chinese. In this way,
Hanzi-Kanji conversion tool is necessary.
Secondly, in the comprehension of some Chinese terms, Hanzi/Kanji conversion
mediated is as effective as machine translation in knowledge transfer. From the experiment, over 70% proper nouns originated from Chinese could be converted to Japanese only from characters. Those proper nouns include place names, person names,
and traditional food names.
Thirdly, it makes a significant improvement in comprehension of converted Chinese characters while there are not remarkable changes in comprehension of converted and unconverted Kanji terms from our conversation experiments.
Finally, it is useful to understand Chinese terms mediated Hanzi. Since machine
translation mediated can reduce effort of explaining, due to limitation of bilingual
dictionary, ideographic Chinese character mediated will be a better choice when introducing Chinese terms.
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Those findings suggest that there is an opportunity for people in Sinosphere to use
Chinese character to support their communications. However, with the intercultural
knowledge and complexity of Japanese characters, in some conditions, machine translation is also necessary to reduce communicative efforts. System combined the functions of Chinese characters conversion and machine translation is expected in the near
future. And how to make use of Chinese characters conversion or machine translation
in word selection should be taken into account. Besides, in this paper, we mainly focus on diary conversation between Chinese and Japanese, for further evaluation and
extension of the usage, Chinese characters mediated conversation will be hold in other
specific situations, like medical care, and Korean character, Hanja will also be taken
into account to support multilingual communication.
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Abstract. Because of the popularity of mobile phone and the development of
mobile network, mobile data is growing explosively. Mobile data mining is
more and more of attention. But single node-based data mining platform has
been unable to store and analysis the massive data. According to cloud computing technology, we preset a distributed data mining framework based on Hadoop. Then, we present the implementation of this system framework and
process mobile internet access log on the Hadoop cluster. Comparative tests
will show that this distributed system framework is significantly efficient for
processing huge scale dataset.
Keywords: cloud computing; Hadoop; Hive; datamine; Mobile phone web log

1

Introduction

Very large scale datasets are ubiquitous in today’s world: World Wide Web, social
network, and huge search and query-click logs. With the popularity of mobile phone,
humanity has been entering a new personal digital era. The mobile phone quickly
becomes the final sensor of the human movement and behavior. Massive scale and
various structures of personal mobile phone datasets are collected all the time. The
mobile phone dataset can response to user’s interests and habits in real time. The
analysis of data can effectively reflect people’s changes in demand, and help service
providers more flexibility to adjust their strategy. But it’s a problem that the data mining field commit to resolve, that how effective and low-cost to deal with large datasets, and to combine with business intelligence to mine useful information for the
enterprise.
A single node-based data mining platform has been unable to store and analysis the
massive data. And RDBMS operates not well on unstructured or semi-structured data.
Therefore, there is a growing need for distributed ways of storing and processing
these datasets. MapReduce[11,12], a simple programming model for data processing,
works well on unstructured or semi-structured data. A web log is a good example of a
set of records that is not normalized, so logfiles of all kinds are particularly wellsuited to analyse with MapReduce. Its effectiveness and simplicity have result in its
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welcome and implementation quickly. B. Bahmani etc.[1] introduced a fast personalized PageRank on MapReduce. B. Li, E. Mazur etc.[2] introduced One-Pass analytics
of huge scale dataset using MapReduce. M. de Kruijg, K. Sankaralingam[3] presented
the implementation of MapReduce for CBDA, provided enormous productivity benefits. In addition, MapReduce is implemented by different internet companies[13,14,15].
Kernel of Hadoop is MapReduce and HDFS[5], provided a reliable shared storage
and analysis system. The storage is provided by HDFS and analysis by MapReduce.
We will introduce Hadoop in detail in the second section.
In this paper, we present a distributed data mining system framework based on Hadoop. The core of the framework is a server computer that can provide web service.
User can submit the mining job remotely using interface of browser etc. The system
analyses and executes the job, and returns the results to user. The tasking process is
invisible. User can experience the powerful computing ability of cloud computing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. We introduce the knowledge
about cloud computing, including Hadoop and Hive. We then present our system
framework and detailed design, and discuss task process details. Next, we present the
implementation of the system framework for two typical log analysis services. Finally
we design two experimental analyses to test and verify efficiency of this system
framework processing the huge scale datasets.

2

Related Technologies

Cloud computing[4,5,6] is a super-computing model based on internet, a distributed
computing technology. We can experience the computing power of 10 trillion times
per second. Powerful computation ability can simulate nuclear explosion, predict
climate change and market trend. Cloud computing is the development of distributed
computing, grid computing, and parallel computing, or other implementation of these
computer science concepts on business. The fundamental of cloud computing is that a
process task is split and allocated to distributed computers on a cluster, not execute on
local machine or a remote server. Cloud computing technology break the bottleneck
of computing power of single node, and provide an effective solution for processing
larger datasets.
Currently there is a number of scientific research projects about cloud computing.
Hadoop is the most popular open source cloud computing platform[4].
2.1

Hadoop--Open Source Cloud Computing Platform

Hadoop[7] has its origins in Apache Nutch, an open source web search engine, itself a
part of the Lucene project. And then, Hadoop was made its own top-level project at
Apache. Hadoop has implementations of GFS and MapReduce model, to make easy
to program and execute the application program for large datasets.
There are two major parts in Hadoop distributed platform[8]:
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(1) HDFS(Hadoop Distribution Filesystem): Files in HDFS are broken into
block-size chunks, which are stored as independent units. The chunks are stored in the
disks in the cluster respectively. Furthermore, blocks fit well with replication for providing fault tolerance and availability.
An HDFS cluster had two types of node operating in a master-worker pattern: a
namenode(the master) and a number of datanodes(the worker). The datanode manages
the filesystem namespace. It maintains the filesystem tree and the metadata for all the
files and directories in the tree. Datanodes are the workhorses of the filesystem. They
store and retrieve blocks when they are told to, and they report back to the namenode
with lists of blocks that they are storing.

Fig. 1. A client reading data from HDFS

A client accesses the filesystem on behalf of the user by communicating with the
namenode and datanode.
(2) MapReduce programming model: A job is split into a number of small tasks,
and each small task processes data blocks stored in the node of cluster.
In general, MapReduce and HDFS is running on the same set of nodes. In other
words, the computing nodes and storage nodes are usually together. MapReduce is
composed by a MasterTracker and a number of SlaveTaskTrackers.
The whole process of MapReduce is illustrated in Fig. 2. At the highest level, there
are four independent entities:
 The client, which submits the MapReduce job.
 The jobtracker, while coordinates the job run.
 The tasktrackers, which run the tasks that the job has been split into.
 The distributed filesystem (normally HDFS), which is used for sharing job
files between the other entities.
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Fig. 2. How Hadoop runs a MapReduce job

2.2

Hive

Although Hadoop is best known for MapReduce and its distributed filesystem
(HDFS), the term is also used for a family of related projects that fall under the umbrella of infrastructure for distributed computing and large-scale data processing. As
the Hadoop ecosystem grows, more projects are appearing, which provide complementary services to Hadoop.

Fig. 3. The Hadoop projects
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Hive[9,10] is a framework for data warehousing on top of Hadoop that facilitates
easy data summarization, ad-hoc queries, and the analysis of large datasets stored in
Hadoop compatible file systems. Hive provides a mechanism to project structure onto
this data and query the data using a SQL-like language called HiveQL. Hive was
created to make it possible for analysis with strong SQL skills to run queries on the
huge volumes of data stored in HDFS.
HiveQL is Hive’s query language, a dialect of SQL. Hive converts HiveQL query
into a series of MapReduce jobs for execution on a Hadoop cluster. Furthermore,
Hive can invoke an external user-defined script or program using an approach like
Hadoop Streaming, the TRANSFORM, MAP, and REDUCE clauses.
The Hive shell is only one of several services that you can run using the hive
command. You can specify the service to run using the –service option. ‘hivesever’,
one of services, can run Hive as a server exposing a Thrift service, enabling access
from a range of clients written in different languages. The Hive Thrift Client makes it
easy to run Hive commands from a wide range of programming languages, Thrift
bindings from Hive are available for C++, Java, PHP, Python, and Ruby.

3

Framework

Fig. 4 shows the distributed data mining system framework based on Hadoop.
User layer

User 1

User 2

User n

Submit
jobs

APACHE Server
PHP script
Hive Thrift Server

Job
scheduling
and
allocation

HiveQL

Server layer

Hive
MapRed Job
Master node
(NameNode, JobTrackerNode)

Infrastructure
layer

Node 1

Node 2

Node n

Fig. 4. A distributed data mining system framework based on Hadoop
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Hadoop
cluster

Infrastructure layer is a Hadoop cluster in fully distributed mode. The nodes of
cluster store and process datasets.
Server layer is the master node machine of Hadoop cluster. The master node is
configured as Apache server and Hive thrift server. This layer connects user layer and
infrastructure layer, and plays the role of task analysis, scheduling and allocation,
finally returns the calculated results to user layer.
User layer submit jobs using browser (or other interface), and show the results.
This system framework provides a browser form of user interface. User can submit
the mining task according their needs. Server will generate a Hive-command after
receiving the task from user. Hive-command will be handed to Hive by Hive server.
Then Hive converts Hive-command into a series of MapReduce jobs for execution.
The master node schedules the task and allocates small tasks to the nodes of cluster
for execution. Then, the master node collects the computed results of the nodes, and
returns the final results to user.

4

Implementation of Framework

We present the implementation of this system framework for phone web log. The log
data is structured data, containing attributes such as phone number, start access time,
end time, and URL etc. The structured data meet the requirement of data mining using
Hive. We can fulfill complex MapReduce logic query language efficiently and quickly using Hive.
Application 1. The top N of websites visited
Algorithm:
Step1: Input URL from logfiles.
Step2: Extract website from URL, and filter out the irregular website.
Step3: Count the frequency of each website, and sort by
the frequency descending.
Step4: Return top N records.
Based on the algorithm description, design Hive query language. First in a subquery, invoke an external MapReduce script to extract website from URL, and filter
out the irregular website. Return the regular websites as the results of subquery. Then,
in Hive, count frequency of each website by use of COUNT set function and GROUP
BY clause. Sorting data can be achieved by use of SORT BY clause. The top N of
websites can be achieved by use of LIMIT clause.
Hive Thrift client can access server and commit the Hive-commend using PHP
script, then display the results on the page.
Fig. 5 shows the bar graph according to the access times of websites.
As shown in Fig. 5, the account of top ten are Tencent, Sina, Baidu and Taobao.
Tencent’s web site is the most visited, and account for 40% of the total access times
of top ten. Furthermore, the first is chatface.3g.qq.com.
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Fig. 5. the top N of websites accessed

Fig. 6. Daily surfing habits

Application 2: Daily surfing habits
Divide day into 24 time periods according hour, and denote each period by ‘00’
to ‘23’. Count the access times of websites in each time period.
Algorithm:
Step1: Input start access time from logfiles.
Step2: Extract hour from time, and filter out the irregular records.
Step3: Count the frequency of each hour.
Based on the algorithm description, design Hive query language. First, invoke an
external MapReduce script in a subquery to extract hour from time, and filter out the
irregular records. Return the regular hour records as the results of subquery. Then,
count frequency of each hour by use of COUNT set function and GROUP BY clause.
Fig. 6 shows the bar graph and curve according to the access times of websites
in each hour.
As shown in Fig. 6, the number of access web using mobile phone is growing
from 7 AM. The first peak value appears at 2 PM, continuing to 5 PM. After 7 PM,
the number grows again. The maximum appears at 9 PM and 11 PM. The number
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drastically reduces after 1 AM, to the minimum in 4 AM and 6 AM. We can draw a
conclusion that two time periods of 13:00-17:00 and 21:00-23:00 are the prime time
of surfing using mobile phone.

5

Performance Analysis

Based on this framework, two applications are presented, but also, two comparison
tests are designed on Application 1 for verifying the efficiency of the framework on
huge scale data analysis. All of applications and tests run on Hadoop distributed cluster with 6 machines. One machine is the master node, running as Apache server and
Hive server. The other five are nodes of process and storage.
Comparison 1: Processing the same scale data, compare the efficiencies between
traditional single-node mining model and this distributed framework. The size of test
data is 200 MB, total of 1.3 million records. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of RPPS
(records processed per second) between two models. It can be seen that the process
efficiency of this distributed framework is 100 times higher than it of traditional single-node model.

Fig. 7. efficiencies of processing between

Fig. 8. efficiencies of processing two

traditional single-node mining model
and this distributed framework.

different scale datasets.

Comparison 2: Based on application 1, compare the efficiencies of processing two
different scale datasets. One of datasets is 200 MB, total of 1.3 million records. The
other is 1000 times larger than former, 200 GB, total of 1.3 billion records. Fig. 8
shows the RPPSs of processing datasets. The RPPS of lager scale dataset is 20 times
larger. The lager is the scale of dataset; the higher is the process efficiency.
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It can be seen from the comparison tests that this framework works well on big data mining, and has the significant capacity of processing huge scale dataset. And invoking an external script or program from Hive makes the framework flexibly to meet
the mining requirements.

6

Conclusion

For the explosive growth of mobile data, and the cloud computing technology of rapid
development, we preset a distributed data mining framework based on Hadoop. And
two applications of log mining are presented based on this system framework. Comparative analyses of the experiments prove the high efficiency of this framework in
dealing with large data.
We can write complex MapReduce of logic query language efficiently and quickly
using Hive. But, in some cases, on account of not familiar with data characteristics, or
not follow Hive optimization convention, the task of process is very inefficient, even
cannot get results. HiveQL does not support the full SQL-92 specification. Compared
to traditional databases, Hive supports only a small set of primitive data types. Some
of Hive’s extensions are in view.
When data is unstructured, Hive is not applicable. So we will consider the improvements of process tools based on this framework to meet variety of structure and
size of data of mining requirements.
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1

Abstract. The paper presents an interactive film generator that can be used to
produce different films with various stories based on a number of predefined
shots. The shots are defined by a score attributes and description attribute used
to characterize each shot. The interaction is provided through the interface of
the film generator. By interacting with the generator through its interface, the
user can select a number of shots base on their attributes and generate a film.
The film generator can change the audience’s passive way of watching films by
giving them the capability to draw a storyline and it can be a useful tool for
film’s director and scriptwriter.
Keywords: Interactive Film Generator, Shot, Montage, Composition,
Narrative Generation.

1

Introduction

In the domain of filmmaking, montage techniques are commonly used to emphasize
the meaning of the sequences in the film. These techniques consist of combining
together two unrelated shots to create a third meaning. Traditional films present to the
audience a linear sequence of shots that defined a fixed story over which he does not
have any control. But with the development of media technology, video editing and
composition have become easy for individuals who own a recording camera, a
computer and have some basic skills in manipulating video editing software, allowing
them to create their own video contents instead of just acting as passive viewers.
Based on the functionalities provided by such software, different video editing and
composition techniques have been introduced [1]. The audience has the possibility to
edit, store, access, and manipulate video contents to compose his film [2]. With the
development of network technologies, it is also possible nowadays to compose films
using shots or video provided by different people over a network [3] [4]. Others
research are also conducted to create
coherent video content when using a
collection of unedited videos [5]. Although video editing and composition
applications make it easy to create our own video, it is still not possible to easily
generate a various range of films with different storyline. Instead, using montage
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techniques, professional and amateurs filmmakers only create films with a fixed story
by combining shots while there is the possibility of generating other stories using the
same shots based on the concept of narrative generative [6] [7]. For example, in
“Choose Your Own Adventure” game books series, after a couple of pages of reading,
the “reader faces two or three options, each of which leads to more options and then
to one of about 40 endings” [8]. This type of narrative generative allows the user to
create various stories based on their ending using the same book.
This paper presents an interactive system to generate films based on traditional
montage techniques and the concept of narrative generative. During the editing
process of the shots that will be used for the montage, different attributes are assigned
to the edited shots which are stored in a database to be used later as basis to choose
scenario for the film the user desires to watch. By generating different films with
unique scenario, this interactive film generator enlarges the possibility of stories a
script writer can write for a film. From the traditional way of writing a linear story,
the script writer will find it easier to vary his stories’ contents using this tool. It can
also be a helpful asset to the film’s director by providing valuable information about
what result he can achieve while shooting under certain conditions which are defined
by the generated films.

2

Film Generation Process

The generation of films through our system goes through the different steps shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Film generation process

At first we prepare a number of shots that will be used to generate films. The shots are
recorded following different storylines with different ending. Fig. 2 shows the
composition of two different shots based on the same group of prepared shots. With
each shots corresponding to different ending, it is possible to create various number of
scenario by interconnecting the shots after user inputs. Base on its ending, we can
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qualify a shot to be “GOOD” or “BAD” and assign a score. For example, in a shot
where the main hero is facing a challenge, the shot will be classified as “GOOD” if he
overcomes the challenges and will have high score. Otherwise, it will be a “BAD”
shot and will have low score.

(a) First generated film

(b) Second generated film
Fig. 2. Generation of two different films (a) and (b) based on the same group of preprepared shots
During the editing process, shots are grouped into libraries and shots that form one
film can only be retrieved from one library. Besides, the system is designed in such
way that each shot can only appear only one time in each film. Such design helps us
to avoid generating a film with shots that have not related, hence limit the generation
of inconsistent films. We also set a number of attributes for each shot that will be used
as reference during the generation process. For this first prototype, we defines the two
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following attributes for each shot: a “Score” attribute with numerical numbers going
from one to ten, one representing the worst case scenario while ten representing the
best case scenario, and a “Description” attribute that describes the story of each shot.
With these attributes set, the next step is to save them in a database where all
references to the shots will be kept.
Database of Clips will be recorded by the below format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<data>
<movie src="01.flv" name="flv1" score="1" description="description01" />
<movie src="02.flv" name="flv2" score="2" description="description02" />
<movie src="03.flv" name="flv3" score="3" description="description03" />
<movie src="04.flv" name="flv4" score="4" description="description04" />
<movie src="05.flv" name="flv5" score="5" description="description05" />
</data>
To allow the user to generate a film using those shots, we create an interactive user
interface that allows user inputs which will define the way the film will be composed.
The current version presents the user with three input options: a random generation
button that will generate a film with by randomly associate different shots, show as
Fig. 3., a curve- based input that will generate a film base on a curve drawn by the
user and which refers to the “Score” attribute of the shots, show as Fig. 4. And at last
a “Length” option which refers to the number of shots that will form the film. The
random generation option will in most case result in a film with no logic while a film
generated based on user input curve will present more logic.

Fig. 3. Generation of film based on Random function
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Fig. 4. Generation of film based on the pre-prepared shots by user input

3

Result

The “Interactive Film Generator” is a video composition tool that offers the user the
possibility to assembly a certain number of shots that will form a film. The user
interface of the system is presented in the following figure:

Fig.5. Interactive Film Generator User Interface
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The interface is composed of four main windows. The “Library” window refers to
specific folder where the shots are saved. To avoid that shots which are not connected
by any attribute appear in the same movie, all shots are grouped into libraries. The
“Playlist” window shows the list of shots that formed the generated film. The
“Generate” window offers the user the generation options. The first option “Chart”
gives the user the possibility to draw a curve line that will base on the “Score”
attribute of the shot and that will define how good or how bad each shot ends (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Curves lines defining the “Score” of the film over time
The “Randomize” option can be used to generate a film composed of random shots.
Films generated using this option, in most of the case lack of logic in their scenario.
The user also has the possibility to limit the number of shots that will form a film by
defining the length of the film. The “Import/Export” window gives the user the
possibility to save and open a sequence of shots that are used to compose a film. With
the “SaveScript” button, the user can save the script scenario of the film which is the
combination of “Description” of each shot that enters into the composition of the film.
A flash media player is situated at background of the interface with the options of
playing, pausing or stopping the playback.

Fig. 7. Player playback options
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4

Conclusion and Discussion

The “Interactive Film Generator” is a useful tool for diversifying the stories that can
be told by films. With some predefined shots, the user can choose to watch and
experience various film stories with different endings in-between or at the end of the
films. With The possibility to generate such diversified content, the composed films
can be source of inspiration for script writers who can use the generated film content
as reference to write new and original scripts. Unfortunately, most scenarios of the
films produced using the system lack of logic making it just a referencing tool but not
a substitute for film script writing. The flexibility of the system is based on the
number and the qualities of the shots. A higher a number of shots will increase the
possibility to diversify the story of each film and the way the attributes of each shot
are assigned will define the efficiency of the system. For this first prototype, we
define only two types of attributes and only the authors of the system are allowed to
edit the shots that will be use for composition hence limiting the system performance.
In the future, we will develop an editing interface to extend the system flexibility and
define other types of attributes to give more freedom to the user to operate the system.
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Abstract. Traditional art forms are rich sources for understanding and acknowledging cultural elements of a pre-existent society. For a modern society
that is engrossed in everything digital, to learn to appreciate such traditions, a
transformational effort that alters the availability of these art forms becomes
seemingly important. Thus the main objective of this research is to create a virtual environment, in which the common man is adorned as a Kabuki actor, a
popular artiste from the Kabuki Theatre of Japanese origin, in an attempt to revive fading traditions through the extended reach of computing. We developed
KabukiMono+, which tracks user’s face in real-time video stream, and renders
proper Kumadori (Kabuki makeup) according to the analysis of facial expression and emotion. Experiments show the robust performance of KabukiMono+.
Keywords: Computer Vision; Cultural Computing; Face Recognition; Expression Recognition

1

Introduction

Performing traditions and dance dramas have long been cultural reflections on societies. We see examples of art forms that have evolved in tandem with the evolution of
the societies until a point in time beyond which they begin diminishing in presence or
forgotten completely [1]. Performing Arts have been in existence in different cultures
around the world during different periods in time. Kabuki which served as the root for
the popular Geisha tradition was performed since the latter part of 16th century in
Japan. We see practice of similar traditions in the rest of the Eastern world as well as
the Western world. Ballet from the Italian Renaissance era, Bharatha from ancient
India, and Shadow Puppetry of Chinese origin are noteworthy examples.
Research in the areas of psychology, neuroscience and communications have revealed two independent systems that are basis for human motivation, the approach
system and the avoidance system, that result in either pleasure or pain upon activation
of the respective systems [2]. Media enjoyment theories such as transportation theory
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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[3], disposition theory of drama [4] and flow theory [5-6] conceptualize the positive
human reactions to enjoyment or pleasure derived from media and aid in designing
media applications that long stand over time.
Thus the motivation behind our work is to revive ancient traditions such as Kabuki,
integrating with it proven media enjoyment theories, by leveraging the attributes of
modern computing. The result of such work is mass reach and projection of ancient
tradition on the present day public and the bridging of culture and computing.
The concept behind this research is a public display installation that transforms unintentional users in public areas such as malls, railway stations, etc. into Kabuki actors by the real time application of the Kumadori make up and relevant Kabuki accessories. The chosen makeup is intended to reflect upon the users emotions at that particular moment. The near-instantaneous transformation and the excitement derived
from seeing themselves as appealing actors from the past, is anticipated to provide
media enjoyment as described previously and is targeted to bring about awareness of
a rich tradition from the past. The same application can be extended to relive performing traditions from other parts of the world as well. The concept is visualized below in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The KabukiMono+ Wall, a conceptual visualization

The rest of this paper are organized as follows: In Section II, we review the related
work in cultural computing, especially the work inspired by traditional performance,
such as Kabuki and Beijing Opera; The details of the KabukiMono+ implementation
are presented in Section III; We then present the results of system performance, and
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discuss the limitation in the current implementation, in Section IV; Finally, we conclude with future work in Section V.

2

Related Work

There have been numerous efforts in the domain of cultural computing, previously.
Poetry, a literal form of expression, was rejuvenated through the regeneration Japanese minimalistic poems known as Haiku by the “Hitch-Haiku” system [7]. The system extracts the essence and human emotion of randomly chosen phrases by a person
and captures it into Haiku poems. In [8], the authors design a public display termed
the “Poetry mix-up” which binds two powerful mediums of self-expression, Poetry
and Short Messaging Service. How this public display binds culture with computing
lies in its most notable feature of mixing up poetry in multiple languages including
but not limited to English, Haiku and Chinese. A follow up user study on social and
engagement aspects revealed positive attitudes of typical users towards systems of
this nature.
In project “ALICE” [9], the popular bed time story comes alive where the user is
personified as the character Alice and experiences some of the noted parts of the story
through the interactive narrative. For example, Alice experiences shrinking and growing in physical form at a certain point in the story [10] whereas in the virtual environment, the same experience is simulated by the zooming in and out of the surrounding visual projection. This research practically transformed the art of storytelling.
ZENetic Computers [11] starts the area of cultural computing and Kansei Mediated
Interaction [12]. This was an installation of interactive media which combines different aspects of Eastern culture including the teachings of Zen Buddhism, Kimono, and
Sansui panting to explore a form of human communication practiced by Zen schools.
This exemplifies the concept of cultural translations through scientific methods [12].
Recent efforts in this domain include the resurgence of historic Performing Arts
traditions through computer-aided modeling and interactive media technologies. In
[13-14], the researchers devise a procedure to extract Kumadori makeup of Kabuki
actors from ancient drawings. The methodology also provides for the modeling of 3D
faces from the extracted 2D drawings as well as the simulation of universal human
emotions [15] on the rendered models. In [16], the Kabuki Mono was designed to
accept images of real world people, virtually apply the Kumadori makeup through
several stages of image processing, and integrate with pop culture such as Cosplay
and Manga. The work was a novel application of the integration of ancient and modern culture. Our research is a continuation of this work.
Comparing to these related work, KabukiMono+ take one step further to be useroriented. It is developed and improved based on the KabukiMono project which accepts still im-ages of real world people, virtually apply the Kumadori makeup through
several stages of image processing, and integrate with pop culture such as Cosplay
and Manga. In KabukiMono+, ordinary users are involved into the loop of traditional
Kabuki performance by converting users into Kabuki actors in real-time video stream,
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while the existing projects only focused on the technical aspect in analyzing the performance.

3

System Description

The system uses the Active Shape Model and the Active Appearance Model (AAM)
[17] for the detection and recognition of the face, facial features and facial expressions. In addition to traditional face recognition algorithms, the Feeling Map [16]
based on the Kumadori makeup classification is parameterized during the training
phase. This is to be used in conjunction with the selection of the Kumadori makeup
depending on the detected expression. Fig 2 illustrates the overview of the system
during the test phase.

Fig. 2. System overview
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Image Alignment and Image Labeling.
Image alignment is performed on the set of sample images prior to the modeling of
the face images to identify the common reference frame [18]. The Lucas-Kanade [1920] algorithm is used for this purpose. The General Procrustes Analysis [21] is also a
popular algorithm used heavily in this regard.
Face Recognition with AAM.
As described in [19-21], a Principal Component Analysis is performed for modeling
of shape and texture variability on the set of training images, post-alignment. The
annotated image set (each consisting of 58 landmarks) used for training is obtained
from [21]. The analyses are governed by the set of equations:
(1)
(2)
Here, s and t represent a synthesized shape and texture pair whilst s and t are the
eigenvectors of shape and texture respectively, s and t are the sample shape and texture means, derived from the training images.
Now, by changing the scores bs and bt , new images can be synthesized. Eqn. (1)
and (2) are combined to denote the appearance parameters through the transformation:
(3)
Ws is a weight matrix relating pixel distance (spatial parameter) to pixel intensity.
A suitable weight measure is the affinity based on the squared difference of intensity
expressed as [22]:
(4)
Here, the affinity of pixel r to pixel is s is proportional to the square difference in
intensities Y(r) and Y(s) where Y represents the pixel intensity in the Y’UV or Y’IQ
color space and r2 is the variance of intensity in a window around r. The eigenspace
vectors are run through a third PC transform to recover any correlation between the
shape and texture and result in the combined parameterization, c, as below.
(5)
After the establishment of this model, an unseen image with (s, t) can be fitted to
this model by warping the texture t to the geometry of shape s.
Expression Synthesis.
The Feeling Map [16] classifies the Kumadori makeup variants as representations of
man/woman, adult/child, positive (described as “Strong”, “Just”, “Handsome”,
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etc.)/negative (described as “Angry”, “Dreadful”, “Bad”, etc.). This poses a problem
of gender recognition, age recognition and emotion recognition, respectively. The
current work focuses primarily on classification of emotion through the analysis of
the facial expression. Using the appearance parameters obtained from the previous
stage, a Multiplayer Perception is trained to distinguish between positive and negative
expressions similar to [23]. With progress in the areas of age and gender recognition
with AAMs, the relevance of the Kumadori chosen can be improved.
After the selection of the personalized Kumadori variant, the makeup is fitted to
the unseen face image using an iterative scheme such as the fixed Jacobian estimate
[21].
Seamless Cloning.
The selected Kumadori is composited on the face image seamlessly as described in
[24]. The motivation behind this stage is the realistic application of the Kumadori
mask. Skin type, skin pigmentation and features such as wrinkles differ from person
to person. Seamless cloning with gradient mixing allows importing such features in
the resulting image as well as being more visually realistic. The procedure is described as follows.
Consider the source image f, the chosen Kumadori mask, image f*, the unseen face
image and the cropped region, the facial region of the mask. The irregularly shaped
region of interest has boundary d. Taking the gradients of the source image as the
guidance vector field and fixing the boundary pixel values to be the same as those of
f*, the discrete Poisson equation formulated as below is solved through the representation as a system of simultaneous equations.
(6)
Here, Np is the number of neighborhood pixels q around pixel p within the region
of interest. We consider a 4-connected neighborhood. vpq is the gradient between pixels p and q derived using the Laplacian operator. Importing of the features within the
region of interest, from both images is achieved through the method of gradient mixing. vpq is decided based on the strength or the magnitude of the gradient at each pixel
position as shown below:
(7)
and
are the Laplacian gradients of the Kumadori image and the unseen face
image respectively, within the region of interest.

4

Results and Discussion

We tested the KabukiMono+ system with users from different cultures under different
ambient environment. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the system is used by a South Asian
user. The system is able to recognize the face with different skin colors (Fig. 3(b)
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shows the results of face recognition). Based on the skin color and facial expression,
suitable Kumadori (Fig. 3(c)) is selected and adjusted according to the facial structure, finally render on the user’s face (Fig. 3(d))

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 3. Detailed example of system usage

Figure 4 shows more results from the usage of different users with different genders and facial expressions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. More examples of system usage by different users

The results show that the most of the time, Kabuki-Mono+ system is able to track
users’ face and render proper Kumadori according to different skin color and facial
expression. There are still some limitations for improvement in the current implementation of KabukiMono+. First of all, it is difficult to track user’s face when a part of
the face is blocked or user tilts his/her face to a large angle, as shown in Figure 5.
Therefore, we are investigating in 3D face tracking and modeling technique to keep
the rendering properly while faces are tilted or blocked.
Secondly, the current system supports face tracking in the video stream with only
one user. When there is more than one user in the video image, the system can’t track
the faces and render properly due to the reduction of computing speed. We are looking into the solution using multi-threading programming.

Fig. 5. Problem of face tilting
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present KabukiMono+, a public display system that convert users
into kabuki actors by real-time rendering of kabuki make-up on users’ faces in the
captured video. KabukiMono+ was implemented based on KabukiMono, and improved by allowing face tracking and augmented Kumaburi rendering in real-time
video stream. With KabukiMono+, we aim to revive the ancient Japanese tradition,
Kabuki, in the modern society. For the next step of this project, we are targeting to
solve the discussed technical limitation, and planning to conduct user study on the
acceptance and the enjoyment of the KabukiMono system.
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Abstract. The advances in science and technology bring the public digital arts
from traditional carriers towards new media types. The use, the language and
the implications of the material itself are different from it being applied as a
carrier for public digital arts. These new media types of public digital arts are in
need of new carriers and new form languages for its progress and prosperity in
the age of the new technologies. In this paper we look into three generations of
public arts, from traditional ones with static forms to new ones with dynamic
and interactive forms, illustrated and discussed by examples of public arts.
Keywords: digital media, public digital arts, carriers, forms

1

Introduction

The new development in computer graphics has brought the artists into the wonderland of Alice’s adventures – together with the new possibilities coming with these
new tools are the new challenges. Digital artists must spend a lot of time and effort in
learning new technologies but still can hardly keep up with the development [1]. It
also applies for public arts, especially when new digital technologies are used. The
term “public arts” often reminds people of the traditional art forms such as sculptures,
murals and installations in public spaces in cities. Even the pavements in city squares
or the lawns in the parks can be seen and used as the carriers of these public arts. The
term “carrier” is usually referred more to the material being used in these public arts
whereas the term “form” is referred to the shape, appearance or configuration of an
artifact created by an artist. Along with the advances of science and technology, more
and more new materials are developed, and new forms of public arts continuously
emerge. It constantly challenges the artists in applying and mastering these new carries, media types and forms, which cast new light onto the traditional public arts.
For artists, material is of vital importance in expressing their thoughts, motives and
emotions [2]. Material is a language of art, and it is the carrier of art. It has gone
through several generations in the art history. From natural materials to recent smart
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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materials [3], there has been distinctively five generations: the first generation of natural materials such as wood, bamboo, cotton, fur, leather and stones; the second generation of man-made materials such as wood-based panels, paper, cement, metal,
ceramic and glass; the third generation of synthetic materials such as plastic, rubber
and fiber; the fourth generation of composite materials such as fiber-reinforced materials used in aerospace components; the fifth generation of smart materials with one or
more properties that can be changed or controlled by external stimuli, such as
stress, temperature, electricity or magnetic fields. The advances in the material science has pushed the evolution of material technology forward, which has also a great
impact on its application in the field of arts [3, 4].
In the traditional public arts, the materials of the first and second generation are
most often used. Along with the development of the material technology, the synthetic and composite materials are more and more applied, however the forms of the public arts remain static. The recent development of the smart materials and especially
the digital media brings dynamic forms to the public arts that utilize different modalities of the senses. The further development in sensor technology, computer and mobile networks brings interactivity to public arts [5]. Next we explore the characteristics of three generations of static, dynamic and interactive forms of public arts.

2

Carriers and Forms

Looking into the development of public arts, especially the introduction of interactivity, Edmonds, Turner and Candy [6] defined four categories of art and generative
technology according to the carrying material, technology and interactivity:
1. Static forms: There is no interaction between the art artifact and the viewer, and the
artifact does not respond to its context and environment.
2. Dynamic and passive forms: the art artifact has its internal mechanism to change its
forms, or at most reacting to the changes in its environment such as temperature,
sound or light. The viewer is however a passive observer and has no influence on
the behavior of the artifact.
3. Dynamic and interactive forms: The viewer has an active role in influencing the
dynamic form of the art artifact. The input from the viewer can be gesture, motion,
sound as well as other human activity that can be captured by the artifact.
4. Dynamic, interactive and varying forms: in this category, the dynamic form of the
artifact varies from the original specification of the artifact and the effect cannot be
predictable completely, interactively influenced by the human activity.
We consider that it is hard to differentiate the varying forms from other dynamic
and interactive forms, since when interactivity is introduced, the “dialog” between the
viewer and the perceived dynamic form of the artifact can always “vary” depending
on the difficult-to-predict behavior of the human viewer. In the next discussions we
do not differentiate the varying forms from other dynamic and interactive forms. We
categorized into one “interactive forms”. Dynamic but passive forms are categorized
into “dynamic forms”, next to the first category of “static forms”. These three catego-
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ries of the art forms fit well with the three generations of the forms as we mentioned
earlier in the introduction.
2.1

Traditional static forms

Traditional material such as wood, stone, earth and metal are used in often seen art
forms such as paintings, sculptures and reliefs. Most of the public arts today use often
these traditional carriers. For these public arts in modern cities, it is important to apply the traditional material with new concepts in the use of shape, color and texture
and the combination of different materials. Wood gives people feeling of being warm,
easygoing, relaxed and romantic, whereas metal gives the feeling of being strong,
hard, cold and serious. But it is not necessary that every material has its code in meaning – it depends also on the other properties such as shape, color, texture and its composition in the space
In the traditional public arts, the conceptual functions and the material functions
are often well integrated [7]. The most seen forms of these traditional public arts are
static sculptures in the public spaces in the cities. One of the examples is the cast
bronze sculpture “Girl on the phone” at the metro station Huaihai Zhonglu in Shanghai (Fig. 1). The girl is in a mini skirt, with one hand on her waist, and the other holding a phone, making a call. She looks very casual and comfortable. She is obviously
charming and fashionable, but at the same time being a girl next door in the Shanghai’s twenty first century. The door of a phone booth made out of copper and glass
gives the sculpture a touch of contextualization and realism. The sculpture is placed at
one of the busiest streets in the city, not only landscaping the street with a new look,
but also bringing the modern city closer to the general public. The use of traditional
material and the realism serves well the conceptual functions of an art piece.

Fig. 1. Girl on the phone, Shanghai, by Yong He
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Generally speaking, most of these traditional static carriers are still having their
applications in modern wood and/or stone sculptures, and architecture, also for their
colors and lines. However the modern cities require the modernism in using these
static carriers, which leads to an almost complete freedom of materials and process.
Not only can a wider range of materials be worked by modern techniques, but also
new types and form of materials such as sound and light can be integrated in creating
dynamic forms.
2.2

Modern dynamic forms

Every category of arts has its own material carrier and language, which is reflected by
the form and the operation of the carrying medium. Sculpture, painting, calligraphy,
printmaking, architecture and photography use the visual channel by means of visual
symbols such as shapes, colors, lines and visual composition, whereas music and
broadcasting use the auditory channel by means of auditory symbols such as voice,
audio and tunes. Moreover, movie, theater, opera, dance, television, entertainment and
acrobatics integrate both means of visual and auditory symbols, in which color, scenery, stage arrangements are visual symbols, and voice, background music and sound
are auditory symbols [8, 9].
The emergence and advances in multimedia and information technology have forever reformed the materials and the forms of arts, with unprecedented impact on the
traditional art forms such as painting, sculpture, calligraphy and music. The landscape
of the arts had been changed by the digital media. This change gives artists new perspectives into materials. These materials are not only visible, but can also be sensed in
other modalities such as sound and smell. Not only traditional hard materials can be
used, new materials such as light, water, wind and fog can be applied to create dynamic effects, in which time, as the fourth dimension, is introduced. Public arts do not
only allow the artists to express their creativity in space, but also gives the freedom in
the time dimension to create dynamic forms.

Fig. 2. Datafountain, Eindhoven, 2004 [10, 11]
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One of the examples is the Datafountain [10, 11] (Fig. 2), an internet enabled water
fountain connected to real time currency rates. The relative exchange rate between
Yen, Euro and Dollar is refreshed every 5 seconds and their interdependence is visible
in water. Usually a fountain is placed in a space for aesthetic reasons. People experience it as a pleasant object in their environments. The dynamic form of water is used
to display the changing exchange rate in an environment, not only having its aesthetic
qualities as a usual fountain, but also serving a particular information function.
Another example is the installation “Composition of nine dragons” by Feng Wang
in the Xiaolongwan metro station in Nanjing. The installation is inspired by the traditional Chinese stone relief “nine dragon walls”, but equipped with new materials and
new form languages. It is based on the traditional patterns of dragons that are often
seen on jade accessories, but integrating seamlessly new materials such as stainless
steel and glass mosaic with rich color and texture dynamics. In the background are
traditional patterns such as water waves, moving clouds and flying dragons and in the
foreground the relief technique is applied in creating vivid curves. In between the
layers of the patterns LED lighting changes its intensity according to the lighting conditions in the environment, creating effects of dynamic colors, shadows and illumination. In this art work the traditional carriers (metal, glass, and stones) and the new
media (LED lighting) are well integrated in creating a dynamic art form.
Different from the traditional static forms that are often created for a longer period
of time or even for permanent display, the modern dynamic forms are often temporary
or time and context-dependent. The dynamic aspects of these forms reflect better the
faster tempo of people’s modern lives and cater better to the need of experiencing the
change from old to new. The new carriers integrate the physical and the digital materials, in both tangible and non-tangible ways, which gives the artists a much richer set
of form languages that is only limited by the imagination and creativity of the artist.

Fig. 3. Composition of nine dragons. Nanjing, 2010, by Feng Wang
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2.3

Interactive forms

In the new generations of interactive forms, the traditional tangible carriers are integrated with new carriers that are based on information technology, multimedia and
electronics. Instead of “art pieces” or “art artifacts”, it is now more helpful to think of
“art systems” in which the human viewers become part of the art work. Sensor technologies can be integrated into the artifact, its environment and even wearable objects
on human bodies to influence the form of the artifact. When creating such an art
work, human activities have to be taken into account during the process; artists have
to design the interactivity and envision the influence of the human activity on the
dynamic forms. It is no long much about constructing the art work, but to creating
possibilities, constrains and rules for the viewers to participate in the art system. This
requires the artist not only to have a good sense of traditional materials such as wood,
stone, steal, water and paint, but also of new materials such as digital multimedia
content (i.e. audio, video and a composition of them [12]); the artist needs also to
have enough knowledge and experience with technologies that combine or blurs the
digital world and the physical world [13], and that detects and involve the human
activities as part of the art system. Instead of viewing the art work, the audience is
exposed to “experience” the art system [14].
One of the examples of interactive art system is the “Peace in the crowd” [15] installation created for the Dutch pavilion during the Beijing International Design Week
in 2011 (Fig. 4). With this installation, the artists try to explore how the lighting in a
public space helps people to find inner peace in moments which are normally noisy
and wasted. The installation detects the movement of the visitors with a set of cameras from different positions and angles using computer vision, and detects the noise of
the visitors walking on cobblestones paved on the wooden floor using sound sensors
distributed in this environment. The movement and the noise together form the input
for the installation as an indication whether the visitors are “in peace”. Color LEDs
are divided into several groups and mounted on a mechanism driven by servo motors
in such a way that the direction of the lights can be controlled. The color and the
movement of the lights together form the output of the installation, in reaction to the
“in peace” level of the visitors. The visitors often start with exploring the lighting
effect in the space, soon discovering the more they move and the more the noise they
make, the busier and the more dazzling the light effect becomes. A more pleasant and
peaceful experience can only be achieved if all visitors in this installation realize that
they need to cooperate to stay calm and quiet together.
A second example is the “blobulous as social actors” installation created by Le et
al [16] in 2012 in Eindhoven (The Netherlands). This installation is intended for people in public spaces to feel more social connectedness with each other. Each visitor
receives a necklace that integrates a heart rate sensor and a radio based distance sensor (bottom left and middle in Fig. 5). Visitors start noticing groups of particles flying
on the wall created using projections (top part in Fig. 5). After a while, they realize
that those particles are actually interactive. They try to make the particles move,
change color or create shape individually and together (bottom right in Fig. 5). Each
visitor can feel in sync or even connected with one group of particles (avatar) because
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each necklace captures heart rate of each person and control the avatar’ color, shape
and movement accordingly. By looking at the avatars, people might understand more
about how other people are feeling and doing. For example, if one avatar turns red
(which means high heart rate in the system) for some time, other people might notice
and do something to change that color into green, maybe. Blobulous plays roles as
social actors by mediating humans’ social activities while exposing their bio signals.

Fig. 4. Peace in the crowd, interactive light installation, Beijing International Design Week
2011, by Rombout Frieling et al [15]

Fig. 5. Blobulous as social actors. Eindhoven, 2012, by Duy Le et al [16]
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An interesting direction in dynamic and interactive forms of arts is to explore its
application in the area of cultural computing [17-19]. In the East meditation is at the
center of Zen practice and many Zen art forms can be seen as vehicles for inward
reflection or as visualizations of the sudden and spontaneous nature of enlightenment. Sansui (landscape, literally “mountain and water”) ink painting is one of these
Zen art forms. Executed with black ink on white rice paper using bamboo brushes,
Sansui painting communicates beauty and emotion through simple and pure means,
yet leaves spaces for imagination and contemplation. Tosa and Matsuoka projected
this style of communication into an Eastern sansui world: the ZENetic Computer [20,
21]. The ZENetic computer is an interactive system with which the user can create a
virtual world by manipulating 3D images of sansui paintings. In one of the installation
of the ZENetic computer “The Sound of One Hand Clapping” (Fig. 6), real stones are
used together with digitalized sansui paintings on screens and projections, as well as
sound sensors to detect clapping, delivering the essence of an ancient Eastern culture
to create an interactive experience [22].

Fig. 6. Sound of one hand clapping, ZENetic computer [20, 21]

Cultures are different [23]. Different cultures need different approaches to address
the cultural determinants that strongly influences our way of thinking, feeling and
worldview in general. For the western culture, the answer to this need is an artistic
and interactive installation based on the narrative 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland'
[17, 18] (Fig. 7). To address the western culture characteristics highlighted in the
narrative, six stages were selected and implemented as an interactive experience.
From start to end, the user undergoes an immersive environment that integrates embodied and virtual agents, real and nature mimicking, and both virtual and augmented
reality. Every stage challenges the hardware and software design to provide the intended experience, which at the overall system level is seamlessly integrated.
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Fig. 7. Advice from a caterpillar, ALICE installation [17, 18]

3

Conclusions

In this paper we look into the most recent generations of public arts, from traditional ones with static and tangible forms to new ones with dynamic and interactive
forms, illustrated and discussed by examples of public arts. The current development
in digital public arts involves a significant amount of new carriers in not only material, but also in technology, resulting new dynamic and interactive forms that require
the artists to construct their work from a system view and with a good understanding
of human-system interaction and related interface technologies. It is no longer about
carving stones and casting bronze; it is time to sculpture the interactive experience.
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Abstract. The reconstruction of heritage in virtual reality is a strategy used to
preserve the heritage using technology. Virtual reality applications provide experiential journey to users in an immersive and rich media environment. In general, the principles of virtual reality application should be observed by heritage
reconstruction in the virtual realm. This study observed various virtual heritage
applications for the elements of the virtual reality application in relations to the
principles. A matrix for observation is developed for the observation. The extents of these elements used were also observed to derive an insight of the specific elements for virtual heritage applications.
Keywords:Elements, Virtual Heritage, methods, Virtual Reality, Grounded
Theory, Matrix Case Study

1

Introduction

Creating a virtual heritage application is not a simple process as it deals with visualization issues and how to create such a real environment based on the facts. Heritage
has its own specialties and originalities. It depends on the objective of the preservation categories, whether the main focus is for a heritage experience, heritage identity
display or functionality. The reconstruction process can be created based on the three
basic virtual reality attributes, which are immersion, interaction or imagination [2].
Theory and practise are two different things. Theory is the idea, elements or concept.
Practice is the implementation of the idea. In order to ensure that the objective of the
heritage preservation is achieved, the implementation of the theory or elements into
the reconstruction process is important. This research will find out the elements that
can be implemented in reconstructing the virtual heritage applications. This research
also was aimed to answer the following questions; what is the theory for the virtual
heritage reconstruction? Is the theory is same for each preservation objective?

2

Virtual Heritage

Virtual heritage (VH) involved number of functions to facilitate the synthesis of conversation, reproduction, representation, digital reprocessing as well as the displaying
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of past cultures with the use of advance VR imaging technologies [7]. There are two
main components in virtual heritage. The components are heritage and culture. Virtual
heritage technologies have become increasingly important in the preservation of our
cultural history and can provide us with the ability to virtually explore the heritage
through the virtual reality environment [3].
2.1

Heritage

Computer graphics applications have provided the most powerful visualization tools
for understanding the characteristics of architectural heritage [4]. According to the
definition from Webster’s dictionary (2010), heritage is a tradition which is handed
down from one ancestor to the next. This is basically any nation’s reckoning about its
people, culture, behaviour and identity. Heritage is like a gift from the past and it
represents our identity. Heritage consisted of buildings, monuments, architecture, and
intangible cultural heritage such as songs, art, practises, skill, knowledge, artefacts
and instruments. Heritage also shows our identity. As a community, each possesses a
collective heritage which it wants to preserve: buildings, parks, traditions, archives,
farms, landscapes, collections of objects gathered by citizens, skilled people, etc. This
constitutes a local community's heritage.
2.2

Culture

Culture is everything having to do with the human behaviour and belief systems [5].
The concept of 'culture' which has been studied by anthropologists and Tylor in his
Primitive Culture [9] defined culture as complex whole which includes knowledge,
belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man
as a member of society. In 1952, U.S. anthropologists, A.L. Kroeber and C. Kluckhohn cited the definitions of culture, including for example: "learned behaviour",
"ideas in the mind", "a logical construct", "a statistical fiction", "a psychic defence
mechanism"; more recently, they have favoured to define 'culture' as "an abstraction
from behaviour".
Culture is as expressing shared beliefs and ritualised habits of social agents towards each other and their environments via artefacts and language [1]. Cultural behaviour is a subset of social behaviour (behaviour between two or more people),
where behaviour is governed by or understood in terms of a cultural setting involving
the constraints used.

2.3

Heritage and culture preservation

Heritage and culture is related to each other. We can see it from the definition itself.
For example, culture is knowledge and belief (Eric 2003, Edward, 1871) and people
implemented the knowledge they get from their ancestors through their lifestyle. They
build houses and palaces according to their knowledge and beliefs and all this eventu-
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ally ends up being heritage. Some of the researchers have combined the culture and
heritage definition and most of the applications also combine both concepts of heritage and culture. Definitions of culture heritage by UNESCO (2008), which had encompassed several main categories of heritage. The categories are (1) tangible cultural heritage and (2) intangible cultural heritage. The tangible is more appropriate for
heritage because it relates to buildings, monuments and valuable things. The intangible is more towards culture because it concerns itself with beliefs, knowledge such as
the performing arts, rituals, etc. From both detailed explanations of heritage and culture, somehow we also can see the related link between culture and heritage.
This study will look into some virtual heritage applications and will only focus on
some elements in heritage and culture. The researcher will select some virtual heritage
applications with the intention are on the preservation. The application will be on
preserving the tangible heritage, which is buildings and environments and combine
with the culture aspects like the identity of the buildings and all. There are a lot of
organizations, academicians and also governments are taking steps to preserve culture
and heritage. Why? Reason is in other countries round the world, some buildings or
monuments were destroyed in the past and currently it is impossible to know how
they formerly looked like [9]. This fact created an impulse for research into the field
of creating computer models of these objects offering a wide audience the possibility
to visit these objects in virtual space. Virtual Reality can be used technology as the
preservation medium. Three basic attributes can be the element of developing the
heritage reconstruction; the three attributes are Immersion, Interaction, and Imagination [2].
2.4

Virtual Heritage Reconstruction

This study will only focus on the highlighted applications and types of VR. Reconstruction is the re-creation of the objects, places or buildings. Its means we rebuild
objects in the digital world. Usually reconstruction is related with heritage and culture. For the virtual reality applications, researchers will study the reconstruction applications, focusing on heritage and culture. The applications are called reconstruction
of virtual heritage applications. What is virtual heritage application?
Virtual reality technology is chosen to transmit the heritage digitally. Virtual Heritage applications employed different kinds of three dimensional representations created using Virtual Reality technology [6]. Virtual heritage is thus a ‘visualisation’ or
‘recreation’ of culture [2] Virtual heritage provides the opportunity to increase the
impact of VR and expand upon it [7]. Because the context within which virtual heritage is situated is inherently interdisciplinary and intercultural, while the content and
material it works with can fulfil the requirements of a society of mass image consumption, in other words it can be colourful, impressive, spectacular and deal with
“great things”. Three characteristics of virtual heritage applications which are [7]:• Representation (to visualize accurately or visually reconstruct the data)
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• Experience (to present and enhance the VE with elements that incorporate knowledge, providing and spectacles.
• Interaction (to provide the ability to gain insight by actively engaging in and even
modifying the experience)
All the characteristics can be developed in order to create virtual heritage applications. The representations can be related to the visualization of the content. The methods suggested by this researcher are by using photorealistic representations, 3 dimensional digital representation and also artistic impression (non-photorealistic rendering). Wilson (2000) stated that the first potential capability in virtual application is
representation (usually visualization) and almost all early manufacturing users
strongly emphasised the importance of this in layout modelling or design prototyping.
Fang, Zhou, Palakal and Tennant (2003) supported this in their research by stating
that visualization is by far the most innovative solution for creating sites.

3

Method

Theory for this research is taken from the virtual reality elements. According to
Sherman [8] there are four elements in any virtual reality technology. The elements
are the virtual world, immersion, interaction and sensory feedback. All of the elements related to each other. The combination of the elements can create the definition
of virtual reality, a medium composed of a computer simulation that senses the participant’s position and actions and replaces or augments the feedback to one or more
senses, giving the feeling of being mentally immersed or present in the simulation
(Sherman et al., 2003). Not all the elements can be applied in the reconstruction of a
virtual heritage application. It depends on the objective of the application.
For the case study analysis, informations are extracted from journals, research papers
and personal records or mass media that has been conducted by other researchers.
Samples (journal/research) will be collected from the year 2000 until 2010. This study
will use thematic data analysis where researchers identify themes from the literature
review and briefly cite the literature to document those themes. Using this approach,
the researcher will only discuss major ideas from the studies rather than detailing
every topic. The sample will be on the virtual heritage application and the researcher
will identify a theme and discussions will be focused on that theme alone.
The theory is developed from research papers in the literature review. Research will
focus on related issues throughout the analysis of individual cases. All the information
will be gathered based from journals, papers or articles. Samples will be selected from
a person, or a group of people with the same interest or project (virtual heritage application). All relevant data will be gathered and organized. It is an intensive study of a
specific individual or specific context and will only focus on the particular issues.
(Anderson, 2000) sees case studies as being concerned with how and why things hap-
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pen, allowing the investigation of contextual realities and the differences between
what was planned and what actually occurred.

4

Results

4.1

Case Study Analysis.

All the information in case studies was extracted from the previous research papers
and journals published from year 2000 until 2010. The case study was all about the
virtual heritage applications. All the sampling was coded to make the analyzing process easier. Some of the application will only contained heritage concept, some contained culture concepts and some contained both heritage and culture. The reason why
this study chooses applications that contains heritage, culture and combination of
heritage and culture was because the elements of culture and heritage in the selected
application is related. The choices for the application also are limited because most of
the researchers and developers combined both heritage and culture in the same applications. The focus elements that previous researchers have implements are [E1] Virtual environment, [E2] Immersion, [E3] Interaction/interactivity, [E4] Sensory feedback, [E5] Realism.
4.2

Case study findings: Matrix for virtual heritage applications example

From the findings, the case study matrix can be identified. The suggested matrix for
the case study finding is as follows.
Table 1. Matrix for virtual heritage application and the elements that has been implemented in
each application.

Case
Study
C01
C02
C03
C04
C05
C06
C07
C08
C09
C10
C11
C12
C13

Elements
E1
E2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

E3
X
X
X
X
X
X

E4

E5

X
X
X
X
X
X
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Type of applications
Desktop VR
Immersive VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Immersive VR
Immersive VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Immersive VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR

C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Immersive VR
Desktop VR
Desktop VR
Immersive VR

X

The information in the table displayed the frequency of the elements used in the
twenty case studies. Each case study has different type of applications. Most of the
case studies implemented more than one element in the applications developed/studied. The frequency of the each element that has been implemented in twenty
case studies is as table 3.
Table 2. The frequency of the element used in the case study

Elements
[E1] Virtual environment
[E2] Immersion
[E3] Interaction/ Interactivity
[E4] Sensory Feedback
[E5] Realism

4.3

f
19/20
12/20
11/20
5/20
8/20

Comparison between case study findings and the theory
Table 3. The comparison of the elements

•
•
•
•

VR Theory
Virtual Environment
Immersion
Interaction
Sensory Feedback

•
•
•
•
•

Case Study
Virtual environment
Immersion
Interaction/interactivity
Sensory feedback
Realism

The objective of the case studies analysis is to indicates what are the elements that
researchers/ developers used or suggested in the reconstructing the virtual heritage
applications. The understanding virtual reality book by Sherman and Craig (2003),
has suggested four theories for the virtual heritage applications. From the findings,
some of the theories of the virtual reality theory also can be implementing in the reconstruction of virtual heritage application. The comparison table showed virtual
environment is the most common element that can be used in the virtual heritage application reconstruction. From the book, virtual environment is one of the VR ele-
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ments. Most of the application in case studies implemented virtual environment as the
important element in the virtual heritage application (VHA).

5

Discussion

After the analysis, five elements were identified. The highlighted elements are virtual
environment, immersion, interaction, sensory feedback and realism. Based from the
analysis in the literature review, all the twenty research done by other researchers
suggests that element 1; virtual environment is the most suggested element in reconstructing virtual heritage applications. Most of the virtual heritage applications done
by other researchers in the past have used virtual environments in their applications.
Immersion is the second suggested element from the case studies. Immersion also is
one of the virtual reality elements. Among twenty virtual heritage applications found
in the literature review, twelve of the applications implemented the immersion element in their applications. Next is interaction. Interaction is the third highest element
suggested from other researchers in the field. Sensory feedback seems to be the least
important element for a virtual heritage application. From the literature review research, only five out of twenty elements uses sensory feedback elements. Realism
also is not an important element of virtual reality. This element is suggested from the
research in literature review. However, eight out of twenty researchers implemented
this element in virtual heritage applications.

6

Conclusion

From the study, the main component in creating a virtual heritage application is the
virtual world. Virtual worlds in a virtual heritage reconstruction must have the elements of accuracy whereby the reconstruction of the virtual world must follow the
original environments accurately. This means that developers cannot add other elements which are new to the environment. Developers therefore must refer to the
original identity of the environments in the reconstruction process in order to preserve
the heritage. Developers must also refer to the exact scale if the reconstruction is
about preserving the buildings and focus on its details. The more accurate and detailed the re-creation of the virtual worlds is, the more it will represent the heritage
and the more people can experience the virtual heritage environments as if they were
really there.
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Abstract. Shadow play is an important and ancient form of art in Asia,
especially in China, Southeast Asia and Middle East. In this paper, we propose
a novel digital shadow play system that provides users with an interactive
interface to perform the shadow play in real time by controlling the characters
with input devices. In this system, users can use Nintendo Wiimote and IR Pens
to manipulate characters projected on a large screen in an interactive way. A
tree structure is used to describe the hierarchical relations of each component of
shadow play characters. We adopt a hybrid controller combining kinematics
with dynamics to implement motion control and collision avoidance. The
proposed system is easy to use and can make users more engaged and
entertained.
Keywords. shadow play animation; wiimote; cultural heritage; interactive
performance

1

INTRODUCTION

As a country with a long 1 history and splendid culture, china has a plenty of
natural and cultural heritages among which the shadow play animation plays an
important role. As a traditional folk art, Chinese shadow play is impacted by the
modern culture and the fading away of folk craftsman. For these reasons, this
traditional art is facing the almost failure to be handed down. Only a few shadow play
theatrical troupes exist in villages and remote regions. Obviously, the performance
form and propagation channel can’t make the shadow play widespread in cities. More
and more entertainment patterns make the position of shadow play come down
drastically. It is no doubt that there are some limitations existing in various respects,
so making the obstacles of preventing it to accommodate the fast-paced lifestyle of
modern society. Table 1 reflects the situation of shadow play in current [1].
In addition, the making and saving of traditional shadow play make it very difficult
to be passed down. The making process of a shadow character includes dozens of
procedures such as leather preparing, carving, and painting. A craftsman must spend
weeks of time to complete these complex procedures. In this process, there exists the
possibility of failure due to a tiny error. At the same time, how to save the shadow
character is a difficult problem. Long time exposed in sun will make the color of it
1

* This is the corresponding author
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fade and the alteration of temperature will make the shape of it change. This is a fatal
shortcoming to the industrial society with the feature of mass production.
Table 1. INSPECT TABLE ABOUT TRADITIONAL SHADOW PLAY
people who are interested in

interested

not interested

shadow play
14%

86%

familiarity to shadow play

a little

little

reasons of unfamiliarity

fast-paced

11%

89%
lifestyle

more

interested

in

having

no

makes it impossible

modern entertainment

attraction of itself

22%

64%

14%

Digitalized shadow play animation can overcome these limitations mentioned
above. It not only vividly re-appears the theory of shadow play through the new
interactive technology, making it easy to preserve and edit the animation according to
requirements. Moreover, the shadow play can be easily accepted by more people
through the laconic interactive technology. All of these don’t require complex carving
and performance skill, but sufficient passion and creativity. This is just the original
intention of our shadow play animation system. And we believe the new interactive
method can give traditional shadow play new life and energy.
Many people have done a lot of efforts for the preservation of this cultural heritage.
In [2], the authors developed an editing system for Turkish shadow. In this system the
hierarchical model and keyframes interpolating technology is used to edit and play
shadow animation. In [3], a rendering technique based on the photon mapping is used
to simulate the lighting effects and delicate motions of real shadow. In [4][5], a
shadow play animation system that utilizes motion planning algorithms to generate
Chinese shadow play animation automatically according to user’s high-level inputs is
proposed. Lu et al [6] developed a collaborative digital storytelling system for
children inspired by Chinese shadow play, which aimed at improving the imagination
and creativity of children. Although input sensors are used in this system, the
manipulation is very simple and it is not designed for digital cultural heritage
preservation. These systems mentioned above all gave impressive results, but they
focused on either graphics rendering or motion generation and no human computer
interface capacity was provided for users to control shadow play characters
interactively. In late 2006, Nintendo released a new game controller, the Wiimote,
which included a three-axis accelerometer and an IR camera. Besides the Wii
platform, Wiimote can also be used on PC platform because it can be easily hacked
and programmed [7]. And many open source libraries can be used for development of
applications with Wiimote [8]. So far, a lot of novel commercial applications to and
research works for this controller have emerged in various fields, including games,
education, robotics, music and so on. Since Wiimote is originally a game controller, it
is straightly used as a device for game development on other platforms. Varcholik et
al [9] developed a 3D spatial interaction framework for Microsoft XNA game engine.
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Jared et al [10] and Miller et al [11] used Wiimote as a music instrument for music
creation, education and amusement. Because a quite good IR camera is included in
Wiimote, it was widely used for tracking. Lee [7] built electronic whiteboard and
head tracker by using Wiimote IR camera. Hoffman et al [12] used Wiimote as an
input device for gesture recognition and evaluate the performance. Garuso et al [13]
integrated Wiimote into conventional AR system as an interaction tool and allowed
users to interact with the AR environment in a natural and intuitive way. Wiimote was
also used in Robotics. Kotranza et al [14] developed a virtual reality system for
medical student to improve their skills. In this system, Wiimote was used as
ophthalmoscope. Meriçli et al [15] presented a two-stage method to improve the
walking capacity of a social robot by using Wiimote as the input device to correct the
motion. Shiratori et al [16] proposed three novel interfaces to control a physically
simulated character by using Wiimote attached on the human limbs. To this day,
Wiimote has not applied to the field of cultural heritage.
The shadow animation system presented in this paper consists of computer,
Wiimote and projector, whose performance is close to the real shadow performance.
In this system, tree-structure is applied to model the components of shadow character.
The shadow character is manipulated by the Wiimote controller and IR (Infrared
Radiation) pen. The combination of dynamics with kinematics is adopted to
implement motion control and collision checking. This system which is combined
with keyframes interpolating technology makes it possible to realize the generation,
edition and exhibition of shadow animation. The purpose of work done in this paper is
to build a bridge between digital shadow play and HCI. The contributions of this
paper are as follows:
(a) Contrast to the traditional shadow animation system, an interactive system is
developed to allow users to control the animation by performing the real play,
which makes them more engaged and entertained.
(b) A file describing the shadow structure is defined, which can be used to describe
various shadow character such as a human and an animal. So we can read and
manipulate all shadow character without modifying the program.
(c) Take dynamic rules into consideration to guarantee the fidelity of shadow play
animation.

2

SHADOW ANIMATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Wiimote is the core of the whole system, which is used to track the motion of IR
pen. As Wiimote only has a 45 degree horizontal field of view, it must be fixed at a
special position and be calibrated according to the project region to get accurate
motion coordinate. When the IR camera in Wiimote tracks the motion of IR source, it
calculates and transmits the position data to the computer over wireless Bluetooth
connection. The software in computer completes the motion control and rendering of
shadow character according to the data received, and then exhibits the animation on
the curtain through projector. Figure 1 illustrates the hardware architecture of our
system.
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1 IR Pen
2 Computer
3 Wiimote
4 Projector

2

5 Screen

Fig. 1. Hardware architecture of shadow animation system

The software of our system consists of Wiimote library, Bullet physical engine and
OpenGL. Figure 2 describes the relations between the three parts and the data flow in
the system. The system reads data of the initial position and texture, and then
OpenGL is used to render initial shadow according to these data. When the system is
running, Wiimote library tracks the motion of IR pen, and transmits the position data
to the motion control algorithm. The motion control algorithm completes the
kinematics and dynamics computing to get the new position data of every component
of shadow character. The Open GL rendering engine is trigged by the message and
then redraw the shadow according to the new position data. Finally, the users’
manipulation is reflected on the curtain. This process runs repeatedly to make the
shadow move continuously and generate animation.

Motion control algorithm

Wiimote Library
Position of IR source
is transmitted to
motion control
algorithm

OpenGL rendering engine

Fig. 2. Data flow between software components
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3

HIERARCHY DEFINITION OF SHADOW PLAY
CHARACTERS

Chinese traditional shadow character consists 12 components, including head,
neck, check, hip, left leg, right leg, left upper arm, left lower arm, right upper arm,
right lower arm, left hand and right hand. In order to make it easier to control the
shadow character and analyze it in kinematics algorithm, the components of shadow
character are divided into child objects and parent objects. According to the analysis
of the structure of shadow character mentioned above, we define a script file to
describe the hierarchy of shadow character. A sample script file is shown in figure 3.
The script file uses the embedded brace to describe the hierarchy. Each component
has the attributes such as parent object offset, child object offset and DOF. The script
file is a pure text file independent to programming code. Furthermore, the hierarchy
and DOF can be set as required, so the script file can describe a character of not only
a human but also of an animal.
ROOT Neck
{
OFFSET_PARENT 0.0 0.0 0.0
OFFSET_CHILDREN 0.0 0.0 0.0
DOFS 4
JOINT Vra
{
OFFSET_PARENT 0.0 0.0 0.0
OFFSET_CHILDREN -1.025 0 -1.162
DOFS 1
JOINT RightUpperArm
{
OFFSET_PARENT 0 -0.3 0
OFFSET_CHILDREN 3.99 0.0 0.0
DOFS 1
JOINT RightLowerArm
{
…
}
}
}
JOINT Head
{
...
}
JOINT Chest
{
...
}
...
}

Fig. 3. A sample script file used to describe shadow character

In our software implementation, a shadow character described by script file is
defined through a tree structure as Figure 4. In figure 4, “NECK” is the root node of
all other components, and the original of rendering process. It is because the stick
fixed at neck is the main supporting point of whole shadow character, which
determines the position of shadow on the curtain. Meanwhile VRA, VLA, VRL and
VLL are virtual joint of shadow character. The DOF of them is zero, which imply
them can’t be move freely.
In the actual program, the tree structure of shadow character is defined as the
follow data structure:
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struct Joint
{
string name;
//component's name
string file_name; //texture file name
Joint * parent; //pointer to parent object
vector< Joint * >children; //pointers to child object
Vec3 offset_child; //offset of child object
Vec3 offset_parent; //offset of parent object
};
All components of shadow character are stored in a vector as follows:
vector< Joint* > body;
Based on the data structure defined above, it is easy to complete the rendering of
shadow character. While the work of updating position of every component is
completed by the motion control algorithm.
NECK

VRA

HEAD

RUARM

CHEST

VLA

HIP

LUARM

RLARM

VRL

VLL

LLARM

RHAND

RLEG

LLEG

LHAND

Fig. 4. Hierarchy of shadow character

4

THE CONTROL OF SHADOW PLAY CHARACTERS

In traditional shadow play, one shadow character is manipulated by three sticks.
The stick fixed at the neck is used to manipulate the body and head of the shadow
character, and the other two fixed at the hand is used to manipulate the arm. Although
there is no stick fixed at the leg, the leg can be moved along with the head and body,
or supported by the edge below the curtain. In order to make the manipulation close to
the real shadow play, the motion of the three sticks should be tracked simultaneously,
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and the motion of the related objects is calculated according to the motion of play
sticks. In our animation system, the motion of the three shadow play sticks is tracked
by Wiimote, and then the motion control of related components is implemented by a
hybrid approach which combines Analytical IK (Inverse Kinematics) with the
dynamics algorithm.
4.1

Real-time Tracking of Shadow Play Joystick

The Wiimote is the fifteenth generation home videogame console of Nintendo. It is
a handheld device resembling a television remote, but in addition to buttons, it
contains a 3-axis accelerometer, a high-resolution high-speed IR camera, a speaker, a
vibration motor, and wireless Bluetooth connectivity.
The Wiimote has the following features: 1. The camera chip features an integrated
multi-object tracking (MOT) engine, which provides high-resolution, high-speed
tracking of up to four simultaneous IR light sources. 2. Build-in high-resolution highspeed IR camera, which has a resolution of 1024*768 and refresh rate of 100Hz. 3. A
45 degree horizontal field of view. 4. Transmit data by wireless Bluetooth
connectivity. 5. Low cost. These features are suitable for constructing shadow
animation system.
Wiimote uses the build-in IR camera to track the position change of IR source.
And then the data is transmitted to the computer over wireless Bluetooth connection.
The data transmitted to the computer consists of state data of Wiimote and the space
coordinate of IR source tracked by IR camera. Figure 5 describes the detail data
transmitted to computer. In our animation system, only coordinate of IR source is
used to implement motion control of shadow character.

Fig. 5. The data transmited from Wiimote to computer
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4.2

A hybrid approach for character control

We adopt a hybrid controller to control the motions of shadow play characters. In
order to simulate the real behavior of shadow play character, we use an analytical
inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm to control the upper body of the character in real
time. The compliant motions of lower body are generated with a series of pendulum
models, which are driven by the motion of upper body. This hybrid controller
conforms to the situations of real performance of shadow play.

Fig. 6. Analytical inverse kinematics for arms

We adopted a hybrid controller to control the motions of shadow play characters.
In order to simulate the real behavior of shadow play characters, we use an analytical
inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm to control the upper body of the characters in real
time. The compliant motions of lower body are generated with a series of pendulum
models, which are driven by the motion of upper body. This hybrid controller
conforms to the situations of real performance of shadow play.
The proposed analytical IK algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6. The goal of this
algorithm is to compute angle α and θ, which are denoted as red color, when a target
is given. Since the target and lengths of upper arm and lower arm (l1 and l2) are
known, we can easily compute angle α and β by using cosine theorem as follows:

⎢ l 2 + l22 − l32 ⎥
⎥
⎣ 2l1l2 ⎦

α = cos −1 ⎢ 1

(1)

Without loss of generality, we assume the tilting angle of upper body is θg. By
using forward kinematics, the global position and tilting angle θa of end effecter of
upper arm can be obtained. So θ can be easily computed by θ = θa -θg .
Since the three play sticks are fixed at two hands and neck of shadow, the lowerbody of shadow can’t be manipulated directly. But the lower-body is attached to the
body through joints, so we can make it comply with the upper-body to generate
motion like pendulum model. Because the upper-body is connected to the neck and
can’t move freely, when shadow is pulled at the neck by IR pen, the translate change
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of upper-body is the same as that of neck. We can use pendulum model to calculate
the new position of lower limbs according to the position of upper-body. And then the
updated position is used to render the lower limbs of shadow. The pendulum model
used in our system is described in figure 7.

Fig. 7. The pendulum model of lower limbs of shadow

In figure 7, the tilted rectangle bar corresponds to the thigh and point J is the joint
between hip and thigh. With the powerful real-time tracking capability, Wiimote can
update the position in a short time. We can assume that the motion of upper-body is
linear motion with constant acceleration. So the position change of point J can be
calculated according to the following equation.

s = v * t + 1/ 2* at 2

(2)

Where v and a are the linear velocity and acceleration of J and s is its translational
change in given period t. s can be acquired from Wiimote library real-time. v is zero
when system initiates, and it can be updated continuously during system running. We
can calculate the a according to the given s and v. According to the relative motion
theory and given thigh is an object with mass, acceleration of point Q, the lower point
of thigh, is the sum of horizontal acceleration –a and the gravity g. The tangential
component of the resulting acceleration aL is the linear acceleration of point Q. Given
L is the length of thigh, the angle acceleration of Q can be calculated according to the
following equation.

α = aL / L

(3)

The angle change of Q can be updated according to the following equation.

ω = α ∗t
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(4)

Then the new position of point Q can be updated. The new position of crus can be
updated the similar way. Thereby, the implementation of the lower limbs motion
complies with upper-body.
The lower limb motion generated as the above method may not be collision-free.
Therefore collision detection need be applied to the lower limb motion, when a
collision occurs, the motion must be adjusted to avoid collision. Because the edge of
shadow texture is not regular shape, it will consume a lot of time to detect collision if
the complex shape is used directly, so the real time of interaction will be affected. So
we use the rectangle bound box to replace the irregular shape of shadow texture and
adopt oriented bounding box algorithm to detect collision of leg. When a collision
occurs, the swing angle of leg will be reduced to avoid collision.

5

EXPERIMENT RESULT

Figure 8 shows the actual running effect of the shadow animation system. The user
can use not more than three IR pens to manipulate the hand and neck of shadow
character.

Fig. 8. Actual effect of shadow animation system

For example, when the hand is selected by IR pen and moved to a new position, the
analytical IK algorithm uses the new position of hand to calculate the position of
upper arm and lower arm connected to the hand. The updated position is used to
render the lower arm and upper arm at appropriate position. Figure 9(a) describes the
effect that the movement of the hand up can cause the arm blended.
When the neck is selected by IR pen and moved to a new position, the translate
change of the joint is calculated according to the new position. Then the dynamics
algorithm uses pendulum model to calculate the position of other joint of lower limb.
These position data are used to complete the rendering of leg at appropriate position.
Figure 9(b) describes the effect that the movement of neck can cause the leg’s
movement to comply with it.
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Fig. 9. Motion effect of shadow. (a) the effect of arm motion (b) the effect of leg move with
body

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes to use the Wiimote as a real-time and natural human computer
interface device to construct a shadow animation system. As an inexpensive device,
the powerful function of Wiimote can help performer to manipulate the shadow
character accurately and conveniently and get the ideal animation effect. The natural
and digital interactive media scheme proposed in this paper provides a possibility for
digital preservation of cultural heritage.
There are possible future extensions to of this work. For the 45 degree horizontal
field of view of Wiimote, when IR source exceeds the range, the shadow character
can not be manipulated correctly. Using two Wiimote to track the position of IR pen
can better solve this problem. A better algorithm of motion control can be designed to
make the effect more close to the real shadow play, according to the feature of
shadow motion. In order to get a more real lighting effect close to a real shadow play,
a rendering technique of GPU programming can be adopted.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an immersive and augmented reality system
for displaying and interacting with Chinese traditional costume. The system
integrated the large scale tiled display wall and the virtual fitting techniques.
The large scale tiled display wall provides an high resolution immersive virtual
environment which greatly benefits displaying the costume details. The virtual
fitting technique helps to augment the interaction between the virtual costume
and the system users. The proposed system provides insights and experiences
into the digital preservation of tradition cultural heritage including calligraphy,
painting, costume, handicraft art and etc.
Keywords: Chinese traditional costume, tiled display wall, virtual fitting,
digital preservation.

1

Introduction

Costume has distinguished cultural implications and is an important component of a
nationality’s characteristics. Exploring traditional costumes can help people understand the nationality’s culture, etiquette and regulations. It is also helpful for passing
on culture to the next generation. In this paper, we focus on Chinese traditional costume. Because it has long history and rich content. It makes contributions not only to
the culture development of China, but also to the whole world.
Chinese traditional costume usually contains intricate embroidered patterns and
motifs, complex fabric textures and different tailoring styles. Common display
interfaces can not meet the resolution requirements of detail presentation. A tiled
display wall can display high resolution images in a large scale with relatively low
cost. Moreover, it is easy to construct with off-the-shelf products.
In art museums, people usually can view the exhibits only and is forbidden to
touch them. Recently, with the development of augmented reality technology, virtual
fitting provides a novel way to interact with precious costume design or ancient traditional costume. Virtual fitting enable visitors try on costume without worrying about
damage to it. This technique also gives new impetus to the digital preservation of
cultural heritage.
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In this paper, we present an augmented reality system for displaying and interacting
with Chinese traditional costume. The main contribution is that we combine the tiled
display wall and the virtual fitting techniques for the digital preservation of cultural
heritage. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the characteristics of Chinese traditional costume. Section 4 and 5
present the tiled display wall and the virtual fitting techniques respectively. Section 6
shows the experimental results. We conclude our work in section 7.

2

Related Work

Digital imaging techniques have been widely used for cultural heritages preservation
like analysis, restoration and reconstruction of ancient sites and artworks. Besides the
3D scanning and processing technologies, more and more computer technologies have
been applied in the field of cultural heritage. The development of virtual reality [1]
and game technology [2] has made it possible to construct immersive and interactive
environment for cultural heritage preservation.
With the advances in graphics hardware and DLP projector, it is possible to build
seamless large scale tiled display walls with cheaper off-the-shelf components [3],
[4]. The calibration of a tiled display wall involves the geometric registration which
corrects geometric misalignment on the boundary of two adjacent projectors and the
color correction which adjusts color variation across different projectors. Some
techniques have been developed that use one or more cameras to capture a display
wall in a relaxed alignment where projectors are only casually aligned [5].
Recently, low cost depth sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect [6] and the ASUS
Xtion PRO LIVE [7] have attracted the attention of many researchers. Their real-time
performance of capturing scene depth and human skeleton has inspired many
applications in augmented reality and e-commerce fields. Philipp and Wolfgang apply
a series of filter and optimization operations to realize real-time lighting and rigid
interaction in a dynamic environment [8]. Pereira et al. proposed a hands-free
augmented reality solution for marketing products and advertising promotions [9].
Hauswiesner et al. designed a system using a commodity depth camera that enables
users to enjoy a virtual try-on experience in their own homes [10].

3

Chinese Traditional Costume

3.1

Qin and Han Dynasties (221 B.C. - 220 A.D.)

From the beginning of this period, people began wearing refinedly weaved costumes.
The costume style of Qin and Han dynasty can be classified into two types, i.e. quju
and changju. Quju, shown in Fig. 1, is the most common costume style. Its main
characteristic is that the costume is wound around the body. Generally speaking, this
kind of costumes is the prototype of all Chinese traditional costumes.
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3.2

Sui and Tang Dynasty (581 A.D. - 960 A.D.)

Ruqun, shown in Fig. 1, is the main costume of women in Sui and Tang dynasty.
Ruqun has a pair of narrow sleeves and a belt fastened much above the waist. It is
tightly fitted to the body above the chest giving a feeling of being tall and slim.
3.3

Song Dynasty (960 A.D. - 1279 A.D.)

The costume style of Song dynasty follows Tang dynasty. Song’s women also wear
ruqun. But the belt of Song’s ruqun is lower than Tang’s ruqun, as shown in Fig. 2.
And the Song’s ruqun is usually covered by a coat.
3.4

Yuan and Ming Dynasty (1279 A.D. - 1644 A.D.)

In Yuan dynasty, Mongolian elements are integrated into nobility’s costumes. While
the costumes of common people are similar to Song dynasty. Ming dynasty’s
costumes have rich embroidery, as shown in Fig. 2.
3.5

Qing Dynasty (1644 A.D. - 1911 A.D.)

The most prominent symbol of Qing dynasty’s costumes is the qipao (Chinese-styled
long gown). In this period of time, the edges of lapel, collar and sleeve are usually
embroidered for decoration, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Costume style of Qin and Han dynasties (left) and Sui and Tang dynasties(right)

Fig. 2. Costume style of Song dynasty (left) and Yuan and Ming dynasties (right)
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Fig. 3. Costume style of Qing dynasty

4

Projector based Tiled Display Wall

4.1

Hardware and Software Configuration

The tiled display wall consists of five components, a PC cluster, a projector array, a
projection screen, an Ethernet switch and a web camera, as shown in Fig. 4. The
master PC controls the calibration process and the digital content rendering. The
rendering nodes receive messages from the master PC and execute its commands,
such as projecting calibration pattern. The software architecture for the tiled display
wall is built of three layers. The application layer provides frameworks for rendering
digital contents. The middleware layer contains functional modules for driving the
tiled display wall. The SDK layer uses the OpenGL as the rendering interface and the
OpenCV for image and video processing.
Web Camera
Projectors

Application
Layer

Image
Rendering

Video
Rendering

Model
Rendering

Rendering
Engine

Synchronize
Mechanism

Switch

Middleware Display Wall
Layer
Calibration

Projection
Screen

Master PC

SDK
Layer

Rendering
Nodes

OpenGL
SDK

OpenCV
SDK

Fig. 4. Hardware (left) and software (right) configuration of the tiled display wall

4.2

Single Camera based Calibration

Geometry calibration. The goal of the geometry calibration is to find the parameters
of the perspective transformation which can be used to warp the image before
projection. A perspective transformation can be parameterized by a homography, i.e.
a 3×3 matrix computed from at least four pairs of correspondent points on two planes.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the warping matrix Hi2p (homography from the image plane to
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the projection image plane) is computed by multiplying Hw2p (homography from the
screen plane to the projection image plane) with Hi2w (homography from the image
plane to the screen plane). General steps of the geometry calibration are as follows.
1. Project calibration patterns on the screen and capture the projection image.
2. Extract points from the captured projection image.
3. Compute Hw2p from the pairs of correspondent points.
4. Compute Hi2w from the projection region and its inner bounding box.
5. Compute Hi2p = Hw2p × Hi2w.
Color calibration. Color inconsistency is caused by the chrominance and luminance
difference of projectors. Among the same type projectors, the luminance difference is
dominant and the chrominance difference can be ignored. As illustrated in Fig. 5, x is
a pixel in the overlapped region of two adjacent projectors P1 and P2. Using linear
blending, the contribution weights of the two projectors at P1(x) and P2(x) are
computed based on the distance between x and the boundaries of the overlapped
region, i.e. d1 and d2. General steps of the color calibration are as follows.
1. All the projectors project the same solid color and capture the display wall image.
2. Convert the color space of the captured image from RGB to HSV.
3. Compute the average V value for each projection region and set the dimmest value
as the standard value.
4. Adjust the V value of each projection regions to the standard value until color
consistency is achieved. Record the reduction scale of the V value.
5. Compute the contribution weights of each pixel in the overlapped region save the
contribution weight in a weight map.
Image

Hi2w
Screen

Projector P2

Projector P1

Hi2p

Rectified
Image

d1
Warpped
Image

d2
x

Hw2p

non-overlapped
region

overlapped
region

non-overlapped
region

Fig. 5. Geometry (left) and color (right) calibration of the tiled display wall

4.3

Digital Content Rendering and Display

To achieve real-time rendering performance, we adopt the retained mode rendering. A
copy of the rendering resource is saved on each rendering node. The master PC
transmits controlling messages and skeleton parameters to the rendering nodes only.
To synchronize all rendering nodes, we partition the rendering process of a frame into
two steps. The master PC first sends a ‘rendering begin’ message to all rendering
nodes. Each rendering node then renders the frame image, warps the image with
calibration parameters and stores it in back frame buffer. A ‘rendering finish’ message
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is returned to the master PC. When the master PC receives all the ‘rendering finish’
messages, it sends the ‘swapping begin’ message to each rendering node to swap the
final image from back frame buffer to front frame buffer.

5

Virtual Fitting using Microsoft Kinect

Recently, more and more motion capture devices appear in the consumer market,
including the Microsoft Kinect and the ASUS Xtion PRO LIVE. Besides a color
camera, this kind of device is also equipped with a depth camera. We use the Kinect
in our research for interacting with Chinese traditional costume.
5.1

Hardware and Software Configuration

The color image of the Microsoft Kinect is VGA format (640X480) which is not
enough for high resolution displaying. So we use a web camera to capture the color
image with resolution of 1600X900, as shown in Fig. 6. The software configuration of
virtual fitting consists of three layers. The lowest layer contains the Microsoft Kinect
SDK and the OpenCV SDK. The middle layer performs camera calibration, profile
measurement, interaction parsing and cloth deformation. The highest layer performs
interface management, logic processing and graphics rendering.
Virtual Fitting

Projector

Master PC
Tiled
Display
Wall

Web Camera

Virtual Fitting Application
Camera
Calibration

Microsoft KINECT

Profile
Measurement

Kinect SDK

Interaction
Parsing

Model
Deformation

OpenCV SDK

Fig. 6. Hardware (left) and software (right) configuration of the virtual fitting

5.2

Camera Calibration

The final presentation of the virtual fitting is the blending of the real scene image and
the rendering result of virtual costume models. To register the two images, we first
project the skeleton position from the 3D skeleton space to the 2D image space of the
Kinect. The projection is then converted to the 2D image space of the web camera
with the two cameras’ external parameters.
5.3

User Profile Measurement

To fit the virtual costume model on the user, our system first measures the user’s
profile from the depth image of a standard pose. The user profile mask image is first
segmented and is scanned line by line from top to bottom. The line width changes
greatly on the boundary between the neck and the shoulder. From this point to the
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point where there is no pixel on the scan line, the user’s height is computed. To
computing the user’s waist width, we scan the segmented image from bottom to top.
When the two scan line fragments evolve to one fragment, the hip point is found. The
waist position is estimated by lifting λ length of the leg. We set λ to 0.2.
5.4

User Interaction Parsing

Based on the skeleton data from the Kinect, we design a natural user interaction
parsing module to translate the user’s intention from his hand action. This module can
parse pushing, staying and sliding of both hands. The core data structure is a FIFO
queue filled with hand position. For example, the 3D skeleton space coordinate is
defined as X axis pointing upward and Z axis pointing outward from the Kinect.
When the X and Y components of one hand position vary in a threshold T0 and the Z
component changes negatively beyond threshold T1, the user is pushing.
5.5

Costume Model Deformation

Two types of deformation are applied to thevirtual costume models. The first is size
deformation. We use the measured user parameters to scale the costume models. This
deformation ensures the size of the costume model is suitable for the user’s body size.
The second deformation is skeleton deformation. We compute the transformation
matrix of each skeleton node according to its current position (from the Kinect) and
its original position (from standard skeleton model). Then we employ skinning
technique to compute the new position of costumes model vertices which are bound to
skeleton nodes. This type of deformation enables the costume models change with the
user movement. The deformation process is shown in Fig. 7.

6

Experimental Results

We have integrated the tiled display wall and the virtual fitting techniques in a
prototype system. The PC cluster consists of 5 PCs, one master PC and four rendering
nodes. Each PC has a 3.1GHz Intel core i3 CPU and a GeForce GTS 250 display card.
The tiled display wall is composed of 5 Sharp DLP projectors. Four projectors are
used to display high resolution costume images. One projector is used as a mirror
which shows the blending result of the real scene image and the virtual costume
models. Fig. 7 shows the virtual fitting result of Chinese traditional costumes.

7

Conclusion

We proposed a novel augmented reality system for displaying and interacting with
Chinese traditional costume. To display the costume details better and enhance the
user experience, we combine the tiled display wall and virtual fitting techniques. This
augmented reality system is low cost and is easy to construct using off-the-shelf
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products. It can be used in the digital preservation of tradition cultural heritages
including calligraphy, painting, handicraft and etc. We plan to enhance our prototype
system with cloth simulation which can further enhance the realism of virtual fitting.
Profile
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Fig. 7. Costume deformation process (left) and final virtual fitting result (right)
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Abstract. We propose an interactive construction method of 3D objects from Chinese ink paintings for the challenge problem of generating
the Chinese ink animation. Marching cube method is the popular method
of 3D modeling, however, it has the limitation on constructing the objects with complex shapes by lines in Chinese ink paintings. Based on
our method, we develop a software system for constructing 3D objects
interactively by the manual input of brush strokes from the Chinese ink
paintings. And then the system can generate 3D objects with 2D surface
mesh and 3D skinned mesh automatically. Finally, the system renders
them with the original ink effect textures of input image. Our experiments show that the approach is suitable for converting 2D painting
image into 3D objects. This work would be helpful for the problem of
generating 3D animation of Chinese ink painting.
Keywords: animation, geometry processing, 3D modeling, non-photorealistic
rendering (NPR), Chinese ink painting

1

Introduction

Chinese ink painting, where only black ink is generally used, is famous for its
freehand brushwork and natural aesthetic values. Its characteristic interests such
as freedom and lightness can be addressed without stop by moving from the ancient freehand brushwork of Chinese landscape painting to 2D ink-and-wash
cartoons, such as ”Where is Mummy”, even to recent 3D ink-and-wash animations, e.g. ”Ode to summer” [5]. However, generating cartoons in style of Chinese
ink painting are tedious and time consuming due to variability of lines and the
spontaneous dispersion of ink on Xuan paper. It is apparent that these works
are significantly labor-intensive, although current 3D animation softwares can
improve a little bit. For enhancing the efficiency and reducing manpower in
producing of 3D ink-and-wash cartoon, in this paper we propose a method for
constructing 3D objects from Chinese ink paintings for the challenge problem of
generating Chinese ink animation. We develop a software system based on our
method, and experimental results are acceptable.
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1.1

Related work

As far as we know, there has been little or no work on our topic. However, several
related works have been explored into the following aspects:
– 3D model rendering. As the rise of research on Non-Photorealistic rendering (NPR), various freehand paintings were gradually brought into the
digital painting world. Sousa et al. [6] presented a method for rendering 3D
models in the traditional line-drawing style used in artistic and scientific illustrations. And in the field of Chinese ink painting rendering, Way [7] raised
some methods using silhouette and texture strokes to draw trees and mountains in Chinese landscape painting. Like our motivation, Yuan et al. [8]
implemented a real-time rendering system for generating a Chinese ink-andwash cartoon to free the animators from laboriously designing traditional
Chinese painting appearance. However, these work mainly concentrated on
the rendering techniques.
– Brush simulation. Simulation of the interaction of water, ink, paper and
brushes has been regarded as another popular area of NPR. Much work
used position and pressure of a brush to determine location and width of
a stroke [1] [3]. Most of work on brush models focused on how to model
the brush, instead of how to control the brush. So users needs to be skillful
to operate these virtual brushes. In contrast, we concern more about the
problem of rendering with the input 2D image and adopting post-processing
for emulating some special ink effects like ”dry brush” and ”diffused edge”.
In a word, the rendered or animated 3D models in the recent research are
mostly derived from the real objects like tree, frog, etc. rather than the objects
with the shape characteristics in Chinese painting. The novelty of our paper lies
in the fact that we construct the 3D geometry model of the brush stroke in Chinese ink painting, which transfers a painting image to 3D scene with the features
of ”line modeling” (i.e. translating life into line). Given an image of painting,
after the complex image is decomposed into brush strokes (Section 2.1), our 3D
geometry model construction (Section 2), which is the core of our framework,
prepares the required data of the 3D model for skeletal animation technique,
then we preserve the original ink effects over the surfaces of 3D models by mapping the textures which are sampled from the input painting images. Here we
choose bird-and-flower painting in great freehand style where painting objects
mainly cover plants, fish, insects, birds, pets etc. as the representative objects
since these paintings are quite popular and classical. Given the left three images
in Fig. 5(d), masterpieces by the famous painter Qi Baishi, we generate their 3D
models and make an animation to demonstrate our approach (Section 3).

2

Geometry model construction of 3D stroke

Unlike western paintings, Chinese ink painting generally uses lines (i.e. brush
strokes which produce a painting hypothetically) to represent an entity in real
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world. So we construct our 3D geometry model at the level of brush strokes
for keeping this natural feature of ”line modeling”. Since skeletal animation is
quickly becoming the popular animation technique with its high efficiency and
dramatic results, we construct all the data structures (i.e. mesh and bones, skeleton hierarchy, and weight allocation) to comply with its common format. Also
our 3D models can be imported into most 3D modeling softwares to implement
animation applications and products.

Fig. 1. (a) Brush strokes enclosed by the red contours in a fish painting image. (b)
Triangulation examples of five strokes.

2.1

Brush stroke decomposition

In general, an painting object with a complex shape is painted by several brush
strokes hypothetically, some of which may be overlapped and noised. Before mesh
construction of 3D stroke, we develop an interactive tool for stroke extraction.
Given a painting image, first we decompose it into regions of similar color intensities and then merge contiguous regions that likely belong to the same brush
strokes. Second after smoothing the shape boundaries of strokes, we extract the
contours of strokes by edge detection. In particular, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the
fragmented shape, such as ”Fin1”, ”Fin2”, ”Fin3”, ”Fin4” and ”Caudal fin”,
which are produced by some distinct brushworks like ”dry brush”, as well as
the overlapped strokes like strokes ”Body” and ”Dorsal fin” can’t be automatically restored by the smoothing algorithm. So the refinement of these strokes’
contours have to rely on user interaction.
2.2

Surface mesh of 2D stroke

Unlike Marching Cube (Section 3), we create efficient topology with clear edge
flow to mesh 2D surface of a stroke faithfully following its shape. Fig. 2 illustrates
our process of 2D surface mesh construction given a pseudo-stroke.
Contour-based 2D mesh. The establishment of our mesh structure depends
on a stroke contour which represents the stroke’s shape.
1. Medial axis computation. The curves in our 2D mesh should describe
the geometric information of a stroke. We devise a simple method to find
out the medial axis of a shape with its contour instead of skeletons, since
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Fig. 2. Given a surface of pseudo-stroke, (a) our triangulation method provides a index
table {(0,1,2),(0,2,13),(13,2,3),(13,3,12),(12,3,4),(12,4,11)...} with the vertices indices
(0,...,20); (b) and the four vertices of a single polygon in a counterclockwise order. (c)
effect of each item in our 2D surface mesh construction.

the existing thinning algorithms most probably produce branches to noise
the shape description. Given a contour of a single stroke shape, we proceed:
(a) Contour partition. We segment the contour into two sides as s1 and
s2 , which both present a stroke shape; we first sample the contour of the
shape into n points at one-pixel interval and then classify the points into
two sides by two special points on the contour p1 and p2 , which decide
the start and end of the stroke when a painter drops and lifts a brush tip
to paint the stroke. To determine p1 and p2 , we adopt a feature points
extraction method [2] to find out corner points as candidates of p1 and
p2 . In the case of more than two corner points, we iteratively merge two
of them into an approximate point on the contour according to their
midpoints and curvatures, until p1 and p2 are identified.
(b) Contour equal division. We use piecewise cubic Bézier curve to fit
the points inside s1 and s2 because a single piece curve hardly approximates to the contour of the stroke shape which is commonly complicated
and varied in Chinese ink painting. Additionally, we apply Least Square
Method (LSM) to minimize the squared distance between the original
data and the fitted data. Denoting two Bézier approximations of s1 and
s2 by bz1 and bz2 , we sample the contour into n+1 points by dividing
bz1 and bz2 into n equidistant slices. Let bz1i and bz2i be the i-th point
on the bz1 and bz2 respectively.
(c) Midpoints detection. We calculate the midpoints mi between bz1i and
bz2i to fit the final medial axis by piecewise cubic Bézier curve, which is
also regarded as the spine axis of our mesh.
2. Edge flow construction. We construct edge flow from four sided polygons (quads) in the mesh which is good for animation production: defining
longitude lines along the medial axis of the stroke and latitude lines perpendicular to it in our edge flow, we sample the spine axis into m points and
use the notation spj to refer to the j-th point on the spine axis; second we
construct normal line, as a latitude line, from the spine axis crossing at spj ,
and the intersection points (itj1 , itj2 ) between normal line and two contour
sides bz1 and bz2 appear as vertices of the mesh. Along each normal line, we
also sample two slices, between spj and two intersections, into k equidistant
points as vertices of the mesh. Denoting the e-th point on the j-th slice by
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ej , we define the lines from ej to ej−1 and ej+1 as the edges, i.e. longitude
lines.
Triangulation. Based on longitude and latitude lines and vertices in the mesh,
we obtain a large number of faces with the multiply-connected polygons. For
recording the mesh, we provide a succinct triangulation encoding method, where
the vertices can be indexed by triangulating the faces sequence (with repetitions).
As one polygon shown in Fig. 2(b) with four vertices, (Vi−3 , Vi−2 , Vi−1 , Vi ),
a sequential triangulation table encodes the set {(Vi , Vi−3 , Vi−2 ), (Vi , Vi−2 ,
Vi−1 )}. In Fig. 1(b), given five strokes of ”fins” in first row, we triangulate all
the polygonal faces and encode the vertices in a counterclockwise order with
triangulation tables.
2.3

Skinned mesh of 3D stroke

To meet the requirements of 3D mesh in skeleton animation, we operate the 2D
surface mesh as follows;

Fig. 3. In our fish model, (a) stretching operation (red and green curves) of its 2D
surface mesh; (b) its bone hierarchy; (c) our weight allocation principle.

1. 2D surface model extrusion. As shifting a 2D surface mesh into x-z
plane of 3D coordinate system, our system first clones the mesh and mirror
the replica about the x-z plane automatically. Then we extrude the original
one to the upper half of the 3D mesh by stretching y-coordinates of the
vertices along spine axis and latitude lines, and the replica is extruded in
the same way for the lower half. The stretched vertices on the cross-section
would be along a curve (Bézier by default) which is optional and custom for
users since 3D shapes of strokes are various. Finally we weld the overlapped
vertices with hash map (re-mapping the index buffer) in order to save the
vertex buffer and make the mesh components convenient to manage. Given
2D mesh of ”body”, Fig. 3(a) shows its stretched vertices in different planes.
Actually, it’s not necessary to extrude all 2D surface models of the strokes
since some of their shapes approximate to 2D planes in real world.
2. Bone Extraction. Bone is the kernel of a 3D model. Given the number of
bones NB , our bone extraction provide new points along the original spine
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axis as the joints of the bones Jk (k=(0,...,NB )) with the data recorded
in spine axis of a 2D mesh. Thus the new joint is calculated by a linear
interpolation between two vertices along the spine axis, where the weight of
the interpolation is determined by
wk = k

LA
NS
−
,
NB
LS

(1)

where from one end of the spine axis to the other, defining the part between
a pair of vertices on the spine axis as a segment, LA is the accumulative
length of the segments before a joint Jk , and LS and NS are respectively the
length of a segment and the number of segments.
3. Skeleton hierarchy construction. In skeletal animation, a skeleton hierarchy is used to link one bone to the other, including only one ”root bone” as
well as its siblings or children. So we devise a recursive searching algorithm
to implement this hierarchy for the bones in a 3D model. Taking our fish
model as an example (Fig. 3(b)), for the bones in main mesh (the mesh of
”body” with a ”root bone”), our algorithm searches each bone for its closest
bone on both sides of ”root bone” and marks them as the child nodes; for
the bones in other meshes, after defining one of the bones in main mesh as a
local root, the algorithm recursively searches the rest nodes of the hierarchy
from this local root. In this way we connect all the bones in the different
meshes of the model.
4. Weight Allocation. In the traditional work flow of animation production,
after modeling, the vertices need to be bound to the bones and allocated the
weights manually. For the objects in bird-and-flower painting, which mainly
cover plants and animals, we devise the weight allocation principle, as the
blending area is relatively large (Fig. 3(c)):
0

(B(w) − p) · (B(w) ) = 0,
2

2

(2)
0

where B(w) = w b0 + 2(1 − w)wjt + (1 − w) b1 , and B(w) is the derivative
of B(w).
5. Pose Standardization. In order to make the geometry deformation process
easy, before pose standardization, we need to unify the bind-pose which is
initially originated from the painting object. For bird-and-flower paintings,
the bind-pose is defined by ”A-shaped” pose which is popular in human
beings models. For example, we deal with the bind-pose in our fish model
with the body along the x-axis from the head to the tail and the fins rotated
45◦ from the body spine. Then we standardize the pose by recovering the
mesh and the skeleton into such bind-pose with the root joint at the centre
of the model coordinate Omd : each bone in the hierarchy is translated to
make its start joint at Omd with (-Lp ,0,0), where Lp denotes the length of
its parent bone and its sign(+) represents the positive direction of the bone;
second, we align the bones to the bind-pose axis (e.g. in fish model, along
x-axis for body and the line with 45◦ to the spine for fins) with a rotation
and translate the bones back with (Lp ,0,0). The 3D meshes in the middle of
Fig. 5(a)-(c) demonstrate our construction method.
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2.4

7

Animation Set

In order to produce an animation, we import our data structures of 3D mesh,
which comply with the general format of skeletal animation, into the modeling
R
R
software Autodesk°
3ds Max°
to design key frames of the 3D model in time
sequences along the specified motion paths. Finally, we calculate the continuous
frames by a linear interpolation technique.

3

Experimental Results

Based on above proposed method, we develop a software system for constructing
3D models from Chinese ink paintings interactively.

Fig. 4. Given a fish painting, user interfaces for constructing the 2D surface mesh (in
a blue rectangle) and the 3D skinned mesh (in a red rectangle).

Fig. 5. (a)-(c) 3D models of lotus, fish and shrimp paintings by our system. (d) Given
three images of Chinese ink painting (left), snapshots of our 3D animation (right).

1. Results. We design two application programs for 3D modeling which are
used for a 2D surface mesh and the 3D skinned mesh (Fig. 4). As shown in
Fig. 5(a)-(c), given the 2D painting images in the first column, our system
generates the corresponding 3D models (the middle column) and renders
them with original ink effects (the last column). The three images on the
right of Fig. 5(d) display a series of snapshots of our 3D animation.
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2. Evaluation. Marching Cube [4] is a well known algorithm in 3D modeling,
which extracts a polygonal mesh of an isosurface from a 3D scalar field (also
called voxels). It has some obvious advantages such as simple rendering and
manipulation, high resolution and efficient computation. However, there are
several problems as follows, which are solved by our regular surface meshes:
(a) the algorithm may generate the ambiguous faces, which bring about holes
and wrong surfaces in a model; (b) it is incapable of modeling brush strokes
in Chinese ink painting, since bones of 3D models are by no means extracted
from the ruleless mesh; and (c) the mesh of skeletal animation is rendered
more efficiently than Marching Cube.

4

Conclusion

This paper presents a novel sketch-based method to constructing 3D models from
2D images of Chinese ink paintings interactively. The method includes geometry
processing of 2D surface mesh and 3D skinned mesh. The main objective is to
generate 3D geometry models for generating Chinese ink animation. In addition,
the obtained data structures of a 3D model with minimum user interactions, can
be used by other mainstream softwares of modeling and animation.Therefore, it
can be useful for animation production. Although this is just our first small
step on this topic, the experimental results are satisfiable. In the future, we will
improve the automatization of some processing steps. And we should mesh the
different parts of 3D object with the different densities, and enhance the ink
effect of stroke outline as well.
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Abstract. Xinjiang traditional folk arts and crafts design as the human history
of civilization heritage, is not only a high cultural value immaterial cultural relics, but also precious material for the research of the development of the ancient
human civilization. However, as the cultural heritage of the heir is gradually reducing, the protection and inheritance of intangible cultural heritage has become a new and difficult task. This paper puts forward motif gene is the basic
unit of inheriting the national cultural connotation, and through the design segmentation algorithm to obtain traditional motif genes, through a variety of generation model and genetic recombination, deformation to create regenerating
motif gene. To establish a new design model for protection and inheritance of
traditional folk arts and crafts, and give a new model of system structure as well
as the realization strategy in paper.
Keywords. Motif genes; Traditional motif genes; Regenerating motif genes;
Various generation model; Innovative design

1. Introduction
According to from the United Nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
all previous frequently confirmed and modified definition, human intangible cultural
heritage concept is expressed as follows: through the group or individual verbal expression, from traditional and adopted by the same cultural community, can represent
the cultural and social characteristics of the form. It mainly has legends, performance
art, customs and etiquette, technology skills, etc.
Xinjiang traditional folk arts and crafts design is valuable intangible cultural
heritage; many cultural heritage is no reproducibility and uniqueness. Once destroyed,
it lost its own unique charm, which will never recover. The reason is that most inheritance mode of the intangible cultural heritage still rely on teachers oral and written.
This kind of inheritance mode is difficult to meet the need of traditional folk process
of cultural heritages preservation, transmission, sharing and research. This paper pro*

This work was co-supported by Xinjiang natural science fund project(grant no:2010211a19), the NSFC
Project (grant no: 61163044) and Special Program for the National Basic Research Program of China
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poses to design motif gene as the basic semantic unit to protect and inherit the national arts and crafts design.
In addition, many Xinjiang traditional folk arts and crafts design such as clothing,
carpet, hats, construction and other design patterns have the uniformity in time or
space, which means that intangible cultural heritage implicit many useful and interesting model. The model not only expressed the non-material cultural heritage content,
organization structure and common features of time and space, but also the semantic
information of intangible cultural heritage content in specific environment. This is the
existence of motif gene. Through the description of the pattern gene we can understand and summarizes the specific semantic information and potential knowledge.
This new protection and inheritance mode will play a great role in intangible cultural
heritage protection and inheritance.

2. Related work
How to with information technology, new method with form of culture protection, has
aroused general concern. This paper puts forward generating traditional gene based on
the research of division pattern primitives as generator; constructing regeneration
gene based on many kinds of generation algorithm, fractal generation models, cell
automatic evolution model, plant growth constraint model and so on. It is a kind new
method of protection and inheritance Xinjiang folk arts and crafts pattern.
Through duplication checking, the related domestic literatures in the research field
mainly include: Reference [1], it explores the realization of the elaborate structure of
textile art pattern with weak chaos image. Design new pattern draft by applying the
weak chaos image in textile design. Reference [2], it put forward a model based on
Case which can produce pattern. Reference [3], based on the combination of a genetic
algorithm and the fractal artistic design , a new method of fractal pattern generation
based on a genetic algorithm was proposed. Reference [4], authors construct corresponding vectorization patterns to form a paper cut-out pattern. Reference [5], a new
scheme that employs the image as weight matrix is introduced to build a chaos neural
network which has improved from the Hopfield neural network.
The related foreign literatures in the research field mainly include: Reference
[6],Their work has three main facets: the description of the geometric content of
ethno-mathematical artifacts; the classification of this content; and the generation of
grammatical rules for the creation of new designs based on the studied artifacts. Reference [7], star patterns created by author can be designed equally well to fit the
Euclidean plane, the hyperbolic plane, or the surface of a sphere. Reference [8], the
kind invitation to present of plant modeling using L-systems relate the results obtained to the growing array of other contributions. Reference [9], the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) has developed several high-resolution 3D imaging
systems as well as data modeling and display software for heritage recording applications.

3. New mode of protection and inheritance based on motif
gene
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(a) pattern gene
The existing primary environment of intangible cultural heritage is a special kind of
carrier, which bear the specific information of the non-material cultural heritage.
Therefore, in order to reveal the rich content of the cultural connotation, the paper
puts forward the new model of the inheritance and protection, that is motif gene as the
basic carrier. It is defined as follows:
Motif gene refers the basic information mode formed in the specific regional and
national culture environment, which has the stability and inheritance. It reflects the
unique Xinjiang ethnic style, and have these characteristics of representability, quantification, and analysis.
(b) Classification of motif genes
Analyze the characteristics of Xinjiang folk arts and crafts design, mining, decode and
design internal source, introduce the gene engineering method. In biology, gene is a
functional unit. Gene can not only transmit the genetic information to the next generation through copying, but also can express the genetic information. Borrowing biological gene vocabulary, the basic factors are formed in the certain region, a certain
national culture environment, which has certain stability, typicality, the inheritance of
characterization, play an important role in expressing and restricting, are regarded as
the specific national art gene [10]. A picture is made up by different genes. But it is not
only for genetic machinery polymer, but higher semantic level of unit combination.
For this reason, pattern genes are divided into two kinds: "traditional pattern gene" of
loyal to the national style and "regeneration pattern gene" which can restructure and
regeneration. But traditional design gene: mainly is got by the design segmentation
model decomposition. Regeneration pattern gene: by a variety of generation model
(fractal generation model, the cellular automata evolution model, plant constraint
growth model) to generate, recombine, gene splicing generate genetic variation generation.
(c) pattern gene acquisition
Establish design segmentation model to extract traditional genes: choose the popular active contour model as design segmentation model. This model has higher accuracy and reliability, which is helpful to realize the automatic segmentation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Uighur cap pattern (b) segmentation process (c) extracting motif gene
Building regeneration motif gene based on a variety of generation models: including fractal generation model, cellular automata evolution model, and plant constraint
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growth model, etc. Fractal formation models, including IFS generation spells build by
laying bricks or stones design, escape time algorithm, L system, square residual function and expansion of the Picard group for the formation of way.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. Fractal formation quasi carpet pattern (a)Iterative function generation
cycle tile pattern(b) Symmetric iteration function generation pattern(c) Square residual function generation pattern
The evolution of cellular automata model: cellular automata in complex system is
the most simple model to explore the local and the whole of the interactive relationship. This model can be regarded as the basic calculation model of the analysis of
the evolution.

Figure 3. Combining evolution generation tile pattern

4. System structure based on genetic model
First, define pattern gene data model, redivide and extract basic factors of "traditional
motif gene"; Second, construct "regeneration pattern gene" through the generation
model; and finally integrated traditional and regeneration gene, to establish new
mode of protection inheritance based on comprehensive deductive reasoning, its system structure is as follows:
The pattern generated based on the gene synthesis reasoning have a 5-tuple model. It
is constituted by N = D, E , M , R, C , including D for the entire pattern composition
knowledge; E for pattern gene set; M for pattern topology configuration; R for
synthesis reasoning rules set; C for color selection rule sets.
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Figure 4. System structure of protection and inheritance on genetic model

5. Genetic model of the protection and inheritance pattern
Experiment 1: extraction traditional costume design gene applied in regeneration pattern gene

(a) traditional gene patter
(b) Regeneration gene pattern
Figure 5. costume gene pattern & regeneration gene costume pattern
Experiment 2: extraction carpet traditional pattern gene used in creative design
new pattern

(a) Capet gene pattern
(b) Regeneration gene pattern
Figure 8 Carpet gene pattern & regeneration gene carpet pattern
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6. Conclusion
Extracting cultural elements is the key to inherit intangible cultural heritage. The old
culture system died, many of energetic cultural elements are still preserved. Task
group called them "motif gene". Therefore, a new mode is proposed which nonmaterial cultural heritage protection should be multi-level and multi-angle, multimode. Digital protection technology also should not only be limited to the original
high precision simulation, and should be deeper. Motif gene as the basic mode of
protection and inheritance, this paper proposed "traditional motif gene" and "regeneration motif gene" as basic concepts. A true sense of inheritance innovation will
come true.
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Abstract. Indicative classification by age group appeared to warn parents about the influence
of audiovisual works could exercise training of children. Therefore, this classification has
contributed to the electronic games industry, while reduced the stigma of marginalization that
many authors have attributed to these applications. Likewise, this work presents a cognitive
classification as proposed which would consolidate and enhance the benefits of gaming in
society. Therefore, this project proposes a classification for electronic games based on the
cognitive processes described in the literature, trying to integrate the features of each game
the benefits provided by the practice thereof.
Keywords. cognitive, classification, game, genre.

1

Introduction

Most people who play electronic games do simply for pleasure or as a way to pass the
time. However they do not know the potential of such an act and the potential
contributions, for example, health benefits [1], the individual training and development
of cognitive functions. The video game industry is one of the largest in the world and has
entered into a process of expansion, exceeding the billion dollar movie industry in terms
of revenue, according to the electronic magazine tecmundo [2]. According to [3], a
survey by the company Newzoo, conducted among 20,000 people in 10 countries
(including Europe, USA, Mexico and Brazil), the sum of the number of gamers in these
10 countries only reaches 352 million people .
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According to [4], indicating the classification criteria are established based on research
and debate, based on the
Country’s Federal Constitution and the Statute of Children and Adolescents.
Through the literature review by authors from the area, this article presents a proposal for
classification of the main cognitive models based on the analysis of the genres of games.
Currently, cognitive processes can be classified into categories, according to [5] and
[6].
Thus, we intend to investigate whether and what links can be established between the
processes cognitive and electronic games, to create a classification system.
This sort of games can influence in a constructive way:


In the choice of parents in a particular game for the child, enabling them to analyze
whether it contributes to the development of certain cognitive area;



In the gaming industry, which can be based on the cognitive benefits to improve the
quality of its products;



In areas psycho-pedagogical selection of games to develop specific skills in the
treatment of disorders of learning or psychomotor problems.
Thus, this proposal has enormous potential to the gaming market, with applications

ranging from educational to therapeutic.
In research reported in [7] by researchers at the University of Rochester showed that
players can focus on six tasks at once without losing focus, while people who do not
have the habit of playing, can be focused on only four. In another study, also reviewed
by [7], researchers at the University of Michigan, which lasted three years and performed
with 491 high school students, found that students who engage more computer games got
the best performance on a standardized test of creativity, regardless of gender, race or the
style of game played. This is researches that proves the seriousness of electronic games
and show their relations with cognitive processes.

2 Eletrônic Games in Society
There is a wide range of studies based on electronic games and their impact on
society, which in fact is essential for the development work, since this is mainly
aimed to observe the changes and developments in human being caused by the use
of multimedia system.
The act of playing has accompanied man since its inception. The games are part
of everyday life and evolution [8]. The learning process of people becomes even
better with the inclusion of multimedia in education. We conducted a survey in [9],
which concluded that the appropriate use of multimedia instruction enhances
learning performance of students in science, math and literacy.
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A study by Stuart J. Menn in 1993 (reviewed in [10]) on the most effective
methods of teaching, learning has proven that 10% of what is read, 20% of what we
hear, 30% of audiovisual information, 50% with the observation of someone making
while the action is explained and 90% of what is done, trained or simulated. These
data demonstrate the efficiency and importance of games for learning.
Sort the products are important to society and also influence the consumer. A
classic example are the consecrated Nutritional Values, which are included on most
food packaging industry, bringing tables of information on the amounts of vitamins,
fats and proteins, among others, by serving and contributing to the daily needs. For
example: When there is doubt on the part of consumers, between two similar
products, it can analyze the nutritional information, which is more beneficial to your
health.
However, one must take precautions about the overuse of video games, which
can cause damage to other activities of the individual, for example, at school, where
children and adolescents fail to do homework, as can be seen in the work of [11].
Second [12], they may still fail to have an active social life because of video games,
and this can be detrimental to intellectual development (academic and other
functions important for their development would be set aside), physical, social,
emotional and psychological. In addition to physical problems such as repetitive
strain injury, obesity, eye problems (the child ends up getting very close to the
television), and others.
Nolan Bushnell says that "people should not exaggerate. I think two hours per
day is the maximum "[13].

3

Cognitive Processes

According to [5] cognition can be understood as what happens in our mind when we
perform our daily activities, such as thinking, remembering to learn, dress, make
decisions, read, watch, talk and write. It also provides a division into six cognitive
processes:
Attention: Selection process elements to focus concentration, taking into
account the time and the options available. It involves the senses hearing and / or
visual. An example of auditory attention can be seen when we focus on one
particular sound among many other sounds. The visual attention can be seen when
we are looking for a specific word or phrase in a book. As we move our eyes when
we see the text we know what we are looking for.
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Perception: "(...) perception refers to how information is acquired from the
environment by different sensory organs (eyes, ears, fingers) and transformed into
experiences with objects, events, sounds and gestures." In a game information must
be clear, easily perceived, not requiring much effort from the user to understand
what are the various components or objects within it.
Memory: memory allows us to recall knowledge gained from our experience.
This knowledge goes through an encoding that determines how information is
accessed and how it is interpreted, depending on the extent of how it happens, will
affect our ability to remember. An example would be when we see a movie, and the
end of it we will be able to tell the whole story until a few details. Another example
opposite the first is when we are in a church listening to a priest or pastor, to go out
there do not remember almost nothing of what was said.
Learning: learning is the way a person understands a given topic, and perhaps
use that knowledge in future applications. An example to note is when you want to
learn a new computer program; many people no longer use the manual. With this the
author suggests that when the project can develop interfaces to support exploratory
exploratory interaction, encouraging the user to use the components of the program
and also allow some action to undo erroneous. You can also limit the user releasing
some functions and go as he is gaining experience. For example, when learning to
ride a bike, usually begins with casters, making the apprentice do not worry about
balance, focusing his attention on learning how to steer the bike.
Reading, speaking and listening: According to [5], these three forms of
language processing have similar properties, but also some differences:


The written language is spoken is permanent and transient, we read a text
several times, but we can not do that with the spoken information.



Can be read faster than listen, since it can use the dynamic reading which is not
possible in spoken words in series;



Listening requires less cognitive effort than reading or speaking;



Written language tends to be more grammatical than the spoken;
An example can be seen is that it is easier to learn about a subject with a spoken

explanation of what doing a reading.
Problem solving, planning, reasoning and decision making (mental process) are
cognitive processes that involve cognitive reflective. It involves thinking and
analyzing what to do and what decision to take by checking the available options.
[5]. This process has a high value for the Design of Games, because it will influence
directly the challenge. According to [14], decision making is the result of gathering
information, which will give the perception, followed by assessment of the situation
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where he directs the attention concentration, then the selection of the available
options are compared with information obtained and stored in memory and, finally,
the monitoring results.
The author [6] made a detailed study relating cognitive processes memory
(visual, auditory, kinesthetic), temporal and spatial orientation (in two and three
dimensions); coordination visomanual (wide and thin), perception, auditory, visual
perception (size, color, detail, shape, position, handedness, complementation),
logical-mathematical, linguistic expression (oral and written), planning and
organization as the main processes.

Relationship Between the Genre of Electronic Games and

4

Cognitive Processes
As what has been studied about the electronic games, their relations in society and in
accordance with the proposed division of cognitive processes, the need arose for a
division of electronic games, in order to obtain the parameters necessary to achieve
the project objectives.
For this task were evaluated proposals from several authors [15], [16], [9],
which formed the basis for the formation of the current division at work.
James P. Gee in his work [9], supports the need, when analyzing a video game,
we must separate its gameplay that is, its 'playability' of its contents. In other words,
should we not consider games just for its content but also the way this content is
processed by the playability of the game.
According to [15], organize games by genres is not a new idea. However, the
goal is not merely classify different genres of games, but tries to connect these
genres for the games in order to develop a systematic approach to the study and
evaluation of these types of learning that can occur through the practice of different
genres.
According to the homogeneity observed between the proposals and the
predominance of some genera, it was suggested the following breakdown for the
work: action, action / adventure, puzzle, educational, musical, strategy, RPG,
simulation and sports.
Given this division and in accordance with the objective of the project, each
gender will be addressed separately analyzing both the characteristics of their own
cognitive style as the properties, which they are more likely to develop.
4.1

Action Games
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Several authors have investigated the effect of action games on the spatial
distribution of attention.
Lindsay Grace, in his work [16] defines this type of game like the ones that
offer intensity of action as the main attraction. Reflex response is the main skill
required to play this genre. The most common action games are Call of Duty,
Battlefield, Assassin's Creed, among others.
According to [17] studies have been conducted in relation to a comparison of
the attentional resources of players and not players, where we observed an
improvement in the spatial distribution of visual attention in the first group on the
second. It was observed that those players could gain an advantage over others,
especially in conflict situations. In establishing the causal role of gaming through
training studies, the authors demonstrated that the action games increase the visualspatial attention across the visual field.
The work [17], demonstrating that action games have been used to improve the
performance behavior in a wide variety of perceptual tasks, which require effective
allocation of attention over the visual scene, for requiring the successful
identification of stimuli presented briefly.
With studies of the authors mentioned above and the theoretical background on
the subject of the work, it was possible to obtain a list of action games with the
cognitive areas of attention and perception, these are possibly prone to development
for fans of this genre of game.
4.2

Action-Adventure Games

Lindsay Grace, in his work [16] defines this type of game as an offering of
exploration and puzzle solving as the main attraction. These games offer a
compelling story, though its popularity has declined in recent decades. Reasoning,
creativity and curiosity are the most common skills required of a good player.
Among the games pioneers of the genre include Myst and Syberia.
According to [18], who conducted studies on the benefits of electronic games of
action and action / adventure for cognitive development, was identified in a game of
this genre the player differs from the characteristic that most of the time the
character is in the third person, and in accordance with the characteristics of the
digital environment it is encouraged to visual monitoring, with fast and accurate
responses.
Given this premise was possible to observe the behavioral aspects of the players
of this game genre, and make him a relationship with the cognitive areas of
attention, problem solving, reasoning and decision making, which features fans of
the genre are more likely to develop according to the practice.
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4.3

Puzzle Games

Lindsay Grace [16] defines this type of game as the puzzles that offer as the main
attraction for players. These games are usually inexpensive and launched on the
web. The fans are usually a range of older players. One of the games most successful
puzzles is the famous Tetris, Lemmings and Minesweeper.
According to [19] in their research demonstrated an improvement in the ability
of spatial visualization in college students after six hours of play.
The work in [20], states that students with spatial visualization skills tend to
become good entrepreneurs and excel in subjects that involve math and science.
In [21], the authors said that games of this genre are more likely to affect spatial
cognition. The fans are likely to exercise of memory, problem solving, planning,
reasoning and decision making.
4.4

Educational Games

The educational games designed for educational purposes to show its importance,
because they promote the teaching-learning situations and increase the construction
of knowledge by introducing playful and pleasurable activities, developing the
capacity of initiation and active and motivating action. [22].
In the work [23], have been demonstrated by research conducted field of
psychology and cognitive science that investigated the effect of video games on
players, indicating the development of skills such as attention, visual perception and
learning, cognitive areas which are treated in project.
Both studies showed the growing perspective of games as not only a source of
entertainment for children and adults, but also as an object of interest for academic
research. What lies well to the idea developed in this project, since it is of great
value to demonstrate the importance of studying the properties cognitive about the
games.
4.5

Music Games

A definition made by [24], indicates that under the influence of media technologies
and social practices resulting from the creation of games based on musical
experiences as the series Rock Band and Guitar Hero, can be justified by the
relationship of empathy and consumption between fan and artist. This is all linked to
the development of multimedia technologies registry, where it enters the
development and applications for this kind of games.
When it comes to music games, it is possible to have two points of perspective
on the subject: the first is the issue of perception of music, emphasizing cognitive
aspects related to speaking, reading and hearing, whereas the second is the issue of
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coordination motor and visual manual (which is not treated in this work). Both
points are treated, and as discussed in [25], to prove the truth of the statements.
In one of his [26] highlights the possibility of using musical games in schools,
demonstrating the importance of this genre of game as a leisure activity developed in
school activities. Although the propositions of [27], the music stands out as a key
tool in education, which contributes to the formation of values and socialization.
Given the authors' assertions, it was possible to prove the relationship of
perception and cognitive areas of speaking, reading, listening to this genre of game,
and it was still possible to observe the optical potential on the subject.
4.6

Strategy Games

In his work, [16] defines this genre of game as the player who entertain through
reasoning and problem solving. In general, there are games to tell stories, although
some more recent use of strong narrative quality. Some examples of the genre are
Coomand and Conquer.
A familiar example of the strategy and problem solving, is given by George
Polya that divides them into: understanding the problem, develop a plan for a
solution, carry out the plan and look back to see what has been learned. [28].
Following the idea of electronic games, in a study by [29], in which they
analyzed the relationship between cognitive and behavioral skills in strategic games
due to an experiment in which subjects were submitted to this game genre was
observed improvements in the results throughout the experiment, which resulted in a
yield of 99%, which was proven in improving players' skills.
Based on the authors' assertions, we can observe the relationship between this
kind of games and cognitive areas of problem solving, planning, reasoning and
decision making.
4.7

Role Playing Games

Lindsay Grace, in his work [16] defines this type of game like the ones that offer the
player an opportunity to delve into character and his place in history. Role Playing
Games (RPGs) commonly have a rich storytelling by adopting innovative ways to
vary it. The characters tend to evolve throughout the game, characters and acquire
new techniques. Among the most famous games include RPG: Baldour Gate, Might
and Magic, Neverwinter Nights and World of Warcraft.
In the studies by [30], a survey was developed that took advantage of the
motivational factors of a given 3D game called EverQuest II, to work pedagogical
learning tools for teaching English as a second language to students. In this
experiment combined the benefits of game genre and teaching methodology, to
create a digital learning environment.
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According to the results demonstrated a 40% increase in vocabulary due to
interactions with the characters. For intermediate and advanced students, we
generated a 100% increase in the practice and interpretation of the characters talks.
This study demonstrated the relationship of this kind of game with the
cognitive areas of learning and practice of reading, speaking and writing, both
studied in this work and as a basis for the final results.
4.8

Simulation Games

According to the definition of [16], this kind of game the main element is the ability
to match real-world situations. In order to provide fun through acting. This type of
game can also include simulations of social situations, such as The Sims, Leisure
Suit Larry. Zoo Tycoon and Sim City are also listed as a major genre.
With the aim to find traces of the use of skills and cognitive abilities, there is
the analysis proposed by [31], who took the example of The Sims and raised the
following hypothesis to guide research: "situations in the game require cognitive
skills such as solving problems, make decisions and understand phenomena, and the
creation of strategies.
The author also states that in the context of the game the player is involved in an
atmosphere that will be asked to solve problems, and that means making decisions.
Another example that can be taken is the game called GOALS (Game Oriented
Advanced Learning System) [32], proposed with the objective to train and empower
entrepreneurs to make decisions quickly and accurately. The player is in an
environment full of features close to the reality of the investment market, with which
it interacts directly promoting its dynamics.
According to these studies, it was possible to observe the relationship of this
kind of game with the cognitive areas of learning, problem solving, planning,
reasoning and decision making.
4.9

Sports Games (with joystick)

According to the definition in [33], in this kind of games all actions are determined
from the tactical point of view. In studies [34], the authors say that the complete
tactical capability of the athlete is constituted by the interaction of cognitive
processes, which provide the decision-making.
According to the authors in this genre of game is very important to know the
uptake of information and decision-making, due to the fact the player to work with
the unpredictable factors, randomness and variability, both by him as the opponent.
In sports such as volleyball, basketball, handball, futsal and football (the latter is
regarded as one of the most famous among the electronic games of this genre), the
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cognitive component works in the process of response selection, so the player does
reading the game.
According to studies [35], this kind of game the action of the player's success
depends on its ability to adapt to the time and the construction of scoring
possibilities (or goal). For this, we need decision-making in order to secure the
position of the companions and adversaries. Examples: monitoring the trajectory of
the ball, the movement to secure spaces and everything that is within the rules and
according to specific technical and tactical behavior of each modality.
Finally, we may consider relevant in respect of some cognitive areas in the
genre, such as attention, perception, problem solving, planning, reasoning and
decision making.

5

Proposed Classification

In order to obtain a classification of cognitive games, were set six cognitive
processes (Fig. 1), on the foundations of [5].

Fig. 1 - Proposal for Classification of Cognitive Processes Covered in Electronic Games

Reflective cognition, which is associated with problem solving, planning,
reasoning and decision making, is more inclined to be addressed in most games, as
well as being included in most genres in his work [20] indicated that individuals
with these skills tend to be good entrepreneurs and excel in math and science
subjects, due to the fact they can make quick decisions and accurate.
As educational electronic games are working as many cognitive processes,
therefore, are more likely to take as many of cognition in the human brain.
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The area of cognitive attention tends to be exercised by the genres of action,
action-adventure and education.
The improvement of the spatial distribution of visual attention and visual
tracking are some of the supporters of these genres.
Perception has shown an inclination to be worked on action games, educational
and musical. Development of a wide variety of perceptual tasks, such as visual
perception and sound perception, are one of the highlights of these kinds of games.
The process of memory tends to be exercised for fans of puzzle games in which
recalled knowledge to evolve in the game represents one of the characteristics of the
genre.
The cognition of learning is exercised by the players of RPG, simulation and
educational games. Many of these games explore pedagogy in learning, training and
user training.
In turn, the cognitive abilities of communication (speaking, listening and
reading) have shown a tendency to be exercised in musical genres and RPG.
Perception of audio conversations and practices and interpretation of the characters
are some of the features addressed by genres.
Finally, the reflective cognition is inclined to be worked in the genres of actionadventure, puzzle, strategy, simulation and sports. Problem solving, planning,
reasoning and decision making justify classification of the genera mentioned.

6

Conclusion

The products classification definition is important to guide consumers and industry
while providing a guarantee for quality. This work was a discussion about the need
to create a classification by cognitive processes applied in the field of electronic
games. For that evaluated the impacts of gaming in society, selected important
cognitive processes in the literature and studied their relationships with major game
genres. As a contribution proposed and justified the classification of eletronic games
in six cognitive processes: Attention, Perception, Memory, Learning, Reflective
Cognition and Comunication.

7

Discussions

Aiming to fill some gaps that were not addressed in this article, came the need for a
detailed study on the following items:
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Classification of video games by age group based on cognitive processes, which



should be studied whether this classification is timeless and how it is
subdivided.
Classification related to physical activity: games that also work the physical part



of the player, for example, technologies that allow interaction with the players
of electronic games without the need to get your hands on a controller / joystick
or keypad.
Degree of stimulation: a comparative parameter set that addresses how each



game genre is able to assist in the cognitive process.
Features for a game to have as much cognitive qualities: what should be



covered and how much a game, that he exercises the user's maximum cognitive
qualities.
Impact of cognitive classification of games in society: report of the



consequences that a classification as this can have on society.
Practical experiments and clinical evaluations: a solid show the veracity of this



classification, with practical experiments and clinical evaluations.
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Abstract: Knowledge plays very important role in educational game. The paper is
aimed to investigate a mapping mechanism for knowledge combination with game.
The main achievements include: a new system of classification for educational game
based on learning objectives and characters of knowledge in it is proposed, based on
which, a general-element model of game and its formal representation is given;
knowledge is classified into eleven categories according to the characters of game to
be combined; relation between knowledge and game rules are analysis and a mapping
mechanism is proposed; With the mapping from knowledge to game rules, a general
knowledge model for integrating with game is constructed using senary expression
which involves domain, entities, relation, sequence, theorem and skills. Finally, an
application of agricultural game, Virtual Farm, is introduced to validate the mapping
scheme. The experiences of game playing show the combination are effective
accordingly making player learn much agricultural knowledge in an unconscious way
during game playing.
Keywords: educational game, rule, knowledge, mapping mechanism, agricultural
game.

1

Introduction

Children and adolescents are quite happy to spend many hours playing a game just for
the fun of it[1]. It, however, brings some negative impacts on physical and mental
developments of children due to its unhealthy contents, such as violence. Therefore,
educational game, sometimes called serious game or green game, is brought into
being to make a game beneficial to the players’ learning with interest of experience.
Many studies are focused on theoretic, methodologies, models, tools for designing
educational game in past years. They proposed approaches on how to make the
experience route more consistent with learning process, such as GOM[2]. It gives a
template with nine objects trying to propose a way to balance educational capability
and character of interest. EFM[3] is another design model based on internal
connection of motivation, flow, effective learning environment and educational game.
Moreover, multi-agent architecture (MAA)[4] is proposed for mobile educational
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game. It enables development of a lightweight, flexible, and scalable game on the
platform with limited resources such as mobile phones. From another point of view,
knowledge, as the core of learning progress, should play a more important role in
educational games. Bruno proposes an approach of knowledge management to
support educational game development[5] through a ‘Business Game’ created for a
large financial institution. The main idea of the approach is to integrated knowledge
either directly into the game play as scenarized knowledge or an external resource.
Besides, Miroslav develops a model[6] for educational game trying to establish the
balance between knowledge integration into game on one side and its reusability on
other.
With the illumination of the achievements above, an idea is produced that making
knowledge entered game naturally and integrated with game elements rationally, such
as rules, may be a new reference for combining cognitive process and playing
experience. This paper is aimed to propose a matching mechanism between game
rules and knowledge for educational game design to make the balance between game
playing and knowledge learning. To verify its validity, an agricultural game, Virtual
Farm, is designed and implemented using the mapping approach to facilitate
importing knowledge, such as virtual animal and plant growth model and agricultural
products processing etc. into the game.

2

Game Classification

Games can be classification as: role playing game(RPG), action game(ACT),
adventure game(AVG), strategy game(STG), simulation game(SLG), real-Time
strategy game (RTS)， fighting game(FGT), shooting game(STG), puzzle game
(PZL)，racing game (RCG)，sports game(SPT), music game(MSC) , etc. Due to the
story line and background of RPG, STG, SLG, they are more adaptive to carry some
declarative knowledge. There are many educational games using the three mentioned
genres for teaching in schools. Besides, puzzle game is aimed to enhance intelligence
and increase skills with comparatively easier operations and limited requirement on
To support the
memory. It has become a new carrier to deliver knowledge.
analysis of relation between rules and knowledge, this study propose a new system of
assorting the games which are usually used as educational game according to their
objectives and characters: 1) elimination game, with the rule of eliminating objects
when some conditions are satisfied, such as ‘Russia block’; 2) collision game, based
on the rule of eating, meeting, receiving, attacking, colliding objects and obtaining
scores, such as ‘Gold Miner’. Player controls one given object to snatch or avoid
others to get bonus or punishment according to the properties of objects he gained; 3)
action game, providing rules of controlling an actor to move forward, backward, jump
and fly to pass barriers, getting scores and avoiding collision with traps, such as
‘Super Mary’; 4) raising game, simulating a progress of raising animal or planting
crops, with the essence of telling how the creatures grow up and providing fulfillment
when products are achieved; 5) calculator game, whose rules are based on calculation
on numbers, such as ‘Number Crossword’, ‘Puzzle Number’, etc.; 6) geometry-graph
game, giving limited planar or three-dimensional space and geometry figures or
pictures which stands for objects, governed by rules of moving, rotating, adding or
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removing the objects to implement the mission, such as ‘Jigsaw Puzzle’ and ‘Klotski’;
7) physical theorem game, using model of physics principle to simulate gravitation,
magnetism, optics, elasticity, inertial, collision, explosion, etc. ‘Angry bird’ and ‘Cut
the rope’ are classic instances of this type; 8) logical inference game, aiming at solve
riddle as objective using inference means such as cause-and-effect and condition-andconclusion, or sorting, matching and classifying objects based on their attributes; 9)
observation-memory game, with purpose of enhancing capabilities of observation and
memory, such as ‘QuickSpot’. 10) originality and doodle game, which provides a
virtual palette, materials and tools to create pictures or products; 11) music game,
introducing virtual instruments for performing notes, rhythm and music, which helps
to improve the player’s musical ability, such as read music notation game[7].The
classification of game mentioned above is overlapped. That is, one collision game
could involve physics theorems and may have characteristic of action game.
Otherwise, from the aspect of the capability achieved through game playing, 1), 2),
3), 7) and 11) will be helpful to hand-eye coordination; 5), 6), 8) are useful to logic
thought ability; 9) can train players on capacities of observation and memory; 4) is
related to enhancing competence of strategy; 10) and 11) are aimed mainly at
inspiring aesthetic quality and creative thinking.

3
3.1

General-element model of game and formal representation
General-element model of game

Whatever a game is, it contains some general elements. In this paper, a generalelement model of game is proposed using ontology to identify elements as classes.
Fig.1 shows the tree architecture of elements using protégé. The subject of game is
the one which can be controlled by player. The objects in game refer to the ones that
can’t be directly controlled by player, such as bonus, trap, monster, etc. Tool and
resources can help player to achieve the goal. The details about the elements will be
expatiated in the latter sections.

Fig.1. General elements of games represented using ontology implemented by protégé

3.2

Rules of game

This section is focused on analysis of rule properties. Rules in games indicate the
behavior criterions of elements in game. They are 1) subject(Object) behavior rule, 2)
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parameters rule, 3) mission rule, 4) layer controlling rule, 5) game over or continue
judgment rule, 6) game clearance rule, 7) rewards and punishments rule, 8) tool using
or resource consuming rule, 9) event rule, etc.
Subject(Object) behavior rule describes a) the number, color, position, state
transition, speed, or movement direction of subject or object when they are out of
control by player; b) how subject acts when received player’s command; c)
interaction between subjects and objects, specifying their relation and transforming
rule when interaction happens.
Parameter rule indicates calculating expressions of important parameters, such as
time, life of actor, temperature of environment, etc. They are closely related to subject,
object and environment.
Mission rule provides description of objective to be achieved. It includes the
expectant state of subject, object.
Player controlling rule prescribes interaction mode between player and game. For
example, a player can rotate, move left and right, accelerate not can’t move upward a
block when it is active in ‘Russia block’; a player can do nothing with an inactive
block. It is worth mentioning that all controlling action should follow the rules of
subject(object) behavior rule.
Rewards and punishment rule regulates rewards and punishment mechanism.
Rewards include score increasing and new tool being obtained; punishments maybe
result in life or score decreasing, or subject state transition. Tool and resource usage
rule is used to indicate how to use tool and resource. Tool in game is defined as the
ones helping player to achieve objective and can be used many times without losing,
such as rope and weapons. Resource is necessary in pursuing objective and may
exhaust and only be used limited number of times, such as money, water and fertilizer
in some farm game. The rule also gives how tools and resource are obtained, used,
spent and how they influence the score, life, skill or state of subject. Help
information and feedback rule are important for game playing. It can give help
before action and tell player the performance he achieves used to adjust strategy for
next try.
The rules above are interrelated tightly. They can be further fallen into two classes:
non-interactive rule and interactive rule. The former one normally express certain
facts and do nothing with condition judgment and inference; while the latter one
describes the influence of elements on each other.
3.3

Representation of rules

To give the basis of mapping analysis between game rules and knowledge, a formal
representation of both is required. This section proposes a scheme using class
definition for representing elements with their properties and applying first-order
predicate as formal representation of rules. Following lines list partial expressions of
an example: raising game.
RAG_actor(position, status, speed_value, speed_diraction, stamina, score, money)
RAG_animal(position, name, breed, price, color, size, weight, appearance, status,
speed_value,
speed_diraction,
animal_life,
animal_health,
animal_age,animal_hungry)
RAG_plant(position, name, breed, price, color, height, weight, appearance, plant_life,
plant_health, plant_mature, plant_ yield)
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RAG_food(position, name, price, amount)
RAG_enemy(position, name, color, size, weight, appearance, status, speed_value,
speed_diraction)
RAG_trap(visible, position, status, speed_value, speed_diraction)
RAG_competitor(position, name, breed, weight, appearance, compete_for, status,
speed_value, speed_diraction )
RAG_tool(available, position, figure, price,amount)
RAG_resource(available, position, figure, price, amount)
RAG_event(trigger, probability, start_time, end_time, last_time, intensity,amount)
RAG is used to represent the abbreviation of raising game. RAG_actor is the
subject of raising game. It is optional and may be omitted in some cases. The
following lines are definition of actor, animal, plant, food, trap, enemy, tool, resource
and event.
ISHungry is a function to tell a fact that its parameter is hungry. ISSick is to show
that animal or plant gets sick. ISDroughty and ISArid tell plant needs water and
fertilizer respectively. Raise_Info, Treat_Info，Water_Info and Fertilize_Info give
help information to tell player to adopt an corresponding action.
ISHungry(RAG_animal)→Raise_Info(RAG_actor,RAG_annimal,RAG_food);
ISSick(RAG_animal) →Treat_Info(RAG_actor,RAG_annimal,RAG_tool, amount);
…
ISDroughty (RAG_plant.status) →Water_Info(RAG_actor,RAG_plant,amount);
ISArid(RAG_plant.status) →Fertilize_Info (RAG_actor,RAG_plant,RAG_resource,
amount);
ISSick(RAG_plant.status) →Treat_Info(RAG_actor,RAG_plant,RAG_tool, amount);
…
The essence of a raising game is computation of parameters to simulating a creature
growth. The computation model is knowledge from some relative fields, such as
agriculture and farming. The objective of playing raising game is to learn an animal or
plant appearance, behavior, living environment and growth course. It also trains a
player to make a strategy of distributing limited money to maintain varieties of
animals and plants.

4

Classification of knowledge in games

Knowledge is the cognition of objective word based on data and information. It can
be a fact, a definition, an axiom, a theorem, a rule or a method. Generally speaking,
knowledge presentation can be fallen into three types: Declarative knowledge
representation describes what an object is and does nothing with how to using the
knowledge. It can be used to give definition, attribute, state of an object or a fact;
Procedural knowledge representation aimed to tell how the knowledge is used with a
manner of procedure or progress. It usually is a rule of reasoning, operating or action
sequence; Meta knowledge representation is knowledge of knowledge.
The key character of an educational game which makes itself distinguished from
other game is the role of knowledge during playing. This section will give the analysis
of knowledge classification, characters, and relations with other elements of game.
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Knowledge, such as fact, definition, axiom, rule, theorem and method, can be
imported to games. But for the aspects of game type, knowledge can be assorted as: 1)
definition of an entity or fact or description of their attributes, for example,
appearance of mushroom, the date of occurrence of a historical event; 2) depiction of
logic, spatial or topological structure of an entity, such as architecture of computer; 3)
description of relation among entities or between entities and their properties, such
as mapping table between countries and national flags. 4) classification of entity set.
Sometime two-level, three-level, or tree architecture is possible, such as classification
of vertebrate; 5) sequence of entities or events based on logic or time. For example,
food chain is composed of creatures with the relation of preying, water cycling is a
sequence of events of H2O transformation; 6) inference or explanation of causality
among entities involving a progress of reasoning generally, such as weather
forecasting according to the cloud; 7) method, procedure or flow, such as assembling
of electrical devices, escape methods when earthquake is encountered; 8) function or
theorem, often used in mathematics, physics and chemistry, such as the formula of
gravity computation.
From function and target point of view, knowledge can be classified as:
computation model supporting game logic and learning content. The former one is
one of the most important parts for game running. It commonly gives a core to
implement the behavior of subject and object. For example, ‘Cut the rope’ using
models of gravitation and elasticity simulating a complex situation of tensile when an
object is pulled by several ropes. One rope being cut down causes force balance
broken and consequently changes object state. The player should know the principle
of models to accomplish the mission. The knowledge is transferred to player in a
cryptic mode and will lose some accuracy. It means that the player only can learn
qualitative analysis of an object but not master its quantitative computation
details.The latter knowledge is the learning content in game. Unlike with computation
model, it will be completely delivered to player with two modes: conspicuousdeclarative and unconspicuous- procedural. Conspicuous-declarative knowledge
normally may be in format of text, picture, video or audio. On the contrarily, visual
environment, tool, subject, object, NPC of game are all carriers to express entity
appearance and attributes. For example, a game with mission of indentifying esculent
mushroom from poisonous ones provides a lot of visual 3D model to tell color, figure
of a variety of mushrooms.
Unlike Conspicuous-declarative knowledge, unconspicuous-procedural knowledge
aimed to enhance skills taking advantage of practice of game. The leaning procedure
should be combined with the playing experience. That is knowledge should be
designed related with elements in game.

5
Relation between
representation

knowledge

and

game

and

formal

5.1 Relation between knowledge and game elements
Knowledge as computation model is generally used to support a subject or object
behavior rule in game. The mapping scheme is illustrated as Fig.2. Entity of
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knowledge corresponds to subject or object in game; properties is corresponding to
attributes; Facts of entities specify the legal states of corresponding objects; entity’s
behavior can provide instruction for subject or object behavior rule design. This kind
knowledge can easy be integrated into game rules.
Knowledge

Subject or Object
name

Name of entity

Game

Attribute set

Property of entity

Initial state
Facts

Legal states
set

Rule of
entity behavior

Behavior
rule

Fig.2. Mapping scheme between knowledge and game

elements

Knowledge as definition and fact uses declarative narrate or picture to explain the
definition, shape, color, function of an entity in real word. When imported into game,
they can be corresponding to visual 3D model, help information, and background.
Knowledge as depiction of logic, spatial or topological structure of an entity
describes components of entity and their correlation. This knowledge can be
represented as relations among subjects or objects when integrated with game. The
relations include ‘is-part-of’ or ‘is-in-front-of’ usually used for classes in ontology,
etc.
Knowledge as description of relation among entities and their properties use
the same approach as the previous one. Relations among subjects and objects in game
are carrier to hold the mapping among entities in real word. One-to-one, one-to-many,
and many-to-many are main instances of the relations.
Knowledge as classification of entity set uses ‘is-kind-of’ relation among subjects
and objects in game to simulate tree system of classification of entities in real word.
Knowledge as sequence of entity or event uses sequence of subjects or objects in
game to denote logic or temporal order of entities or events of real world. For
example, a simulating game that teaching migratory birds behavior employs
sequences of spots in virtual game for migrating route of real world.
Knowledge as inference or explanation of causality among entities is often
represented by ‘condition→action’ or ‘cause→effect’. On the other hand, it is
coincident that game uses ‘A→B’ for rule representation. Therefore, it is rational to
using game rule like ‘A→B’ to simulation causality among entities in real word.
Knowledge as method, procedure or flow refers to conditional procedure or
unconditional procedure. Unconditional procedure knowledge can be viewed as a
sequence of actions or operations and can be implemented as sequence of objects in
game. Condition procedure knowledge means ‘when conditions are satisfied, the
actions are triggered’ and can also be represented by ’A→B’ like the previous one.
For instance, in an earthquake escaping game, the rule of escaping route and skills
according to environment, tool, and state in game can tell how to escape from disaster
with the help of surrounding stuff in real world.
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Knowledge as function or theorem can be 1) a function like f(a1，a2，a3,……an)，
such as f(x)=x2; or 2) like ‘A→B’, such as ‘4 is even number→4 can be divisible by
2’, ‘the sum of internal angles of a triangle is180°’. The essence of the former one is
the mapping from independent variables to dependent variables and can be
represented as mapping among subjects and objects in game. But sometimes, states of
subjects and objects in game are discrete and only can approximatively simulate
continuous function. The latter one has the same form with the previous one which
using ‘A→B’.
5.2 formal representation of knowledge in game
To summarize what has been mentioned above, whatever knowledge is, it is no more
than definition-attribute, relation, sequence, or rule. They are corresponding to
subject(object) and its attribute, relation among subjects(objects), sequence of
subjects(objects), and action rules of game. Therefore, a senary expression of
knowledge is proposed as: K（D，E，R，S，T，SK）to for all knowledge that to
be integrated with one game.
D: Domain, using standard Classification and code of disciplines;
E: Entity, a set of entities with their attributes using classes like general-element
model of game;
R: Relation, using relations among classes;
S: Sequence, a set composed of many ordinal classes sequence;
T: Theorem, using first-order predicate;
SK: Skill, standing for what can be achieved after playing of game using a set of
character string.
Of course, knowledge that imported into a game is not the universal set of the
knowledge in the related filed. That is only a subset of the knowledge integrated with
game elements. A game just partially simulates knowledge base.

6

Application in design of an agricultural game: Virtual farm

This section will give a design of an agricultural game to illustrate the application of
mapping between knowledge and game elements.
Virtual farm is a synthetical raising game providing a farm, three crops and two
fruits with attributes of health-degree, mature-degree and estimated product, four
species of livestock and poultry with attributes like age, cleanness-degree, healthdegree, weight, size, etc. They serve as objects in game. The subject is a farmer with
attributes of stamina-value, money. There are tools like thresher, tractor, etc. with
attributes of price to help product processing. Tool also refers to hogpen, cowshed and
henhouse with price. Game also designs resources like medicine, fertilizer, water and
herbicide. To simulate real farm, rain, wind and frost will occur. The scenes include
field, grocery, market, and machine district. The main elements are represented based
on the general-element model as Fig.3 (a)-(d).
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(a) tools of the game

(b) resources of the game

(c) objects of the game

(d) objectives of the game

Fig. 3. Elements representation of the agricultural game

The knowledge to be imported into the game includes 1) growth model of animal
and plant, 2) processing of agricultural products, 3) technique and requirements of
preservation and 4) relations among animals and plants.
Knowledge 1) enter the game to support the game logic computation. This section
gives two examples of maize and pig growth model. Maize growth model is
constructed based on Ceres-Maize with introduction of irrigation, fertilization and
treatment to sickness[8] as shown in Fig.4 (a). Region model refers to soil model
which provides quantity of N, P, K in soil of the region and Weather model which
gives the precipitation during growing season of the region. Seed model is related to
seed information, while Cultivation model interacts with player and gets information
of cultivation, such as cultivation space input by player. Dynamic-Daily-GrowthComputation model performs the calculation of current state, includes biomass,
weight of root, stem and leaf, and estimated product. Models of Irrigation,
Fertilization and Treatment provide interaction with player. Impact-FactorsComputation model will gives factors indicating how player operations effect on the
growth of maize. The above models are integrated with elements in the game as: soil
model is corresponding to Field in game, parameters like quantity of water, N, P, K in
model is implemented by attributes of Field. Weather model is simulated by
GameEvents with its attribute of PrecipitationProbability. Seed model uses Maize and
its attributes in game and Cultivation model relates to Farmer’s action. DynamicDaily-Growth-Computation model is implemented by maize with its attributes and its
behavior rules. Models of Irrigation, Fertilization and Treatment are simulated by
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Farmer’s actions rules. Otherwise, these three models are related to GameResourse of
water, medicine, fertilizer, etc. The result of computation is a kind of knowledge as
well. It is designed related to the GameObjective, being transferred to player using
GameFeedback of game. Similarly, interactions in knowledge models are correlative
with GameHelpInfo in game.
Pig growth model includes Species model, Feedstuff model, Raising model,
Dynamic-Daily-Growth-Computation model, Treatment model and Impact-FactorsComputation model as shown in Fig.4.(b). The models will output daily weigh, size,
proportion of fat and protein. The models of Raising and Treatment provide
interaction with player. Like maize growth model, the models of knowledge are
simulated by elements in the game: Species model by Pig in the game; Feedstuff
model by GamerResource of game; Dynamic-Daily-Growth-Computation model by
Pig and its behavior rules; Impect-factor-Computation model by Famer with action
rules and Pig in game; Raising model and Treatment model by Famer with action
rules; Treatment model is related to GameEvents as well, such as probability of
occurring sickness. The result of computation are represented by GameHelpInfo,
GameFeedback and GameObjective
Region
Soil

Weather

See
d

Cultivation

Irrigatio
n

Fertilizatio
n

Treatme
nt

(a) Maize growth model

Feedst
uff

Rais
e

Dynamic-Daily-GrowthComputation

Dynamic-Daily-Growth-Computation
Impact-Factors-Computation

Speci
es

biomass,
weight of root,
stem and leaf,
estimated
product

Impact-Factors-Computation
Treatme
nt

Weight, size,
proportion of fat
and protein

(b) Pig growth model

Fig.4. Growth computation model

Knowledge 2) includes : machines to be used and their functions; and processing
flow. Machines and their functions are simulated by GameTools with their attributes.
Processing flow is sequence of actions and can be implemented by actions sequence
of Farmer in game such as threshing and milling.
Knowledge 3) involve the requirements of temperatures and humidity for
preserving agricultural products and their shelf life. This kind of knowledge can be
integrated with GameObjects, such as Flour, Juice, Jam, and Wine and GameTools
like Storage. The storage’s attributes and state are set by Farmer, and are crucial for
quality of products. Therefore, knowledge 3) are related to the Farmer’s action rules
as well.
Knowledge 4) refers to the interrelation among animals and plant, such as dejecta
of animals can be served as fertilizer for plants, while stems and leaves of some plants
after harvest can used as food for animals. These can be simulated as relation of
GameObjects and gives more available operations for Farmer to save money.
Therefore, the knowledge 4) also can be integrated with Farmer’s action rules.
In the sum of above, the integration of knowledge and elements of game can be
illustrated as Fig.5. The game, Virtual Farm, has been developed based on the design
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using mapping approach above. Fig.6 gives the screenshots of the game interface to
show the 3D game scenes. It has also been put online running and the results of many
playing experiences of the game show that the knowledge and elements are combined
well consequently make players to learn the knowledge in an unconsciously way
during game playing.
Knowledge of definition, attributes and facts:
 Soil and weather information of region, such as quantity of water, N, P, K in soil, and Precipitation
probability
 Quantity of N, P, K of fertilizers and the effects on plants growing
 Attributes, functions and usage of medicine, feedstuff, machine and herbicide
 Preservation of agricultural products
Knowledge of
relations among
entities:
 Interrelation between
animals and plant

Game elements

Knowledge
of method
and flow:
 reservation
of agricultural
products
 Processing
Knowledge of
of agricultural
condition-action
/cause-result:
products
 Operations for dealing
Knowledge
with extreme weathers
for
supporting
 Operations for dealing
game logic
with sickness
computation:
 Operations for dealing
 Animal
with events
growth
models
Fig.5. Integration of knowledge and game elements in Virtual Farm
 Plant
growth
models
Tool or resource
(Medicine, Herbicide,
Fertilizer, Machine, etc.) with
its attributes and usage rules

Object (animal or
plant)
with
its
attributes and behavior
rules
Event (Rain, Frost,
Subject (Farmer) and Windy,
Sick)
with
action rules (cultivating, attributes and rules
irrigating, fertilizing, using
medicine, feeding, cleaning,
Subject (Farmer) and
etc)
action rules (processing
and setting parameters of
Object (agricultural
preservation)
product)
with
its
attributes and rules of
Object (field) and
processing, preserving
its attributes

Fig.6. screenshots of the game interface

7

Conclusion

As the core of educational of game, knowledge should be integrated with elements of
game. In this paper, game elements are analyzed and an approach of representation of
game rules is proposed. Knowledge to be integrated into game is classified based on
the characteristics related to game playing. Furthermore, a mapping scheme is
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proposed to indicate the relation between knowledge and rules. Then an application of
agricultural game, Virtual Farm, is designed and implemented to support how the
agricultural knowledge of raising and planting, processing of products, etc. are
integrated with the game elements in design.
Future work includes construction of knowledge base using formal representation
which helps to implement the management of knowledge in games.
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Abstract. In this paper moving image matching task allocation strategies based
on the Multi-Agent system are discussed. Combined with genetic algorithm and
simulated annealing algorithm, it gives out a new moving image pattern matching task allocation strategies based on the Multi-Agent system. Due to the
unique nature of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithm, makes
the task allocation algorithm presented in this paper has new features that is
different from the traditional method.
Keywords. Moving Image Matching, Task Allocation, Genetic Algorithm, Simulated annealing Algorithm

1

Introduction

Moving image pattern matching is an important branch of pattern recognition, which
involves pattern recognition, image processing, digital signal processing, natural language understanding, artificial intelligence, fuzzy mathematics, information theory,
computers and other disciplines, is an integrated technology.
Moving image pattern matching is to use the computer automatically analyze the
given moving or static image sequences, and then extract the identification information to "recognize" or "confirm" whether the moving objects is the objects submitted
by the user in the moving object knowledge library. The moving image pattern
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matching is one of the biometric technologies for authentication technology. Moving
images vary greatly, because the expression forms is complex, as well as the illumination, imaging angle and imaging distance changes. In addition, the user submits the
moving image have similar structural features,
ject's local part have

the moving images of the same ob-

larger changes due to the acquisition conditions changes, all of

which greatly increased the moving image pattern matching work difficulty. In short,
the moving image pattern matching is a challenging topic that relates to image
processing, computer vision, pattern recognition and neural networks.
Throughout the existing image matching researches, we can find that image matching
applications emphasize the importance of one specific match method, but lack of
multi-method comprehensive research. Obviously, moving image pattern matching,
which is much more complex than the static image matching, is difficult to obtain
good results. In view of this, in order to obtain better solution of the moving image
pattern matching problem, we introduce multi-agent system technology into build a
multi-coordinated motion image pattern matching method. In view of this, in order to
obtain better solution of the moving image pattern matching problem, we introduce
the multi-agent system technology into multi-coordinated motion image pattern
matching method. Task allocation in multi-agent system is an NP-complete problem.
Let the system has n agents and m tasks, while m and n is small, we can use traverse
method to get the best distribution scheme. Its time cost is O(nm). When m and n are
large, this method is obviously not realistic. Therefore, in this case, people seek only
satisfactory solution or approximate solution. At present, in this regard has been
formed some representative algorithms, such as the allocation algorithm based on
graph. Theory, from 0 to a program design method, the heuristic algorithm
and intelligent task allocation algorithm and expert system methods, etc. In recent
years, scientists explore the program design diligently and achieved fruitful results,
there has been a series of refreshing algorithm extensively and has practical value, such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithm.

The emergence

of these new algorithms gives the traditional task allocation problem new ideas. Then
some new methods based on genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithm to
solve this problem appears. Moving image pattern matching based on Multi-Agent
becomes possible.
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2

About genetic algorithm and Simulated Annealing

The genetic algorithm optimization method is a kind of imitation of natural selection
and genetic mechanisms. In the beginning of the algorithm randomly select a number
of possible solutions constitute the initial population, according to the fitness value of
each individual use genetic operator (selection, mating, mutation) to operate on the
individual in the group, get a new group. Mating and mutation may produce a better
individual, repeated selection, mating, and variation caused by the continuous evolution. On average, the groups of individuals showed better and better performance.
The genetic algorithm has three basic genetic operators, they are:
1. Mating: exchange the corresponding part of the two individuals. Mating generally
in two steps: First of all, random pairing in new groups of individuals; Then for
each individual random

generate one or more integers within its length

as a

mating point for mating operation, do mating operation in accordance with the
mating probability of matching individuals on the mating point.
2. Mutation: randomly changing some bits of some individuals in the new group with
a smaller mutation probability. The mutation itself is a random search, it can restore some of the important information is lost in the calculation process, in order
to maintain the diversity of the population, thus ensuring the effectiveness of the
genetic algorithm.
3. Selection: The selection is a process that copies each individual into the new
groups according to their fitness value. The larger the fitness value, the greater
the possibility of replication, the more the sons of their breeding. Selection operator imitates the natural selection of biological phenomena.
Generally speaking, genetic algorithm includes the following five steps in solving a specific problem:
1. encode the possible solution of the problem;
2. generate the initial population;
3. determine the fitness function;
4. do the genetic operations;
5.Specify the control algorithm parameters, variables, and termination conditions.
The simulated annealing algorithm was proposed by S. Kirkpatrick, who worked in
the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Starting from an initial solution, after a
large number of changes of the solution, we can obtain relatively optimal solution to a
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given control parameter values of combinatorial optimization problems. Then reduce
the value of the control parameter temp, repeat the algorithm, the overall optimal
solution of the combinatorial optimization problems will be obtained while the control
parameters temp tends to zero. In order to ensure the simulated annealing algorithm
tends to combinatorial optimization problems, control parameter value must be a slow
decay. In order to facilitate the analysis of the problem, we need to design a target
function cost based on the problem configuration, so the optimization process of the
configuration is transformed into the cost minimization. cost's minimization process is
the analog to the natural annealing process which is controlled by a gradual cooling
temperature temp. At each temperature value, and will try some very small steps.
Randomly selected a new configuration in each minimization step and calculate the
cost function. At this time, if the cost is less than the previous cost, then select a new
configuration program; if the cost is greater than the previous COST, and then calcu cost
temp

late the probability p  e . Then generate a random number r on (0,1), if r ≤ p, then
select a new configuration, if r> p, still retains the original configuration plan.

3

Task allocation algorithm based on genetic algorithm and
simulated annealing algorithm

3.1

Introduction to the algorithm

Let us assume a moving image matching system based on multi-Agent contains n
agents A={a1,a2,……,an} and k kinds of moving image match method M=
{m1,m2

......

,mk},n<k.

The

formal

definition

of

this

problem

is

∑=(M,<,Q,C,X) ,Where task set M={m1,m2…,mk}, “<” is the task precedence relations on M, mi<mj (1≤i≤k, 1≤j≤k) means that the task mi mast be finished before the
mj; Q is a k×n matrix, where element qij is the run time of task mi on Agent ai (Assume that each task's run time to predict); C is a k×k matrix, the Cij is the communication cost between mi and mj; X is a k × n task allocation matrix: if mi is allocated to
execute on aj then xij = 1, otherwise xij = 0. We must design an objective function cost
for the selection. Cost is a function contains a variety of factors compromise; it should
be able to reflect the designers of the system performance requirements. Formula 1 is
the cost function in this paper.
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k

p 1 i 1

n

(1)

cos t   (qip * xip  w *  c pr * xip * x jr )
i 1 p 1

r 1 j 1

Constant w is used to adjust the differences between the communication overhead
and the execution overhead. In the actual design process, we can select the value of w,
or other objective function according to different needs.
3.2

Algorithm description and analysis

1．Initialization.
1) Randomly generate a task allocation matrix set.
Firstly set an zero task allocation matrix X, and then an element is randomly selected
by the system and set its as 1. As shown in Table 1, in the case of 3 Agent and the 7
tasks, m1, m2, m3 has been assigned to a1; the m4, m5 is assigned to a2; m6, m7 is assigned to a3. Using the same method can generate more task allocation matrix.
Table 1. Task Allocation Matrix

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

m6

m7

A1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

A2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

A3

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2) Description and determine the initial task allocation scheme set.
We can use a data structure TA to describe a given task allocation, TA={S，R[1..n]}
where S is a [log2n]×k bits binary string , every [log2n] be a section, from left to right
the section i described the agent which task mi is allocated to. According to the description above, the task allocation matrix in Table 1 can be expressed as
S=00000001011010. Table 1 has 3 agents, so 2 bit for one section. 00,01,10 means
task is assigned to a1,a2,a3, 11 is a invaded code. R is an n-element array of linked
lists, R[i] is task execution order on the Agent a i. Still in table 1 as example, if tasks
meet the "<" priority relationship {<m1，m2>，<m4，m5>，<m6，m7>}, we can
determine the three task allocations:
The execution order of a1 is m1 m2 m3; a2 is m4 m5; a3, on m6 m7. Abbreviated as
follows: R[1]:1→2→3； R[2]:4→5； R[3]:6→7.
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R[1]:1→3→2； R[2]:4→5； R[3]:6→7.
R[1]:3→1→2， R[2]:4→5； R[3]:6→7.
Because Tasks assigned to the same Agent have a variety of arrangement, from one
task assignment matrix can produce a variety of distribution plan. In these plans,
someone is contrary to the "<" priority relationship, referred to as an invalid allocation plan, otherwise referred as a valid plan. Plans Listed above have the three valid
allocation plans. Select one or more valid allocation plan generated by each task assignment matrix, this will make up the initial task allocation set.
3) Set the initial temperature of the simulated annealing algorithm temp0 and convergence rate α.
Temperature tempi +1 = α.tempi gradually reduce, where 0 <α<1, the subscript i signifies both the i-th iteration and

alleged that the i-generation individuals in the genetic

algorithm. In case that the number of tasks is large, select temp 0=1000, the temp ∞=1,
α=0.9, can achieve better results.
2. Loops
Until temp=1 or successive generations did not result in a better distribution of plan
so far. We should use the Static climbing method when fall into local optimum "trap"
during the loop.
1) Mating
Randomly select a subset of the whole task allocation set for the use of cross
breeding with a certain percentage P. The concrete realization is the reorganization of
certain sections in the TA.S. Still with 3 agents and 7 tasks as an example, let TA1
and TA2 be two parent allocation plans, where TA1.S=00000001011010,
TA1.R[1]:1→2→3,TA1.R[2]:4→5,TA1.R[3]:6→7;TA2.S=00011000100001,TA2.R[
1]:1→4→6, TA2.R[2]:2→7,TA2.R[3]:3→5. Replace some sections of TA2.S with
sections randomly selected from TA1.S, we can get a new string S’; If the selected
sections of TA1.S is section 1, section 4, section 5 (from left to right), S’=
S’=00011001010001. Meanwhile, in order to keep the conformance of array R, we
should adjust TA1.R.

There are several schemas for the adjustment. A group of

allocation plans can be generated by selecting one or more schemas.
2) Variation
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In addition to cross, it also need to elect a subset for variation from the task allocation set in a smaller proportion Pk. There are many ways to variation; we can not only
invert certain sections of TA.S, but also exchange the tasks of different agents. There
also other way to variation. Variation will not cause the individual number change, so
after each variation only one effective program will be retain.
3) Duplication
Add no crossover and mutation plans directly into the new Task Allocation set.
4) Selection
The crossover and mutation plans will be called new plan. Calculate the objective
function cost’ of the new plan and to make Δcost = cost-cost', if the Δcost<0, which
means the new plan is better than the original plan, add the new plan to the new task
allocation plan set. If the Δcost≥0, which means the original plan is better than the
 cos t
temp

new plan, at this point, calculate the probability p  e , where temp is the current
temperature r is a random number in (0,1) generated by the system, if p> r, then add
the new program to the new task allocation plan set, otherwise give up the new plan.
Let’s give the p a simple analysis: when select the plans with a certain temperature,
the temp can be regarded as constant. So, p is only related with Δcost, and p is inversely proportional relationship with Δcost. The smaller Δcost , the new program is
the more inferior to the original proposal, but closer to the original proposal, which is
"better" plans. Meanwhile p is greater, p> r the establishment of the possibility of
greater, the more likely to be acceptable, vice versa.
It can be seen that the selection process selects two new programs: a new plan better than the original plan; a new plan inferior to the original proposal but the objective
function close to the original. So that the new plan set's overall level is better than the
original plan set.

4

Conclusion

Genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithm is combined and a new moving
image matching task allocation algorithms base on multi-Agent system is proposed in
this paper. Due to the unique nature of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing
algorithm, makes the task allocation algorithm presented in this paper has new fea-
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tures that is different from the traditional method. However, the choice of objective
function, the initial task allocation set choose is worthy of further research.
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Abstract. Set Pair Analysis (SPA) is a new subject which was proposed by
Zhao Keqin at 1989, which is a type of theories and developed for utilizing in
uncertainty system. In this paper, from the view point of operational research, we
called identical discrepancy contrary analysis, identical discrepancy contrary
inference and identical discrepancy contrary decision based on Set Pair Analysis
together as identical discrepancy contrary mastermind, and then takes the example of Scripts and Scribes to illustrate the applications of Set Pair Analysis in
identical discrepancy contrary mastermind.
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Scripts and Scribes

0

Introduction

Set Pair Analysis (SPA) is a new subject which was proposed by Zhao Keqin at
1989[1-5]. It is a type of theories and developed for utilizing in uncertainty system of
fuzzy, random and agency with the formula “a+bi+cj”. SPA theory has achieved extensive applications in the field either of natural science or social science.
Though SPA is a newly developing subject, and its theoretical system remains to be
sounded, it has greatly developed in the last few years, and contributes much to the
establishing of the uncertainties mathematics. The applications domain of SPA was
increasing continuously, for example, Wang Guoqiang uses SPA for the improvement
of precipitation forecast model, Gong Shiliang brings it to the control for the ground
subsidence of Shanghai, Huang Decai introduce SPA for the study of Network plan and
control, Zhang Peng [6-15] takes SPA into the research of system reliability, some
military unit and universities uses SPA in military confrontation and educational
assessment, and all these research has gain great results. Furthermore, SPA was applied
in the application of economic analysis, forecasting and regulation, the application of
manage、 evaluation and decision making, and so on. All these illustrate the brilliant
prospect for the subject.
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In this paper, from the view point of operational research, we called identical discrepancy contrary analysis, identical discrepancy contrary inference, identical discrepancy contrary decision based on SPA together as identical discrepancy contrary
mastermind, and then takes the example of Scripts and Scribes to illustrate the applications of SPA in identical discrepancy contrary mastermind.

1

Introduction of Set Pair Analysis

In the description of uncertainty system, we usually use probability and statistics theory
or fuzzy set theory, the former one describes random uncertainty and the latter fuzzy
uncertainty. The probability and statistics theory lay stress on the independence of a
system, yet the fuzzy set theory relies much on subjective experience. For the respective insufficient of these two theories, Zhao Keqin proposed Set Pair Analysis in 1989,
which was also called “Associated Mathematics”。
After SPA, Zhao Keqin also proposed the identical discrepancy contrary connection expression (1), which establishes the mathematical foundation of SPA. The basis
of SPA is set pair and its key is connection degree. Suppose that there are two sets, A
and B, we can form a set pair H(A,B) by putting them together. To investigate the
relationship and at the same time judge the good or bad degree of H(A,B) we can
define the formula as

U  A  Bi  Cj

(1)

In which A, B, C refer to identity measurement, discrepancy uncertainty measurement, opposite measurement of two sets in set pair respectively, j  1 denotes
that there is a contrary relationship between opposite measurement and identity measurement, i [1,1] denotes that discrepancy measurement is between identity
measurement and opposite measurement and there exits the uncertainty. A, Bi , C j are
called as the identity part, discrepancy part, contrary part of the connection number U
in
turn.
The
formula
(1)
can
be
normalized
as
follows:
let N  A  B  C, a  A / N , b  B / N , c  C / N ,   U / N , then according
to the formula (1) we get



A B
C
 i  j  a  bi  cj
N N
N

(2)

Where A is the number of the number of the identical terms of characteristics, B is
the number of the discrepant terms of characteristic; C is the number of contradictory
terms of characteristic. a  A / N , b  B / N , c  C / N represent the identity
degree, discrepancy degree and contrary degree of these two sets respectively. It’s
obviously that a、b、c satisfies the normalization formula a  b  c  1 .
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In the formula (2), the term i is the uncertainty coefficient of discrepancy which
has different values ranging in [-1, 1] in different conditions, j is the uncertainty coefficient of contradictory which is specified as -1. Equation (2) can not only reflect the
relationship of overall structure of sets A and B, but also a, b and c can reflect the
relationship of internal subtle structure of sets A and B. The connection degree has
overcome the drawbacks of such traditional forms of relationship as correlation coefficient, subordinate degree or grey correlation degree, in which there is a single index
only. The SPA can not only show the relationship structure clearly, but also can reveal
quantitatively three or more characteristics in complex relationship as well as can give
the changeable value of comprehensive relationship, which may depend on required
different standards or properly selected i. Due to its advantages as a simple mathematic
depiction which has clear physical meaning, the SPA has been introduced into various
fields.

2

Discrepancy Contrary Mastermind Based on Set Pair Analysis

The identical discrepancy contrary mastermind based on Set Pair Analysis can be
formality realized as follows, separate into five steps.
 Step 1 Definitude the mastermind condition and the mastermind target, and in
addition, treat the “mastermind condition” and “mastermind target” as two sets of set
pair H, respectively, A and B.
 Step 2 Do “identical discrepancy contrary” analysis on A and B, and then establish
the identical discrepancy contrary connection expression   a  bi  cj.

 Step3 With the help of the expression   a  bi  cj,
 promoting identical discrepancy contrary inference.
 Step 4 According to the result of identical discrepancy contrary inference, make
the identical discrepancy contrary decision.
 Step 5 Formulate specific implementing steps to carry out the identical discrepancy contrary decision.

3

Application Example

Now we take the example of Scripts and Scribes to illustrate the applications of SPA in
identical discrepancy contrary mastermind.
One night in the warring states period, the King of Chi proposed to horse racing with
Tian Ji, and appointed that:
 Arranged three horses respectively,
 All horses are separated into three grades, namely, first-grade(A) 、
medium-grade(B)、 low-grade(C) ， and the horses must be selected from each
grade,
 Every horse should take part in the match, once and only once,
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 In each match, only one horse is taking part in,
 The loser pays the winner one thousand gold for each match.
The situation is that, all three grades of Tian’s horses are a bit poorer than the king’s, so
it seems that Tian will lose inevitably. But one of Tian’s counselors suggests that:
 In each match, let the King choosing horses first,
 Choosing Tian’s low-grade horse to match with the King’s first-grade horse, then
Tian will lose this match without question, Choosing Tian’s medium-grade and
first-grade horses to match with the King’s low-grade and medium-grade horses,
respectively.
We can see the matches from figure 1
The King

Tian Ji

First-grade

First-grade

horse

horse

Medium grade

Medium grade

horse

horse

Low-grade

Low-grade

horse

horse

Fig. 1. the counselor's suggestion for “Scripts and Scribes”

As a result, Tian Ji won the last two matches, so he won one thousand gold.
For the explanations of “Scripts and Scribes”, we can conclude it with “identical
discrepancy contrary mastermind based on Set Pair Analysis as follows:
 Step 1, Determine the mastermind target sets A means Tian Ji wins the match, and
setting status quo sets B as Tian Ji and the King’s horses actual comparative advantages and disadvantages , then we can get the set pair H(A,B),
 Step 2, Set Pair Analysis to H (A,B). We can see that it is possible for Tian Ji to get
the target set A, but it’s not necessarily, and there is greatly uncertainty, we get

1 1
3 3

   i

1
j
3

(3)

 Step 3, From formula (3), according to SPA theory, j  1, i [1,1] , we can get
the inference result:
If the mastermind is good, namely i  1 , then we get
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1 1 1
3 3 3

   

1
3

(4)

i  1 , then we get

If the mastermind is not good, namely

1 1 1
3 3 3

    

1
3

(5)

So we can see that the key is how to masterminding.
 Step 4, According to the result of identical discrepancy contrary inference, make the
identical discrepancy contrary decision. Find out the correspondence match strategy
to i  1 , which is the best strategy for the match.
 Step5, Implementing the best strategy, in this question, let the King to choose horses
first, and Tian Ji chooses horse according to the principle: low→first 、
first→medium、medium→first.
As a result, Tian chose his low-grade horse to match with the King’s first-grade
horse, then he lost this match without any question, and then he chose his medium-grade and first-grade horses to match with the King’s low-grade and medium-grade horses, respectively. Tian Ji won the last two matches, so he won one
thousand gold.

4

Conclusion

Set Pair Analysis (SPA) is a new subject which was proposed by Zhao Keqin at 1989,
which is a type of theories and developed for utilizing in uncertainty system. Though
SPA is a newly developing subject, and its theoretical system remains to be sounded, it
has greatly developed in the last few years, and contributes much to the establishing of
the uncertainties mathematics. In this paper, from the view point of operational research, we called identical discrepancy contrary analysis, identical discrepancy contrary inference, identical discrepancy contrary decision based on SPA together as
identical discrepancy contrary mastermind, and then take the example of Scripts and
Scribes to illustrate the applications of SPA in identical discrepancy contrary mastermind. All these illustrate the brilliant prospect for the subject.
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Abstract. Using natural language to operate database, will be conducive to the
further popularization and application of the database technology. In this paper,
we firstly review the

hidden Markov models( HMM models), which is the

important technology of voice recognition, and research on the natural language interface to database data definition, lexical, syntax and semantics of data
definition, also gives out data defining the basic sentence patterns and sentence
frame. At last, we carry out experiments to these basic patterns.
Keywords. Data definition, lexical analysis, syntax analysis, semantic analysis

1

Introduction

Database technology has been applied to all walks of life; most of them are database
applications in a variety of computer applications. Currently, in order to use the database, the user must learn a certain kind of database language (eg: SQL language), and
then use this language to express their operating intentions. However, this approach
requires the user to receive specialized training, and it is not facilitate to the further
application of database technology. People have proposed many methods to solve the
problem, and an ideal means is: Users only need to use a natural language(eg: Chinese) to express their operating intentions,

then the

system can

automatically understand the user's intentions and the appropriate implementation,
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finally the system with a natural language or the corresponding form to give the execution result.
Natural language interface technology of the database include: voice recognition
technology, lexical analysis, grammar analysis and semantic analysis. And the HMM
models is the common method of the voice recognition technology at present.
Hidden Markov models ( HMM models) is a statistical model of time varying signal, which has been used widely in the voice processing fields. HMM is developed on
the basis of the Markov chain. Because of the practical problems are more complex
than Markov chain model and the observed events are not one-to-one correspondence
with the states, but linked through a set of probability distribution. In this case, we
could not use the Markov chain model to descript the problems very nicely, and a new
model based on it can resolve the problem, that is Hidden Markov models.
Hidden Markov Models is a double stochastic process, one of which is the Markov
chain.

Markov chain is a random process, which describes the transfer of the state.

Another random

process

ship between the

state

and

describes

the

statistics corresponding

the observed values through a

random

relationprocess to

sense the existence of the state and their characteristics. In this way, stand on the observer's point of view, can only see the observed value, but not the status in the
Markov chain model. So we call it the name hidden Markov model (HMM). This
article focuses on natural language interface for the database data definition functions.

2

Lexical analysis and syntax analysis

For a database system, the basic operation of its data definition is: define tables, modify tables, delete tables, create index, delete index, create view and delete view and so
on. For these basic operations, the legal vocabulary can be defined as follow:
<Field name> legitimate field name;
<Field type> CHAR, Integer, float;
<Field length> the size of Integer;
<Table name> legitimate file name;
<Field value> legitimate field value
And the legitimate data definition can be expressed as follow (the content in the
“{}” is legitimate legitimate vocabulary described above, and the content in the “[]” is
optional parameters):
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1. Define the basic table: <please> <create> (or <define>) <a table> <and the table
name is> {file name} <the field name and type is :> {field name}, {field type},
{field length}, [not null], {field name}, {filed type}, {field length}, [not null],…
2. Modify the basic table: <please> <get><the table> < whose name is :>{ file name}
<add one column> <field name and type are :> {field name}, {field type}, {field
length}
3. Delete the basic table: <please> <get> <the table> <whose name is :> {file
name}<deleted>
4. Create index: <please> <get> <the table> <whose name is :>{ file name 1}{field
name} [Descending] <create index> <whose name is:> {file name 2}
5. Delete index: <please> <get> <the index> <whose name is :> {file name} <deleted>

Fig. 1. The State Transition Diagram

Analysis the sentence pattern according to the above definitions, the state transition
diagram can be got as Fig.1. “0” represents start status. If the transform go to the terminate state “I”, it represents the sentence pattern “I” has been analyzed successfully.
If a certain directed edge is labeled with a character string, it represents the status is
changed when the transform goes to the edge. The character string in “{}” represent
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error if all the directed edges started from non-terminate status not be transformed
successfully. For the near pronunciation, they can be distinguished by transformed
process, and the parser can be constructed based on the transition diagram.

3

Semantic Analysis

The main idea of semantic analysis is to create a sentence framework for every operation, and when the syntax analysis go to the terminate status, get the SQL “I” and
syntax analysis of the data definition of sentence appears in the syntax analysis lexical
analysis of the results fill in the framework of the parts of speech, then we can figure
out the executable SQL. The basic framework of the operating statement can be described as follows:
1. Sentence pattern 1: define basic table: <please> <create> (or <define>) <a table>
<and the table name is> {file name} <the field name and type are :> {field name},
{field type}, {field length}, [not null], {field name}, {filed type}, {field length},
[not null],…
Sentence framework 1: CREATE TABLE {file name} ({field name} {field type}
({field length}) [NOT NULL], {field name} {field type} ({field length}) [NOT
NULL] …);
2. Sentence pattern 2: delete basic table: Modify the basic table: <please> <get><the
table> < whose name is:>{file name} <add one column> <field name and type is:>
{field name}, {field type}, {field length};
Sentence framework 2: ALTER TABLE {file name} ADD {field name} {field type}
{field length};

3. Sentence pattern 3: Delete the basic table: <please> <get> <the table> <whose
name is :> {file name}<deleted>;
Sentence framework 3: DROP TABLE {file name};
4. Sentence pattern 4: Create index: <please> <get> <the table> <whose name
is :>{ file name 1}{field name} [Descending] <create index> <whose name is:>
{file name 2};
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Sentence framework 4: CREATE INDEX {file name 2} ON {file name 1}({field
name} [DESC]);
5. Sentence pattern 4: Delete index: <please> <get> <the index> <whose name is :>
{file name} <deleted>
Sentence framework 5: DROP INDEX {file name}

4

Analysis of experiment results
In order to prove the feasibility of above method, we carry out many experi-

ments, and the following is part of the experiment cases.
User voice input: create a table named STUDENT, filed name and type are respectively: StuNo.(Student Number), CHAR, 3; name, CHAR, 8; gender, CHAR, 2;
age, Integer, 3.
The operating statement is: CREATE TABLE STUDENTS (StuNo. CHAR
(3)，name CHAR (8)，gender CHAR (2)，age INTEGER (3))
The data table structure of this voice input can be built as shown in Tab.1.
Table 1. the structure of STUDENT

Field name

StuNo.
name
gender
age

Field type

Field length

CHAR

3

CHAR

8

CHAR

2

INTEGER

10

User voice input: please add one column to the STUDENT table, whose field
name and type are respectively: major, CHAR, 10
The operating statement is: ALTER TABLE STUDENT ADD major CHAR (10)
User voice input: please create index on StuNo. for STUDENT, whose name is
STUINDEX.
The operating statement is: CREAT INDEX STUINDEX ON STUDENT StuNo.
User voice input: please delete the STUDENT table.
The operating statement is: DROP TABLE STUDENT.
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5

Conclusion

In this paper, we research on the natural language interface for database definition,
analyze the database defined lexical, syntax and semantics, obtain the basic sentence
patterns and basic statement framework. Furthermore, we study the manipulation of
the database, the database control of natural language interfaces, allowing users
to only use natural language to use the database according to their operating intention.
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Abstract. In the Chinese information processing, word similarity computation
is a key issue. A similarity calculation method was proposed in this paper based
on HowNet. The method taken into account the effect of part of speech in the
similarity calculation,at the same time it produced the definition of abstract sememe，and the similarity computation method of the other sememes was improved, which reduced the search time. The experiment results show that the
word similarity computation method is reasonable and improves the efficiency
and accuracy.
Keywords. HowNet; semantic similarity;abstract sememe;

1

Introduction

In addition to Instance-based machine translation, Words Similarity Computation
has a wide range of applications in the field of information retrieval[1-3], information
extraction and word sense disambiguation [4]. For the issue, people have a lot of research. Dagan[5] use the more complex probability model to calculate the distance of
the word. Wu Jian,et al.[6] produce to calculate the semantic distance of two concepts
in the tree firstly, and then convert the semantic similarity between two concepts.
Based on the need for analysis of emotional colors, Jiang Min,et al.[7]set the word
similarity of the range [-1, +1], and the use for the relationship of antonyms and converse to calculate the similarity between HowNet sememes. Based on HowNet Liu
Qun,et al. [8]put forward a calculation method of Words Semantic Similarity. The
method adopts that the overall similarity is equal to the part of the similarity-weighted
average to calculate the similarity between the two concepts. According to the relationship of hyponymy, it obtains distance of the similarity and the conversion method
for similarity of the two sememes. The approach takes full advantage of the rich semantic information for describing each concept in the HowNet and in line with the
results obtained with human intuition.
However, In the reference[8] the calculation of the first sememe does not consider
the part of speech of vocabulary and the first sememe is the same but belongs to the
abstract sememe, so that the calculation and intuition of some words do not match. It
adopts the method of the sememe tree of recursive traversal in the other independent
sememe calculation, greatly increasing the computing time. Based on knowledge
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description language structure of the HowNet, this paper improves the reference[8] in
word calculation method, and the calculated results are more consistent with human
intuition.

2

Words Similarity Computation based on HowNet

In the structure of HowNet, words are described by concepts, and the concept are
represented by sememes, so sememe similarity computation is the basis of the concept
similarity computation.
2.1

Sememe Similarity Calculation

Since all the sememes according to hypernym-hyponym relation form a sememe
hierarchy tree, using semantic distance to calculate the similarity. Assume the distance of two sememes is d, according to the formula (2),we can obtain the semantic
distance between the two sememes:

Sim( p1 , p 2 ) 
d 
(1)
where P1 and P2 represent the two sememes ( primitive ). d is the distance of P1 and
P2 in sememe layer hierarchy, and is a positive integer.α is an adjustable parameter.
When using the method to calculate the sememe similarity, we only use the hypernym-hyponym relation.
2.2

Concept Similarity Computation

The reference[8] proposed a method of calculating the concept similarity of notional word. In the HowNet a notional word described is represented as a feature
structure, and the feature structure contains the following four features:
The First Independent Sememe Description Formula.
Its value is a basic sememe, the similarity of this part of the two concepts is denoted as Sim1( S1, S2), and the first basic sememe similarity can be calculated according to the formula (1).
Other Independent Sememes Description Formula .
They corresponds to all of basic sememes description formula except the first basic
sememe in sememes expression, whose value is a basic set of sememes, the similarity
of the two concepts is recorded as Sim2( S1, S2),.
Because other independent sememes description formula is more than one, it
adopts the thought of weighted average that the overall similarity is equal to the partial similarity. According to the following steps to group these independent sememes
description formula:First any match all the independent sememes (except the first
semem) of two expressions, and compute the sememe similarity of all possible
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pairs;Take a pair of the greatest similarity and classify them as a group;Take a pair of
the greatest similarity in matching similarity of the remaining independent sememes,
and classify them as a group, and so forth, until all the independent sememes complete to group.
Relationship Sememes Description Formula.
They corresponds to relationship sememes description formula in the semantic expression, and the two concepts of the similarity is denoted as Sim3( S1, S2),. Macthing
groups of relationship sememes description formula is relatively simple, in which put
the same relationship sememes as a group, and calculate the similarity.
Relationship Symbol Description Formula.
They corresponds to relationship symbol description formula in the semantic expression, and the two concepts of the similarity is denoted as Sim4( S1, S2),. Matching
groups of symbol sememe description formula and relationship sememes description
formula is similar. We put the same relationship symbol as a group, and calculate the
similarity.
Therefore, the overall similarity of two concept semantic expressions is denoted as:
4

i

i 1

j 1

Sim(S1 , S 2 )    i  Sim j (S1 , S 2 )

(2)

whereβ i （1≤i≤4） is an adjustable parameter, and include:β 1+β 2+β 3+β 4=1,
β 1≥β 2≥β 3≥β 4. The first independent sememe description formula reflects main
characteristics of a concept, so we define the weights should be larger, which should
be above 0.5.
2.3

Existing Algorithm Problems

The above calculation methods can calculate the majority of word similarity, and
the part of calculation results are in line with human intuition, but through data analysis for the HowNet, the calculation method has to be improved, mainly has the following several aspects:
Leave Parts of Speech Out of Account.
In the HowNet many words has different parts of speech, and according to the different parts of speech representations of different sememes are not the only one, such
as the word of "用人"."用人" has two parts of speech: the verb and noun, which corresponds to two sememes description formulas : 用人 N human|人,#occupation|职
位,employee|员；用人 V use|利用,patient=human|人. So finally which is the first
independent sememe description formula? Formula (2) did not put forward to solve
the way.
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Exaggerate the Decisive Role of Abstract sememe .
Formula (2) defines if Sim1 is the same and very large, and increases its weight >
= 0.5, that is decision role of the identical first independent sememe is identified.
While in the HowNet there are about 120,000 concept description in which about
25,000 the first sememes description formulas are the same and they are" aValue | 属
性值", which account for about 1/5 of the total, however this sememe description for
the information of the notional word does not play a decisive role. Thus calculate
result is not reasonable. For example: in formula(2) similarity of calculation for "悠闲
" and"计算机" is 0.603650, and the similarity is larger. It is not obviously reasonable.
A Waste of Time of Similarity Calculation .
In the calculation of the other independent sememes description formulas, the other
independent sememes description formulas are more than one, and each independent
sememe is no division of labor, so the computation is complex, it is difficult to find
the corresponding relationship. It adopts the thought that the overall similarity is equal
to the partial similarity of weighted average, uses the method of the recursive traversal sememe trees grouped, and increases the traversal time.

3

Improved word similarity computing method

According to the formula (2) in the computation of word similarity aspect insufficiency, the paper takes the following methods to its improved algorithm.
3.1

Part of Speech

In the HowNet according to the different sememes, the representations are not the
only one, and similarity of the two words for different parts of speech is lower. So the
two words that participate in the calculation have one or two words that exist two or
more than two parts of speech, such as W1 that m the parts of speech correspond to m
concepts, W2 that n parts of speech correspond to n concepts, take out the concepts
that the same part of speech in two words correspond to, and calculate the similarity
of the first sememe. For example(table 1):
Table 1. the words for different parts of speech

Word
Part of speech
Semantic
用人
N
human|人,#occupation|职位,employee|员；
用人
V
use|利用,patient=human|人
天才
ADJ
aValue|属性值,wisdom|智慧,wise|智,desired|良
天才
N
attribute|属性,ability|能力,&human|人
We adopt the similarity calculation that is the noun of "用人" and the noun of "天
才" corresponding to the first sememe, thus it avoids the similarity calculation for a
different parts of speech of the first sememe.
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Of course in the HowNet, some words have multiple semantic description formulas, but the same part of speech, then, it adopts the sememe comparison method, take
out the sememe pair of the same part of speech in the two words to compare, which
pair is the higher similarity, and uses which the sememe description formula participates similarity calculation.
3.2

Abstract Sememe

In the HowNet, the first sememe for some words is described as" aValue | 属性值"
or " attribute|属性" and so on, it is called the abstract sememe. We think that not
simply through the equal of the first sememe pair to determine the two words similarity, if the first sememe belongs to the abstract sememe in two words sememes description formula, even if equal, also to reduce its weight, because the abstract sememe for
their semantic of words don’t play a decisive role, and will improve the weights of the
other sememes description fomula to determine the two words similarity, therefore we
will formula (4) made the following statement:
β i （1≤i≤4）is an adjustable parameter, and include:β 1+β 2+β 3+β 4=1, and
the specific value for β 1、β 2、β 3、β 4 depends on the first sememe description
formula. When the first sememe description formula is described as" aValue |属性值
" , which is the abstract sememe, and reduces the value forβ 1, relatively enhances the
weight of other independent sememes description formula. When the first sememe is
abstract sememe, it uses the main characteristics of other independent sememe reaction concept, so the corresponding to the weight increases, that is, when the first sememe is abstract sememe, the provision thatβ 2 is more than 0.5.
3.3

Other Independent Sememes Similarity Calculation

Because description formulas of the other independent sememes are more than one,
among each independent sememes description formulas is no division of labor, so the
computation is so complex, and it is difficult to find corresponding relationship. It
adopts the method of the recursive traversal sememe tree to group, greatly increases
the computation time.
We present a method based on matrix calculation other independent sememes, such
as the two words W1 and W2, which W1 has m independent sememes that are
W11,W12, … … , W1i, … … ,W1m , W2 has n independent sememes that are
W21,W22、……,W2j、……,W2n, which 1≤i≤m. The other sememes of two words
make Cartesian product operation, a sememe description formula is picked out from
W1's other sememes set and respectively caculated similarity with n the other sememes description formula of W2's other sememes set. until the other independent
sememe set for W1 is empty, you can get the similarity matrix for the other independent sememe set of two words:
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SW1W2

 S (W11W21 ) S (W11W22 )
 S (W W ) S (W W )
12 21
12 22

 


 S (W1mW21 ) S (W1mW22 )

 S (W11W 2 n) 
 S (W12W2 n ) 

 

 S (W1mW2 n )

Respectively take out a group of the greatest similarity every line, it would be the
m groups’ similarity, and then do the weighted average for the m groups’ similarity,
finally get the similarity of other independent sememe, i.e.:
n

sim(W1 , W2 )  

max

i 1 i 1n , j 1m

4

(Sim(W 1i W2j ))

（3）

Experiments and results

According to the above method, we implement a computation program module of
words similarity based on HowNet. We design two experiments:
The first experiment—calculating the first sememe is the word similarity of a
group of abstract sememe. The paper uses two methods for similarity computation,
and the results were compared, which the first method was Liu Qun, et al. computed
the method for the similarity between two words. The second method, the paper proposes the improved method(see Table 2). In the experiments, several parameters are
as follows:β 1 = 0.5, β 2 =0.2，β 3 = 0.17，β 4 = 0.13
If the first sememe of words belongs to the abstract sememe, the value of theβ
1andβ 2 is interchangeable, that is : β 1 = 0.2，β 2 =0.5，β 3= 0.17，β 4 = 0.13
In second experiment—We either take two more parts of speech word to calculate
the similarity,and Use the same two methods in the previous experiment(see Table 3).
Table 2. similarity computation of the abstract first sememe

Word
1

Semantic

Semantic

Method
1

Method
2

安定

aValue|属性值,
behavior|举止, faithful|忠,desired|良

0.616040 0.235667

高蛋
白

aValue|属性值,
property|特性

0.636957

0.368753

口重

aValue|属性值,
habit|习惯

习俗

attribute|属性, habit|
习惯, &human|
人,&organization|组
织

0.074074

0.434586

下方

aValue|属性
值,direction|方
向,beneath|下

正北

direction|方向,north|
北

0.042112

0.554652

矮小

斑白

aValue|属性
值,height|高
度,low|矮
aValue|属性
值,color|颜
色,grey|灰

Word
2
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In the first experiment, the first sememe of " 矮小" and"安定" is identical, so using
the first method to calculate the similarity is high. However, the two words have no
relationship, because the first sememe of them is same, but belongs to the abstract
sememe, which doesn’t play a decisive role for the sememe, so the calculation result
of the method is unreasonable, we adopts the second method to calculate. The results
are in line with human intuition. What’s more, the words of "口重" and "习俗" contain the meaning of “habit|习惯”, but because the first semantic is regarded as abstract
sememe and is not the same, so the computing similarity of the first method is lower,
but the calculation results of the second method are more reasonable.
Table 3. words similarity computation of multiple part of speech

Word
1

Part of
speech

Semantic

Word
2

Part of
speech

用人

N

人,职位,
员

天才

ADJ

V

利用,人

天才

用人

N

Semantic

Method1

Method2

属性值,
智慧,智,
良
属性,能
力,人

0.047462

0.661111

前往,水
域
经商 V
从事,商
0.096508 1.000000
下海
V
从事,商
属性值,
属性值,
相当
ADJ
举止,当, 相等 ADJ
异同,似
良
0.616040 1.00000
相当
V
相等
相等
属 性 值 , 相等 V
相当
ADV
程度,稍
In the second experiment, we choose three pairs of words of multiple parts of
speech, which respectively use the first method and the second method for similarity
computation. Through the results we can see that "用人" and "天才" use the first
method to calculate, and don’t take into account the part of speech, so the results are
inconsistent with human intuition, while using the second method to calculate, we
first conduct the part-of-speech comparison, and use the noun of two words, so the
result is 0.661111,which is more reasonable. In addition, there are more than one of
the same part of speech for two pairs of words that "下海" and "经商" , "相当" and "
相等", then we use the sememes of the same part of speech in the two words to compare, and get the higher similarity as the calculation results, thus it is more consistent
with human intuition.
下海

V
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5

Conclusion

Words similarity calculation is the basis for many of the key research areas, many
scholars have carried out a lot of work, but due to the factors that are the complexity
of Chinese vocabulary to express, and the strong subjectivity of the semantic concept,
and the expertise of specific application areas and so on, so the words similarity calculation is the content of in-depth study of computational linguistics. The paper proposes the method to make the similarity of the calculated values tend to be more reasonable, the vast majority of results in line with people's subjective experience. But
also a small amount of words similarity calculation results appear unreasonable results, it is the inadequacies of this method. With the gradual deepening of research,
the continuous improvement of the knowledge areas, and the broad application prospects, I believe that the better method of calculating will be emerged in the future.
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Abstract: Couplet culture is the crystallization of Chinese traditional culture,
and also is the gem of Chinese language. In order to inherit and carry forward
the Chinese traditional culture, this paper presents a multimedia creation system
of couplets. According to the characters and contents of the couplet given, the
system can generate multimedia pictures to match the couplet. Based on a
SVM, this system is aimed to range the couplet into Spring Festival couplets or
Birthday couplets. It can also automatically generate a dynamic multimedia
picture with homologous music and other elements. Users can choose the templates and elements freely to create a satisfying multimedia couplet picture.
Keywords. Interactive multimedia couplet picture, Aided creation of couplets,
Personalized design

1

Introduction

A couplet is composed by two sentences, which is called the "first sentence"(FS)
and the "second sentence"(SS) [1] respectively. Couplet is the essence of our country's
traditional culture. It distinguished by more than longevity, the flexible bright and
colorful characteristics, the most significant peculiarity is to describe things with few
words. Couplet creation requires high competency to the author's literacy, therefore,
in order to cultivate the users’ interest and literacy in writing couplet, we developed the
multimedia couplet image generating system.
So far, there are few papers on couplet creation. The automatic online couplet
generating system [2], presented by Microsoft Research Asia, is very popular. While
the FS is given by user, the system will automatically generate numerous SSs, and
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then the user can choose his/her favorite. The system, under the support of large-scale
couplet corpus, works well in translating between the ancient text and modern words.
Yue Fei [3] developed a system by using the neural network method to test the Spring
Festival couplet corpus and construct the image thinking level of the semantics. The
system can present Spring Festival couplet which contains less than six words. Yong
Yi [4] from Chongqing University, in the study of couplet aided generation, applied
machine learning model method which contains supervision sequence to establish the
SS creating system by doing learning which is based on error rate driven [5], hidden
markov model (HMM) and probability language model [6]. Kaixu Zhang [7], a professor of National Laboratory of Intelligent Technology and System of Tsinghua University, introduced the maximal matching algorithm into the word segmentation of the
FS, and used the maximum entropy markov model to create the SS, parameters are
brought in to evaluate the antithesis of two lines .So far, the effect of the creation of
the SS under given the FS is becoming nice gradually. In our daily life, there are
many forms of couplets, such as word-embedded couplet, theme couplet and
phrase-separated couplet; they will be the focus of researches in this field.
According to the present research situation, we completed the multimedia couplet picture aided generation system (the EasyCouplet). The system can not only automatically generate couplet, such as word-embedded couplet and theme couplet, but
also design dynamic multimedia couplet picture which combined video, audio and
images and other elements to enrich the display interface and meet the user's individualized preference. Couplet is created through the application of natural language
generation theory and statistical machine learning method, combined with learning
couplet writing rules from the corpus, and then accomplished the automatic generation.

2

The Creation of Couplet and the Creation of Dynamic
Multimedia Picture

If the display page of the couplet composed only by text , it appears very monotonous, the user will feel drab, this phenomenon will lead to less access unless urgent demand on related aspects. Therefore, this research ,in order to stimulate the
users' study enthusiasm and allow the users to create the couplet initiatively, combined with the many kinds of medias such as the pictures, music, animations and video elements to accomplish the design and implementation of the EasyCouplet system.
This system mainly covers two aspects: the identification of couplet classification and
the design of dynamic interface adapted to the classification that identified.
2.1

Couplet Generation Method

This couplet creation system could generate two kinds particular couplets [8] in
addition to the function of the SS creation, the particular couplets are theme couplet
and word-embedded couplet.
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The SS creation means the system will automatically create the SS while the FS
was given; this function is the most common one of the couplet creation model. HMM
model was used to improve the antithesis between two sentences, and we introduced
the multivariate statistical language model to enhance the legitimacy of the content,
and also, mutual information model is applied to verify the correlation of the content.
Name-embedded couplet is that the name is showing in the sentence. It is, compared with the SS creation, has more refined constraints and difficulties in creation. It
requires not only the same number of word in two sentences, but also focus more on
the meaning of the couplet. In this research, the sentences are created by extending
the keywords to find the matching words on the both sides in a binary word graph that
has been constructed. Name-embedded couplets mainly contain the following two
templates [9]:
a. Words only appear in the FS;
b. Different words appear in both sentences;
Through the types of scenarios analyzed, the key problem has to be solved are
how can the system create the FS with the specific words automatically, and how
decode the SS while the FS was created, and it must contain the other specific words.
Theme couplet is described as that the content of the couplet should be consistent
with the theme was given .The creation of the theme couplet must meet the high requirement of expressing the relevant content a rounding the given theme. Combined
with the statistical language model, the FS that could express the meaning of the
theme can be created, and the qualified SS can be generated by applying the HMM
method.
2.2

The Interactive Creation of Dynamic Image based on Couplet
Identification

To create the corresponding image, the system decides whether the couplet belongs to the Spring Festival couplet or the birthday couplet firstly, then automatically
retrieves the couplet template. At present, numerous technologies are applied in the
dynamic image generation, but few are used in the couplet image generation .Couplets identification mainly relies on text classification technology. Text classification is considered as a mapping process, which one text file without been
marked is mapping to one or several text categories that predefined [10] automatically.
Text classification process is divided into three stages: the stage based on knowledge
engineering classification, the stage based on statistics machine learning and the ontology-based stage [11]. With the rapid speed updating of network information, the
speed to collect and identify information fall far shorter than information conduction
speed, so how to get valuable information quickly from the mass proposed a more
severe challenge to text classification technology. Text classification technology, as
the foundation, is the key player throughout the design and implementation of the
dynamic couplet image creation.
The method of SVM, through several experiments comparison, has been applied
to couplet recognition, because of its superiority in sample distribution and the crea-
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tion ability and overcoming the negative effect of the redundant features in text classification. The SVM method effectively improves the accuracy and adaptability of
text classification. Therefore, it had been used into the couplet identification finally.

3

The Design of Multimedia Couplet Interactive Image
Creation System

The system interface appears to be very monotonous with only some text. The
Spring Festival couplet and Birthday couplet are the typical categories in this research. In order to enhance the artistic and interactivity of the display interface, The
SVM method is applied to identify the category of the input couplet, then the system
randomly chooses the corresponding interface template, the related background elements, the same emotional tone of music ,and then automatically creates a picture to
match with the input couplet. If the user is not satisfied with the output, they can
freely choose and modify the elements in the picture. The system provides three sets
of templates, a variety of fonts and different relevant background elements, and other
functions such as scene preservation, transparency regulating, picture moving and
zooming. At the same time, the users can design the display page by themselves to
create individualized multimedia couplet image.
Therefore, the system had designed and implemented an interactive method of
generating dynamic pictures according to the couplet recognition; users can design a
wide variety of multimedia couplet pictures in accordance with their own needs.
3.1

The Framework of Interactive Dynamic Interface Creation System
According to SVM text classification method, the category of the input couplet

[***] will be identified [12] by the system. This section mainly introduces the dynamic
interface creation in the two typical couplets categories: Spring Festival couplet and
birthday couplet. For the characteristics of different categories, the system shows the
suitable interactive interface. Meanwhile, the background elements of Spring Festival
couplet include: many kinds writing method of the Chinese character “福”, lanterns (,
firecrackers and zodiac; the background elements of birthday couplet include: numerous forms of the Chinese character “寿”, peach for birth, congratulating words ,
greeting songs. The typical background elements in the system are determined
through mass data collection and investigations (as shown in Figure 1). In order to
make these elements naturally blend in with the content of the couplet, these elements
have been reasonably classified. The users can explore the couplet interface freely
which had been automatically created, and design the personalized multimedia picture
(as shown in Figure 2).
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“福”
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Firecrackers
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“寿”

Peach

Fig. 1. The classical elements contained in the dynamic interface
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regulate

zooming

Font
selecting

Picture
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Fig. 2. The framework of dynamic interface interactive creation system

3.2

Interactive Multimedia Couplet Interface Design

Personalization and interactivity are considered as the core of the interactive
multimedia couplet interface design; the simple and clear layout is considered as the
design principle. The design is subjected to the constraints of the factors of the envi-
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ronment, the target groups, and the design goals. The algorithm is dynamically developed and improved with the continuous interaction between people and computers.
For different users, different tasks and different environments, the system intelligently
identifies the user's mood, and gives appropriate feedback.
3.2.1 The Sketch of Interactive Multimedia Couplet Interface Creation
The emphasis of the system is on the interactive operations; the system randomly
creates the display page after the couplet classification, then the user designs and
modifies the page to meet his/her own preference.
The entire page is divided into three blocks. One block is used to show menus, it
is composed with the template selection menu, font selection menu and automatically
matching menu. A menu hung over the upper left is applied to select all the relevant
background elements. On the left of the page, from top to bottom, they are, namely,
the output of couplet recognition, background pictures, and couplet background elements. Couplet picture display area is on the right; the user can design, create and
save the dynamic picture (as shown in Figure 3).

Fig.3. Interactive multimedia couplet picture design window

3.2.2 Picture Automatically Creation
The interface of multimedia couplet painting is carried out after the mass analysis and comparison of a large number of templates. We randomly downloaded 1560
couplet painting templates from the Internet, through choosing and comparison, the
different kinds of couplet pictures which users are more accustomed to can be differentiated by summarizing the couplet sentences position. There are three categories,
namely are left, middle and right, respectively occupies a number of 702,437 and 327,
while the rest 104 pictures are irregular, no rules to follow, collectively referred to as
others (as shown in Table).
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Table 1. The couplet template classification
Numbers

Ratio

Couplet sentences in the middle of the page

702

45%

Couplet sentences on the left of the page

327

21%

Couplet sentences on the right of the page

437

28%

104

6%

Category

Others

As the table suggests, different couplet picture templates occupied ratio of 45%,
21%, 28% and 6%, respectively. The template that the couplet sentences in the middle
of the page is the most popular to users of all ages, while the template that the couplet
sentences on both sides of the page is similar in the research result. Others is negligible because of the small number. Take into account the survey above, three frameworks are prepared: couplet sentences on the left, couplet sentences in the middle and
couplet sentences on the right. And in accordance with the different couplet categories
and templates style, background elements are reasonable embedded into the suitable
template. The system automatically identifies the type of input couplet, intelligently
selects the template and creates multimedia couplet picture with background music,
then displays the interface (as shown in Figure 4).

a. Couplet sentences on the left
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b. Couplet sentences on the right

c. Couplet sentences in the middle

Fig.4.

4

Picture automatically creation

System Implementation.

Based on the couplet auxiliary creation method, the system identifies the couplet, and then creates the interactive dynamic picture with different background elements. Then, the user changes the elements freely to design multimedia couplet image
according to his/her own taste.
Combined with the couplet recognition technology, the functions of the system
designed are introduced as follows:
1) The prompt of recognition result. The Spring Festival couplet and Birthday
couplet are defined as the key research objects, the dynamic image are displayed according to the recognition result of the input couplet.
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2) Template selection. The system provides three templates for every couplet
category; and users can choose on different needs.
3) Picture matching automatically. After the template is selected, the system,
according to the couplet recognition result, will create a dynamic couplet picture
which the user can modify freely.
4) Personalized design.
a. The user can add, select, replace, and delete some elements according to
their preferences, such as fonts, background and music.
b. Pictures and text panning and zooming. The users can move any couplet
picture element and text.
c. Transparency regulation. To make the background and other features
combine naturally, the users can adjust transparency to achieve satisfactory
visual effects.
5) Support for user-independent design. Users can add their own elements to the
system in the design process to fulfill self-experience and creativity.
Jquery method has been introduced to achieve the interoperability of multimedia couplet picture by customizing classes. The main objects of the operation are the
pictures and text; the relevant operations are presented as following (as shown in Table 2).
Table 2. Relevant operation to the pictures and text
Category

Object(text, picture)
Move

Yidong

Move in any direction

Suofang

zooming

Toumingdu

Regulate the transparency

Keyboard control

Keyboard

Mouse control

Mouse

Current mapping
function

Attribute

Function description

Zoom
Transparency regulation

Method

Name（function）

On paint

The direction keys of the keyboard can
be arbitrary moved,
“W” amplification, ”S” narrow,
“Q” transparency increase
"S" transparency decrease
"D" delete
Double click left click to copy,
Double click right click to delete

redraw

Length

Chang

Define

length

Width

Kuan

Define

width

The X axis

X

Define X coordinate on the screen

The Y axis

Y

Define Y coordinate on the screen

Transparency

Touming

Transparency define

visible

Yes

Content

Image

Define whether need to display the interface
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Content define

5

Conclusion
This paper list the previous relevant works in the couplet auxiliary creation,

sketched couplet identification method, then discussed the main structure of the system of the dynamic picture interactive creation, and then illustrated the method of the
interactive multimedia couplet picture creation system through the introduction of the
design of interactive multimedia picture. Finally, the experiments show that the SVM
method which had been introduced into the couplet recognition has a good performance, and the system earns the approbation of the majority of people.
Our future work is mainly concentrated on how to extend our system in the aspect of dynamic interactive picture creation. The classification recognition of couplets
is based on SVM method; there are still problems in large-scale calculation and training speed. The contradiction between the mass information and the limited classifier
should be resolved by exploring various kinds of classification algorithm techniques
or looking for more accurate and rapid method. At the same time, if the time mature,
the system will be used in the commercial field, multimedia couplet picture can be
sent to users to satisfy their demand through the MMS, not only developing for certain commercial value, but also inheriting the Chinese nation's traditional culture.
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Abstract. With growing interest in the discipline of computing in the cultural
context, there is a need to consider both pragmatic and theoretical questions and
frameworks. We report a case study from Singapore, where tensions run high
amongst civil society heritage groups, conservationists, and heritage enthusiasts
on the need to remove part of an old Chinese cemetery, Bukit Brown Cemetery,
to give way to a new highway. The case presents a compelling need for computing intervention, in the form of an augmented reality system. The system
serves two purposes: to preserve and document important information about
each tombstone in Bukit Brown Cemetery, and to potentially facilitate user engagement with the heritage value of the cemetery as they visit. Two types of
novelty are discussed within the paper: technical innovation in using natural
feature information as a basis for tracking objects in the cemetery, and the design of the system as informed by cultural practices.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, natural feature tracking, culture preservation

1

Introduction

“To give us a sense of what could be developed in the Bukit Brown area - it can house
15,000 homes for around 50,000 residents; roughly 40% the number of homes in Toa
Payoh town. These are homes for many Singaporeans. This is not meant to trivialize
the heritage value of Bukit Brown Cemetery, which I truly appreciate, but to put on
the table the choices we have to make.”
Minister of State for National Development, Tan Chuan Jin on his reflections of Bukit
Brown Cemetery posted on his Facebook Community account on 3 February 2012.
‘The Bukit Brown area’ refers to the Bukit Brown Cemetery, recognized by local
conservationists as a distinct area of cultural and ecological value. In 2011, plans were
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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announced by the Singapore Government to build an eight-lane carriageway across
the cemetery to handle the increasing volume of traffic to the area. Since this announcement, civil societies and citizens alike have made use of both traditional and
new media to create greater awareness of the significance of the area, at times, in the
hope of reversing the development of the area. So why is Bukit Brown Cemetery so
significant? Other than the natural heritage value of the flora and fauna to be found in
the area, it is one of the oldest Chinese cemeteries in Singapore, and also the burial
site for many well-known pioneers of Singapore, from ambassadors, scholars, and
philanthropists to businessmen.
The somewhat poignant reflection by the Minister of State for National Development in Singapore is perhaps best understood in the context of inevitable transformations in societies confronted by modernity. Giddens [1] described modernity as ‘modes of social life or organization which emerged in Europe from about the seventeenth
century onwards and which subsequently became more or less worldwide in their
influence’. In this context, Giddens differentiates between traditional and modern
cultural societies. In traditional societies, individuals are guided and sanctioned by
social institutions and shared cultural norms. In modern societies however, the availability and flexibility of individual choices is more apparent as individuals are no longer as guided by precedents. In other words, modernized societies are more reflexive,
bringing to limelight a particular tension between individual choices and established
policies in place to guide decisions on issues as the Bukit Brown Cemetery (thereafter
referred to as BBC). Such modernized societies are expected to undergo both extensional and intentional forms of transformations.
In the context of BBC, globalizing influences in driving the urgency for urban development, and the availability of information and communication technologies in
enabling and making dialogical communication possible present extensional transformations. On the other hand, the everyday practices of individuals, even as they
make choices concerning their engagement with the significance and issue of BBC –
make up intentional transformations. These two types of transformations are important to provide a theoretical context to the notion of what we refer to as a cultural
system, in this paper. We will revisit these concepts again in subsequent discussions.

2

Related Work

Computing and digital media technologies are transforming the daily experience of
life. Society has gradually shifted towards an all-digital culture. There has been a
transformation in the way people create experience, share and pass media on to future
generations after death. We are close to that age where advances in digital capture and
storage technologies make possible the archival of one’s entire life experiences [2],
and also mediate how people make sense of their own legacies as well as those that
have departed.
The obvious consensus might be that technologies aid in the preservation of memories and these digital memories have undoubtedly revised the bereaved’s methods of
personal remembrances. To a certain extent, digital memories have changed the way
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memory is produced. Indeed, memory, as of itself, is not an independent entity, it is
intricately multifaceted, inter disciplinary in concepts and dynamic in nature [3].
However, the bereaved may experience difficulties in preserving the essence and
significance of their memories of their loved ones in digital representations of inherited physical objects.
In the context of BBC, symbolic significance extends far beyond the bereaved and
families, as memories of those who are buried in the cemetery also represent a meaningful aspect of Singapore’s heritage and connections with China and prominent
historical figures such as Confucius and Sun Yat Sen’s revolutionary efforts in China.
None of the previous work has also examined how cultural and natural aspects of sites
of remembrance (such as cemeteries) may also influence design.

3

Culture and computing: Approach to our analysis

The definitions of culture are so wide-ranging and coming from various disciplines,
that coming up with an explicit and widely accepted definition is almost impossible.
But we begin from a literal translation. ‘Culture’ originated in Latin, culture, which
means ‘to cultivate’ [6]. The literal translation is also consistent with the use of the
word in Giddens’ structuration theory, which described cultural context as generated
and regenerated through the interplay of action and structure. In other words, the cumulative effect of people's living and working within social frameworks is the production and reproduction of culture. Social practices thus form the basis and “root of
the constitution of both subject and social object” (1984, p. xxii). To Schatzki [7],
social practices provide the construction of human coexistence, in the sense that individual lives are “interrelated within and through practices” (p. 14). Culture is therefore intricately associated with everyday social practices, and that is the object of
analysis for us in the analysis of culture.
On the other hand, the study of social systems typically involves two broad traditions of assumptions: social reality as subjective or objective [8]. Research assuming
the subjectivity of social systems focuses on subjective human experiences, interpretation of them, and elements of human behavior modifying the world. The contrasting
view of objectivism focuses on the properties of institutional elements shaping social
systems, providing explanations for their influences on human actions and relationships.
This seemingly dichotomous view of social systems is problematic. In focusing on
objectivity and the functionalist view of social systems, scholars face difficulties in
defining the totality of social reality. On the other hand, the interpretivist view focusing on the subjectivity of human actions may also be limiting. To clarify the problem,
Giddens [1] asserted that the grounds of mutual exclusiveness between functionalism
and interpretivism is flawed, and developed the theory of structuration to accommodate the two traditions. Structuration theory views the subjectivity and objectivity of
social realities as equally important. Social frameworks both support and constrain the
endeavors of individuals, communities and societies. This is also referred to as the
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duality of structure [1], seeing that institutional properties of social systems are
created by human actions, and in turn shape future actions.
By the reasoning that cultural practices are shaped by, and shape social systems, it
is therefore imperative that we see ‘computing’ a systemic agent in facilitating both
extensional and intentional transformations. As an infrastructure and making international connectivity and interactions possible, it prompts extensional transformations
with increased velocity. As interactive systems for individuals, it facilities intentional
transformations as individuals use such systems to interact with information and cultural artifacts in their natural environments.
In simple terms this implies that we need to understand ‘computing’ inherently as a
part of culture – in both shaping, and are shaped by cultural practices. This point is of
essential importance in our context, as it leads us to reason that the sustainability of
technologies in use are thus dependent, and how well they are integrated with cultural
practices. Likewise, the sustainability of practices, even though they may be changed
or somewhat altered by the technologies in use may be highly dependent on the sustainability of technologies facilitating them. For example, social media tools such as
Facebook facilitate and enable certain interactions between individuals who may be
otherwise disconnected. Should the existence of Facebook be threatened, such groups
and perhaps how they share music or other crafts becomes vulnerable.

4

(Re)Constructing Bukit Brown using Augmented Reality

The tension arising from the need to preserve the heritage and cultural value of BBC
confronted by growing urbanization and developmental needs presents a compelling
case for computing intervention. Firstly, there is much urgency to document information and cultural aspects of BBC, such as the unique typologies of the design of the
graveyards, aesthetic and symbolic features of each tombstone, and the historical
backgrounds of famous figures. Secondly, an interactive system would also provide
an opportunity for individuals to engage with the information and cultural aspects
documented and with each other within the system. In a direct way, the system will
also facilitate intentional transformations as they make choices with regards to heritage engagement and cultural association. Currently, enthusiastic individuals and civil
society groups are already undertaking this endeavor using social media tools such as
Facebook and blogs.
However, such tools cannot and do not capture contextual cultural aspects of the
cemetery. Nor are they designed to document important historical and cultural information. Although they can somewhat facilitate individual engagement with the heritage value of the cemetery, this is not done directly in the context of cultural information. As such, they are therefore insufficient to suffice as computing interventions,
which we refer to as cultural systems in our paper. It is with this background and motivation that we began the design of our system.
In recent years, the commonly conceptualized definition of augmented reality (AR)
has incorporated Azuma’s [9] three characteristics. These characteristics assert that
AR: combines the real and the virtual, is interactive and real time, and is registered in
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3D. In this definition, mobile AR [10] can be understood as an interaction technique
for situated visualization of information. Given the potential of mobile AR to enable
individuals to interact with physical artifacts in a rich and interactive media environment, we began exploring the use of mobile AR to develop a cultural system for BBC.
The primary goals of this system were simple: to provide a navigational tool for visitors to BBC to find landmarks of significance, and at the same time, preserve important cultural content within the system to contribute to a meaningful engagement and
interaction via the system.
A visit to BBC revealed a number of peculiarities of the cultural environment and
practices. The first is an essential need to leave the environment untouched, even if
digitally. The tombstones are very personal to their descendent families, and there are
many superstitions and rituals associated with them. For example, moving a tombstone to face one direction or the other may favor the ‘luck’ of a certain descendent.
This also meant that using markers and other methods which required us to place
certain modifications to the place to help with visual tracking was out of the question
since it will violate the cultural beliefs and practices of the Chinese community. Because of the beliefs and practices around BBC, we also wanted to construct each graveyard in the AR system as close as possible to their natural appearances.
To do this we used the natural feature tracking technique [11] instead of commonly
used marker-based tracking [12], which does not require any modifications to the
physical place. This method would recognize specific landmarks using natural features of the place. Given that each tombstone is inscribed with a unique set of Chinese
characters bearing the title(s), name, year deceased, and the names of their surviving
children and grandchildren, we used them as the basis for visual recognition.
The natural feature tracking method entails collecting and storing natural feature
information within the system, and such information are later used to track objects. As
a first step we had to capture images of every tomb that needed to be tracked. Thereafter, feature information is extracted and stored locally in the system. Two types of
natural features information were collected: unique inscriptions on the tombstone, and
the unique design features of the whole grave. Figure 1 provides an illustration.
In this way the natural features of BBC can be reconstructed digitally using AR.
Other than the advantage of eliminating the need to do physical modifications to each
grave, the method also makes it possible to locate each grave even when a grave is
partially visible. This is not possible in other tracking techniques like marker based
tracking.
The BBC cultural system currently runs on android platform. Natural features of
graves and accompanying cultural content are stored locally in mobile phones. The
mobile system extracts frames from the camera in real-time and compares with the
natural feature database in order to recognize particular graves. Vuforia sdk from
qualcomm1 was used for natural feature tracking and Android SDK was used for 2D
and 3D rendering2. The system architecture is depicted in figure 2.
1

http://www.qualcomm.com/solutions/augmented-reality

2

http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
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The BBC cultural system is developed in tandem with an ongoing documentation
project of the cemetery. In the documentation project, various information are collected: oral histories collected from caretakers and descendent families, photographs
of each tomb, information about the flora and fauna in the area, video documentaries
of exhumations and other rituals carried out at BBC, as well as textual historical information. As such, the system is designed to render both 2D and 3D information, to
be listed as text, images, videos, 3D models, and web links.
Tracking
BBC

Original Image

Natural Feature Extracted Image

Recognition
of Tombstone
Inscription

Recognition
of the whole
grave

Fig. 1. Feature extraction: Grave description (top-right) and Complete Grave (bottom-right)
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Fig. 2. System Architecture

5

Difference to Convergence: More than preservation

The discussion on the design of our system has so far illustrated two points. The first
lies in how cultural practices and beliefs of the community around the Chinese cemetery of BBC informed our design, leading to a convincing proposition to use information from natural features as a basis for tracking specific tombstones in BBC. The
second, and forms a key component of our future work, is how the system may potentially shape cultural practices in the long run. Understanding that both points are recursive and dialogical is imperative to understanding the convergence of cultural systems (such as the one mentioned in this paper) with socio-cultural practices. In other
words, designing cultural systems with the socio-cultural practices in mind can shape
the very same socio-cultural practices, and in the long run, lead to sustainability of
both the practices and technologies in use.
The development of our cultural system also presents immediate and long term implications. One advantage is that important information about each grave can be captured in context, together with viewing them in real-time. For example, an individual
was able to read about the historical background of the person buried there, rationale
and functions of certain ‘guards’ carved into the grave and other design aesthetics of
each graveyard. This provides an enriching user experience, and collectively, also
serves as a way to preserve important heritage information about BBC.
At this point, we want to raise several questions which are imminent in our minds,
which should also present important issues to be discussed through further scholarly
work. The first is associated with the growing body of work on the digital archival
and preservation of cultural artifacts. Cultural institutions, government and international agencies, academics and technical enterprises alike have been concerned with
the potential and challenges posed by digital preservation. Digital preservation, we
argue, is not and should not be seen as a one-off activity, and should be an ongoing
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activity that is part of cultural practice. Additionally, the recognition that social systems (such as the BBC cultural system) are shaped by, and shape cultural practices [8]
suggests that the cultural system will contribute a certain trajectory of changes to the
cultural practices around BBC. In other words, even as important cultural content is
preserved via the system, it promotes ongoing use and accumulation of content which
can come directly from users. In the long run, it provides a mechanism to ensure that
digital preservation is a process rather than a one-off event.
The second and somewhat related proposition suggests that interactive cultural systems promotes and facilitates active citizenry, a long term effect which can only be
observed over time. Towards this aspect, longitudinal studies tracking the impacts of
how individuals use new cultural systems are of interest to us.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The paper has presented a case of Bukit Brown Cemetery at the brink of partial disappearance due to the impacts of modernity. The erosion of the physical land is not the
only aspect that is at risk – but more importantly, the socio-cultural practices as well
as community ties. With this context, we designed and developed a system to address
the imminent challenges of disappearing cultural records, and to also provide a mechanism to promote cultural engagement. We also present technical novelties that are
made possible by the unique design aesthetics of the cemetery. Some future work is
immediate, namely in the form of user studies and further system improvements are
also relevant and of interest to us.
As the system is at the first stage of development as a proof of concept, it has yet to
be introduced to many users with the exception of a few key informants in the community. Immediate future work would involve a series of user studies, to understand
the potential impacts and implications for users, especially in terms of how it would
shape their socio-cultural practices of engaging with BBC, and visiting the graves as a
ritual.
In terms of technical development, the system can potentially be optimized with
terrain paging techniques to recognize a larger number of graves. The terrain of the
grave yard will be paged to several pages as each page containing maximum of sixty
graves. Our approach is to combine visual tracking with GPS techniques [13] to create an accurate localization system. The system will be using GPS locations of the
graves for such paging. The large gap in available GPS accuracy versus required accuracy for initialization can be overcome through paging techniques. Based on the
GPS locations of each user, the system will load the natural feature contents and information dynamically to the system. With this technique, the system will be able to
do continuous tracking which will support a larger number of graves to be tracked.
Combination of GPS with vision tracking algorithms can provide a very good accuracy for navigation which enhances location-based interactions [14] at BBC.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Dr Hui Yew-Foong for his support and
contribution to this project.
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Abstract. Based on Augmented Reality system, a new form of 2.5D animation
is introduced by combining traditional 2D animation techniques with AR
technology. The technique of superposing different 2D objects on different
layers to compose an animation does not give the possibility to the animator to
create 3D stereo effect. But by taking advantage of such technique and applying
it in an augmented virtual world, the authors succeed to create such effect by
interacting with the AR system in which 2D animated objects are embedded on
different layers. The interactions of the user create a spatial change of the
position of each 2D object resulting in a 3D stereo effect. This new form of
animation is different from the traditional 2D and 3D animation which does not
allowed interaction with objects already animated in the creation software and
their position over time.
Keywords: 2D, 2.5D, 3D, animation, interactive, Augmented Reality, 3D
stereo effect.

1

Introduction

In traditional 2D animation, animators use 2D animation software to compose their
animation by drawing various components of the animation on different layers
according to their order of appearance in the scene. For 3D animations, the 3D models
are created using 3D software, then textured, rigged, and animated before the whole
animation scene can be lighting and rendered. This type of animation offers the
audience a sense of depth that make the animation more vivid and more enjoyable.
With the will of creating a more immersive experience for the viewers, it is now
possible to create 3D animations in augmented world. The development in the field of
AR has made it possible now for the user to interact with the augmented reality world
he perceives and which can also be composed of 3D animation.
Unfortunately, with a process which goes through modeling, texturing, rigging,
animating, lightning, and rendering, creating 3D animation still requires a lot of works
and time to achieve good quality. On the other side, AR system which uses 3D
animations might show a low performance if the animation content is too heavy.
Anime studios to simplify the task of 3D animators, different techniques have been
developed to integrated 2D dimensional animated objects in a 3D scene which result
in the 2.5D animation form. Though traditional 2.5D animations are based on both 2D
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and 3D techniques, it is still not possible to create a 3D stereo effect in such type of
animation. To fill this gap, this paper introduces a new form of animation called “AR
based Interactive 2.5D Animation” in which the 3D stereo effect is created within
2.5D animation using an augmented reality system. By taking advantage of the Z axis
of the markers during the tracking process, we develop a 3D stereo effect by adding
different 2D animated objects on different layers along the Z axis of the marker and
which are all parallel to the marker’s XY surface. The 3D stereo effect is created by
animating each layer over the Z axis allowing a change of position between layers
over that axis. Beside, by adding an Alpha channel to each plane, it is possible for the
viewer to watch the animation on the lower layer.

2

Implementation Method

Instead of using 3D objects in AR systems, we create a stack of parallel 2D planes
along the Z axis of the marker with each plane corresponding to a layer on which is
embedded a specific 2D animated object. Then in our system configuration, we could
set the variation of each layer over time along the Z axis which results in a 3D stereo
effect that cannot be seen in traditional 2D animation. With the possibility of
changing the position of the marker, the viewer has the possibility to watch the
animation from different angle. While such type of real-time interaction is not
possible with other forms of animation, it creates a more immersive experience for the
viewer and a freedom of control over the animation.

a. Layers at time T1
b. Layers at time T2
Fig. 1. Position of layers over time in a AR based 2.5D animation

3

Work flow of the AR based Interactive 2.5D Animation

The system can be divided into 2 modules. First is “Image Process module”, second is
“Interpolate Process module”, as showed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Work flow of the AR based Interactive 2.5D Animation

The first module is about the basic AR technology, Fig. 3 is about the basic process of
the AR technology. First, capture the picture from a camera. Second, use threshold
algorithm transform the source picture into binary and then, detect the 4 corners of the
marker then transform, and estimate the position and match template to get the id of
object.

Fig. 3. Image Process
The Interpolate Process module is mainly about the process about how to animate the
layers, as showed in Fig. 4.

The system read the xml animation files then, we parse the structure of this xml file,
and get all the scenes from a file (an xml file which is the animation file can contains
many animation clips for different marker).
It does not just contain a single scene, we support multiple markers in one picture, and
we will parse all the scenes for different markers in just one animation file. So we first
get the "id" attribute for each "scene" element and then we match the specific scene
for a marker with known id information then, for each scene, there is a complete
animation clip, with several key frames we parse each animation clip for each specific
scene then, we interpolate the frame by key frames according to the time and change
the z of each layer by their z key frames.
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Fig. 4. Interpolate Process

4

Animation file format

the animation file is based on "XML" but we develop the specific file format used by
ourselves.
Below is the basic structure of animation file format：
<!--animation file tag-->
<animation>
<!--scene tag-->
<!--use “id” attribute to match marker-->
<scene id=”0” >
<!--layer tag-->
<!-- use “scale ” attribute to scale current layer ,use “offset” and
“offset” to record offsets of current layer -->
<layer scale=”1.0” offsetX=”0.0” offsetY=”0.0”>
<!--frame tag-->
<!--“name” attribute records name of current frame, “time”
records current time of current frame, “z” records current depth of current frame-->
<frame name=”run0” time=”0.0” z=”10.0” />
<frame name=”run1” time=”2.5” z=”15.0” />
<!--other frames-->
</layer>
</scene>
<scene>
<!--other scenes-->
</scene>
</animation>
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5

Result

The “AR based Interactive 2.5D Animation” shows 2D animated objects in an
augmented reality world with the possibility of changing the angle of view of the
animation through user real-time interaction.

Fig. 5. Different superposition of animation layers over time

Fig. 6. 3D Stereo effect showing for the images views by slightly tilts the AR mark
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6

Conclusion and Discussion

We were able to introduce a new form of animation which is different from the
traditional 2D, 2.5D and 3D animation by replacing complex 3D models used in the
animation content of AR systems with simple 2D animation, and by creating a 3D
stereo effect while changing the position of each animation layer over the Z axis of
the marker. The “AR based Interactive 2.5D Animation” is also a new form of
animation language which gives allow the viewer to interact and change the behaviors
of the animated objects in real-time, while in other animation forms such interaction
is not possible because the animations are only created inside the animation software.
Besides, it gives 2D animators the opportunity to develop their artwork in a new
dimension. This new form of animation opens a new research area for creating more
flexible and more efficient animation contents that can be directly controlled by the
viewer in real-time and enhance the immersive experience of the viewer.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new direction of research in cultural computing: symbolic cultural heritage. The problem addressed is drawing on results
from different disciplines: religion, sociology, design, and engineering sciences
to create an interactive installation that enable visitors to experience deeply
routed cultural dimensions. Based on seven Christian rituals several interactive
stages are described: (1) the gateway of origin and entering, (2) the gateway of
opening up, (3) the gateway of union, (4) the gateway of connection, (5) the
gateway of creation, (6) the gateway of letting go & maturing, and (7) the gateway of farewell & destination.. Hence cultural computing is based on a form of
cultural translation that uses scientific and engineering methods to capture and
represent essential aspects of a particular culture to support cultural development.
Keywords: cultural computing, religion, Christianity, ritual, sacrament, societal
transformation

1

Introduction

For all citizens of current and future generations, it is essential to increase understanding of the cultural basis of our own lives and those of neighbors and distant people
[1]. It is also crucial for deepening the scientific understanding on human development through cultural heritage [2]. With modern interactive technology new dimensions are available to bring cultural heritage to live. In the West monotheistic religions like Christianity had deep influences on cultural developments over the last
millennia [3].
An important element to be used in the redecoration of important aspects of life is
the idea to symbolize the ‘path of life’ of man in seven steps or gateways through
interactive experience inside a church space. The three universal phases of life that
stand for ‘birth’, for ‘communion’, and for ‘passing on’ are part of it [4]. The following discussions are the first attempt to such a design challenge from a Western religious perspective.
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Every human being walks his/her own unique path through life. What happens in
his/her life is in essence the salvation history of this person [5], Gods path towards
him, in whatever religious or non-religious way this person understands or expresses
him/herself. Probably all people on this planet have that in common. In the depth of
what is and what happens, in the questions that come towards a person and in the
answers s/he gives, her/his conversation, her/his struggle with God transpires. Respecting that without judgment or direction is foremost. Symbolizing the ‘path of life’
as going up to the light, a journey through many landscapes, passes and marshes, a
passage through phases, offers an image to the visitor of ‘walk your path in confidence’. The central events in the human life are invitations, gateways to a fuller life,
to a new understanding and unfolding of the depth of what life and death are (see Fig.
1). “Our images of God and humanity are in need of continual refurbishing, because
language changes, people change, and the world and our knowledge about the world
change. Therefore, the so-called eternal questions about meaning, about the ground of
all being and becoming and about what it is to be human in this world, need to be
constantly and contextually reworked and reworded” [6].

Fig. 1. A famous statement made by Eleanor Roosevelt [1884-1962]

The same event (e.g. being born, engaging in a relation, giving birth) in life will be
seen by a religious person to be the carrier of a divine dimension, while another person may interpret it inner worldly. Still they answer the same life questions and are
able to enlighten each other with their experience. In all religions and cultures there
was this understanding that life happens in distinctive eras with each a specific content, that there are thresholds that give entrance to it and that it is important to cross
them consciously and with the right effort. When the time was right the community
prepared together with that person, symbolized the transition often with a rite and
celebrated the moment. This partition of life was an attempt to procure conscious life.
Even though little is left in present society of the earlier relative union of rites, still the
perception of phases and transitions is present in religious and non-religious people
[4]. The moments are still marked, at least in the family circle. Recognizable for instance are birth, moving into lodgings (‘standing on our own feet’), taking part in the
labor process by getting a job, engaging in a relationship, retiring, saying farewell
before dying.
In the Christian (i.e. primarily Catholic) tradition the same phases were initiated or
marked with holy rituals traditionally known as ‘sacraments’ [7], indicating that in
this vision engaging in them means a special God encounter. “We can see the sacra-
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mentum with our bodily eyes, but only with the eyes of our hearts can we perceive
that of which it is a sacramentum” [8]. Through the subsequent phases of life there is
advancement, a deepening and ever more essential an unconscious encounter [9]. We
could also say ever more bearing, after our first steps we go on exploring, then choosing into what or whom we will invest ourselves, then towards resignation, then again
to leaving be, maturing, letting go. We could also say; it is the ongoing process of
learning to discover that it is not about our ego, about achieving, but about living from
love, receptiveness and thus becoming a mild, responsible and peaceful human being.
A truly free human being who knows what resignation is.
Ancient Chinese philosophical conceptions of the ‘wise man’ differ from those in
the ancient Western tradition, and also from contemporary Western conceptions. Recognizing these ancient Chinese conceptions of the ‘wise man’ will help us better understand how the very important Chinese culture influences people's thinking and
behavior, and will also help us broaden, deepen, as well as re-examine our own conceptions of wisdom [10]. In the gospel of Christianity life is described as setting out
to find our treasure, to look for our pearl and then go for it. Another indication is; no
longer live from darkness, but from light, from blind become sighted. A human being
must after his/her first birth from nature, be born again and this time more real, from
within. It appears to be a central discovery in life that turns us into a free person,
something that we will experience as being given to us. It is about a transition point, a
sudden or gradual transformation, and an experienced reversal.
Other religions describe comparable experiences, and also with non-religious people, in a more diffuse, varied way, the question is raised; what will make us into a free
person, how will we find peace? The expression of the path of life (the spiritual path,
the mythical path available through an interactive installation) in the middle of a
church space offers the opportunity to see the ‘pages of life’ before us. It connects
believers and non-believers in the realization that they are not far apart, maybe to talk
to each other about how they experience these phases.
Making the effort to add this symbolism is also important to make the interactive
space more expressive to the visitors who will come outside the worship, normal
gatherings and celebrations. These quiet times are for these arbitrary visitors, who are
most distanced from any organized form, the moment that could be fruitful for their
experience. In the silence which will be the most prominent that is offered to them,
the symbolism could touch them, because it is about their own life [11]. The same
signs can be experienced completely from a Christian perspective by one person, but
also completely secular by another. It is the path of all humans on earth, not reserved
for the baptized only. Being baptized may be a richness to walk the path [12]; it
doesn’t give an unconditional right of judgment about how other humans walk the
path of their life [13].

2

The path of life in three phases and seven stages

Our interest in human emotional concerns lies in those that are universal. We call
them major concerns and advocate that these major concerns are generally related to:
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(1) depending on love (e.g. happiness, bonding, friendship, caring, and lust); (2) taking power (e.g. self-confidence, maturity, autonomy, responsibility, and preservation),
and (3) preparing for death (e.g. anxiety, fear, violence, destruction, and dissolution)
(see for more at [4]). In this paper we introduce a more detailed version of the three
universal phases, in which each phase is characterized by two to three separate symbolic stages; we call these stages ‘gateways’ to emphasize the symbolic nature of such
ritualized experiences. The whole interactive experience will be build inside the
Eindhoven Student Chapel (ESK [14]; see Fig. 2 left and right).

Fig. 2. The front side (left) and main hall (right) of the Eindhoven Student Chapel

2.1

Phase-I: The gateway of origin and entering (stage 1)

When we enter that church (ESK), directly in the middle in front of us, we will find
the first symbolic interactive experience, a ‘fountain’/‘waterfall’ with (over)flowing
water (projected on fog; see Fig. 3). The symbolism of this beginning-stage will be
preceded by sentences from the bible book of the genesis of the world, intermingled
with words out of the evolution theory. Alongside the fact that living water has a lot
of beauty in itself, it is also a rich symbol, playing a big role in virtually all religions
and cultures: the baths and washings of Jews, Muslims, Hindus, African religions, the
shower you start your day with, etc (see also [15]).
For Christians, of whichever denomination, it stands at the beginning of every new
life through the rite of baptism, which actualizes the complete salvation history from
passage to resurrection [16]. In a certain sense baptism is God's creation of the Individual [17]. For the Catholics in particular it was retaken with every re-entering of the
church by dipping the hand in the holy water and in crossing oneself for cleansing
(washing) and blessing.
After the early ages the symbolism of the water has impoverished more and more.
The baptism in the river (i.e., Jordan river in Palestine), the big baptismal basins are
hard to recognize in the covered, still water of the baptismal font and the mostly empty holy water fonts nowadays).
Offering (anew) the symbolism of the living water, not just to Christians but to
everyone entering, is a benefaction (see Fig. 3). It has an expressiveness that we cannot keep from the people. It speaks in so many ways; of the ever-flowing source of
life, out of which we and every new child originate, of creation, of the amniotic fluid
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of our birth, of the cleansing of ourselves, of the irrigation of our thirsty field, of the
river that is life, of the living water the gospel speaks of, and of the condition for all
that wants to grow. The Catholic can cross him/herself with it, the Muslim can do his
washing, children can dip their hand in.

Fig. 3. A waterfall is projected on a Fog-Screen (left). The entrance of the interactive experience through a Fog-Screen [18] (right)

There will also be offered the internet service to upload photos (or birth cards; see
Fig. 4) of newborns from the whole environment (e.g. city of Eindhoven). This will
make this stage into a spot where the whole town symbolically commemorates its
origin and birth. It could unite people and in particular the citizens of Eindhoven.

Fig. 4. A projection screen with recently newborn children from the town

2.2

Phase-I: The gateway of opening up (stage 2)

When we move forward through the entrance, we will reach the second symbolic
indication. This symbol is about the expression of the second important step in life of
every person: ‘maturity’, standing on our own feet. In most religious traditions this
step is marked by a more or less elaborate rite [4]; bar-Mishna with the Jews, initiation rite with Africans [7], confirmation with Catholics and Protestants. In our secular
Western culture we will find it in the conclusion of high school, often combined with
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leaving the parental house, going into the world, starting to follow the calling from
within ourselves [19]. In the gospel it corresponds to the beginning of the public life
of Jesus at the river Jordan, where he was filled of the Spirit of God, and going afterwards into the desert on his own. On the path of life it reminds of the necessity and
the courage to take on our singularity, our calling as our spiritual gift that we may
bring into the world. It is our uniqueness, our ‘I’ (not our ego) that becomes proficient
in us, that we need to be faithful to, with all the joy and loneliness this involves (see
also [20]). This sign indicates the threshold of leaving the house of our upbringing, it
is the gateway to becoming mature, through which we enter into the world community as a co-actor and co-performer. It is important to enter into it consciously, to take
our responsibility, to start again and again from our own singularity and to contribute
that, bring it out, and work with it.
2.3

Phase-II: The gateway of union (stage 3)

The three symbols we will describe next (stage 3 to 5), besides each other (under the
junction of transept and aisle), concern the concretizing of contributing ourselves. We
will leave the width to go in depth, to incarnate. This concern is making a real choice
that is no longer free of obligation, or be punished by not being a choice at all. This is
the condition for maturity and for fertility. It has everything to do with ‘giving our
life’ without guarantee to find it. This might happen by going through the three gateways of ‘communion of humanity and the mystery of her soul’ (stage 3), ‘engaging in
a relationship’ (stage 4) and participating in the ‘giving yourself in building the house
of the world’ (stage 5).
This symbolic spot (stage 3), which you will find in the architectural heart of the
building, is the most important of all seven. It is the heart where all lines converge,
where both the encounter between your life and the whole community and the encounter with the hidden unmentionable with a thousand names are symbolized most
intensely. “The term ‘human spirit’ within the biblical tradition denotes the capacity
called the imago Dei or image of God in us. It can include reason and moral conscience, but more importantly it signifies relationships, and our being made for community with God, with each other, and with the entire non-human natural world” [21].
Here in the midst of the “holy of holies”, a table stands as a symbol. This could also have been another symbol or a void (see e.g. Fig. 5). But choosing a table is not
just about the Christian tradition, but in a broader sense about what a table evokes. A
table stands in the center of every house. It is not something people just look at or
bow to. It invites, speaks of coming together, of living at it by eating, drinking, talking, seeing each other and listening to each other. It speaks of human society and
lingering on that. That is why all people, religious or not, can unite around a table, can
recognize the other and themselves.
This table could even have a shape that reminds of the earth (see Fig. 6), to express
that the earth for us all is the table that we eat and drink of, that we share and that is
our mutual house. To Christians this table evokes the multilateral symbolism of the
Eucharist and Thanksgiving. Giving oneself becomes sacrifice; breaking and sharing
become the reception of communion with each other, Christ and God. When the keep-
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ing of the Eucharistic remnants of bread would be brought back to this table, it would
focus the attention more like it was before. Burning fire (candle, oil lamp or holographic projections) will support the symbolic presence.

Fig. 5. A holographic project of the earth on the table

During the normal opening at our exhibition the space around the table will be arranged in a way that it would be natural for people to sit down to pray or to meditate.
Maybe this place should rather be called a ‘house’ than a gateway. A house where the
mystical movement of unification in the gift of the self, thanksgiving and transformation is at hand for everyone individually, but only when entering into and partaking
in the movement of the complete community of all people. This then is every time a
passing and in that sense a gateway to life out of the source that flows towards us.

Fig. 6. A family dinner table with praying before

2.4

Phase-II: The gateway of connection (stage 4)

The realization of the union with humanity and with God happens in daring to take
the step of giving oneself to a concrete person: “You can count on me, I connect with
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you” (see Fig. 7; [22]). A covenant entails a choice, a letting go of all other possibilities, concentrating on this other human being. This is what happens in friendship relations, but most of all in partner relations. Here the resignation of the “ego” happens;
the ‘I’ is no longer floating around [20], but dares to lose itself to someone else and
becomes fertile (e.g. in parenthood) because of it.
The symbol for this will be to the side in close proximity of the community spot
(stage 3), because it is the result of it. This is about the meaning in our adult life of the
concreteness of marriage, relationship, physicality and sexuality, love in hope of reciprocity; the flow that goes out and the flow that comes towards us, overwhelms us,
reversal of orientation, willingness to bear the fruits of the field.

Fig. 7. Marriage as a deep symbolic unification between two partners

2.5

Phase-II: The gateway of creation (stage 5)

On the other side of the middle symbolism the visitor will find a spot that indicates
the concretizing of entering into the community that exists of giving ourselves in engaging ourselves to work in a certain profession. We will go through this gate when
we invest ourselves into our creating power in a distinct choice of (education and
then) labor. It is the ‘building of the house’ for our loved ones, but also of the house
of the world. It is also following our calling, our kind of ‘priesthood’. This entails
realizing that our strength will wear out. We change the world, but the world changes
us too. It is the gateway to procreation of new life and a new world. This experience
in this stage will be enhanced through an interactive light show triggered by the behavior of the visitors (see Fig. 8).
2.6

Phase-III: The gateway of letting go & maturing (stage 6)

At the end of all stages in phase II a stage is situated that is harder to express. It is in
its most prosaic form connected to retiring. But also to the ‘empty nest’ (e.g., children
have left home), to reducing our position in society. It is transforming our life experiences into wisdom, getting at ease, daring to leave the active role to others. Already
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Lao Tzu [23] clearly emphasized this aspect of the “egoless” wise man who can persuade and influence without intentions and desires. It also contains in its joyful way
the harvest of our active life (i.e. phase II); becoming and being a grandparent. But
this gateway also means daring to be human in all its nakedness. This means; having
found the insight or trust that one will not be ‘seen’ based on achievements or great
realizations in the field of work or family or relationships, but based on the knowing
and deep understanding that one has not built the flow of life out of own strength, but
has received it not as earned wages, but out of grace ‘for free’ from a divine origin.

Fig. 8. An interactive light show for stage 5 inside main hall of the ESK

Here it is also important that human being may stand straight, seeing that s/he has
failed in work or in relationships that s/he didn’t succeed. S/he may stand ‘naked’ in
the acceptance that comes towards him/her by a despite all loving God. Daring to
stand naked with empty hands before God is the essence of confession and makes this
into a gateway of forgiveness and (re)conciliation with life and all mankind receiving
profound peace; it is all about letting go of the question if we have achieved it or not.
So it is the gateway of letting go our own judgment and condemnation in resignation
to man and to God (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Symbolic representation of maturing through confession and forgiveness
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2.7

Phase-III: The gateway of farewell & destination (stage 7)

At the end of the whole experience under the closing gothic arc at the end of the main
hall (see Fig. 2) we will finally find the last gateway. Every human being comes into
the world alone, passes through the community and goes the last part of the road
alone again. In all cultures there are ways of saying farewell and trying to escort man
in her/his last phase as far as possible. In the Catholic tradition s/he was strengthened
with forgiveness, anointment and food for the journey (i.e., viaticum; see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. A coffin as last shelter on earth to protect the dead body, carried by family and friends
to its final destination

Even though opinions may differ about what happens at death, what the perspective
is, still every culture has its symbols to express something of a continuation, a suspicion, a trust, or at least a wish and to send off the departed with love and respect. The
burial next to close relatives was customary until recent. In the old days all departed
in Europe were buried in and around the church, so everyone joined the ancestors,
facing east, to wait with them for the youngest day. All religions paint a perspective
of progression, of arriving; a symbolism of going into the light is fairly common. The
decoration of stage 7 at the end of the main hall will relate to remembrance of the
departed, a space of light, forms a meaningful conclusion of the symbolic experience
of the presented path of life.

3

Future work

We have described an interactive experience based on the seven sacraments in Christianity. The interactive installation will be designed, created and built in the ESK in
the upcoming summer months 2012. This church was build as a chapel as part of a
monastery; the entrance hall has stairs leading to the main hall on the first floor (see
Fig. 2). The layout of the seven stages has to fit on the ground floor of the main hall,
including the stair house upfront. The proposed interactive installation is an augmented mixed realty [24]. Koster [25] measured usage of visual media technology (VMT)
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by Christian churches in worship events; nearly 60% of churches use some form of
VMT, which appears to be part of a significant growth trend. The argument that technology is dangerous by turning man away from her/his true spiritual destiny is questionable [26].

4

Conclusions

The organization and maintaining of a society, community and other cultural features
are often taken for granted by people who have experience in only one community.
Hence a big portion of the research on human development has been blind to cultural
aspects of human functioning. This work is built on the premise that ‘Culture matters’
[27]. The aim of the project is to advance our knowledge of how it matters. Our theoretical perspective that Rogoff [28] put forward focuses on both the cultural and the
individual processes involved in human development. We argue that individuals develop as participants in their cultural communities, engaging with others in shared
endeavors and building on cultural practices of prior generations. Understanding these
cultural practices, in turn, needs a historical view of the contributions of individuals
and generations in dynamic communities. The Christian sacraments are ideal rituals to
get deeply in touch with our own unconscious cultural heritage. “We cannot bear the
burden of trying to be lonely gods of a purposeless universe we did not make, with no
other place to go, and no strength or wisdom but our own to rely upon” [26].
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Abstract. Successful intercultural communication depends on the personal
ability to mutually understand the web of belief of the others using empathic
capabilities. Assuming the perspective of the users of different cultures to grasp
their needs by the human computer interaction (HCI) designer, can lead to good
intercultural user interfaces of high usability. Hence, raising cultural awareness
is a key factor for successful HCI design. In this paper, problems in HCI design
caused by cultural differences and a way to thereby solve some of these
problems are reflected on to raise the awareness of the necessity to take culture
into account in HCI design. Tutorials are an excellent means for this.
Keywords: Cultural differences, cultural awareness, culture, intercultural
communication, empathy, intercultural HCI design, cross-cultural
communication, cross-cultural HCI design.

1

Problems in HCI Design Caused by Cultural Differences

Much cultural background must be considered when designing the functionality and
interaction for global devices (cf. [1]): intercultural HCI design comprises
significantly more than merely the implementation of a catalogue of requirements for
the user interface like considering different languages, colors or symbols. Successful
intercultural HCI design goes far beyond a regular design process by taking into
account different mentalities, thought patterns and problem solving strategies that are
anchored in culture, for example linear vs. non-linear differences (cf. [1], [2]). Usage
patterns which do not occur in everyday life in the source country can arise in the
target country due to different power structures (cf. [3]), for example flat vs.
hierarchical ones. Moreover, the designer must know exactly what the user needs or
wants (e.g. why, in which context, etc.) (cf. [4], [5]).
This knowledge can be determined most precisely by using inquiry approaches or
methods based on communication (cf. [6]). However, problems in intercultural
communication, particularly those in requirement analysis, inhibit good usability for
system design and the related user experience. Therefore, in order to improve
cooperation with designers, managers, users and customers, the problems of
comprehension must be analyzed. Global user interfaces, which would suit all culture
domains, users and contexts, do not yet exist, at least for technical if not for more
fundamental reasons.
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At least the following areas must be considered in HCI, i.e. Human-ComputerInteraction: task, context/situation and tools used (cf. [7]). In this case the cognitive
processes of the user differ from the results of studies or discrete situations due to his
cultural and environmental conditioning and personal experience (cf.[8], [1]). The
concept of the task intended (as well as the task itself) is no longer congruent. This
requires the system (computer, machine, tool, etc.) to adapt as perfectly as possible to
many different aspects, which however has not yet been possible to implement
because of the multitude of aspects and the resultant complexity.
As long as this problem has not been completely solved, human beings must
accordingly attune HCI to the intended cultural domain, user group and context (cf.
[9]). To do so, the HCI designer must be able to immerse himself in these cultural
domains, user groups and contexts in order to extract the relevant requirements for the
HCI design.
For example, project leaders in big companies like Siemens (cf. [10]) experienced
that hierarchical thought patterns can exercise an effect on menu structures (i.e. flat
vs. deep or highly linked vs. loose) or on access rights and that a better understanding
of the context leads to better situational adaptation in HCI (i.e. avoiding loss of face
through negative feedback in system messages). Furthermore, understanding
networking relationships better facilitates the use of virtual agents (anthropomorphic
characters) in Asiatic information systems and impartiality in the approach to
‚usability engineering’ increases its success and reduces the complexity of the HCI
because no detours must be anticipated. For instance, by avoiding prejudices
unnecessary effort can be circumnavigated (e.g. avoiding the color yellow in China
due to association with “red-light-district” connotations). If a situation is known and
understood, no prejudices crop up but rather proper evaluations develop, which
speeds up the design process and make it specific.
All these aspects influence the progress in designing intercultural HCI, which
requires the adequate adaptation of the approaches and methods used in HCI design
for intercultural HCI design (cf. [11], [12]). This kind of awareness is necessary for
HCI designers, usability engineers and managers of intercultural user interfaces.

2 Solving Problems in Intercultural HCI Design by Successful
Intercultural Communication Based on Empathy
Several levels of intercultural know-how contribute to successful intercultural HCI
design. The communication level constitutes the basic level, followed by the levels of
project management, software and usability engineering and HCI design itself on the
way to successful intercultural HCI design (cf. [5]). On all levels (strongly influenced
by the philosophy of the respective cultures), intercultural communication skills at the
basic level can contribute to the solution of problems raised on the upper levels by
cultural differences.
For successful (intercultural) usability engineering, an adequate engineering
process is necessary to ensure good usability (i.e. when the user understands the
developer's device and is thus able to easily operate it satisfactorily), it is necessary
that the developer understands the user (cf. [2], [13]), because they have different
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points of view (cf. also Hofstede’s definition of culture as programming of the mind,
cf. [3]). At least the following aspects of the user must be analyzed in detail before the
product can be developed:
 World view, Weltanschauung (metaphysical approach) of the end-user,
 General knowledge (procedural and factual knowledge) of the end-user,
 The context in which the product will be used by the end-user,
 The tasks the end-user intends to accomplish by using the product.
Only by considering intercultural communication as an essential prerequisite for
intercultural usability engineering, user interface design and user experience
development can be successful finally representing successful international product
design.
Successful communication depends crucially on the capability for empathy among
the people involved (cf. [14], [15]). The application of empathy in the end contributes
to successful communication supporting a mutual linguistic code to ensure that
intercultural user experience designers put themselves in the position of the user in
order to know and understand his or her intentions and needs, to ideally experience
them and to implement them in the product.
Through training intercultural competency it becomes possible to become
acquainted with the ‘web of belief’ of a member of other cultures (cf. [16]). Thereby,
exchange of experiences is very effective, trust can be conferred from one person to
another and critical interaction situations can be defused (cf. [17]). This takes effect
especially in intercultural situations (cf. [18]). Therefore, knowing culturally
dependent rules, methods and processes is necessary. This awareness must be raised
in the brain of all stakeholders involved in designing intercultural products and user
interfaces.

3

Increasing Cultural Awareness in HCI Design Using Tutorials

Simple texts do not demonstrate the need to immediately grasp the problems and
solutions caused by cultural differences because most cultural differences are not
visible or recognizable at first sight (cf. iceberg metaphor, e.g. in [19]). They simply
cannot be explicitly captured in short texts. Through face-to-face communication,
tutorials offer the possibility to also communicate implicit content using non-verbal
communication and not only explicit facts (cf. [20]). Therefore, one of the most
effective ways to increase this culturally dependent methodological awareness in HCI
design is to lecture interested parties on these topics because the information heard
can be immediately transformed into knowledge and primary experience by doing
exercises. Even if there are other means of transmitting knowledge and experience
(e.g. project accompanying consultation, workshops, consulting, teaching, lectures,
etc.), the tutorial is one of the most cost effective.
The objectives of such a tutorial are that after passing it the attendees should have
an impression about why they should take cultural issues into account and how they
should consider them in intercultural user interface design. They will have knowledge
about the methods and techniques reasonably used in this discipline as well as a
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feeling for the problems in intercultural usability engineering by doing some practical
exercises.
Becoming culturally sensitive can be achieved by hearing and experiencing the
benefits of intercultural user interface design and intercultural usability engineering
(usability, customer satisfaction, customer retention and sales) and understanding
what remain important cultural issues, degrees of cultural awareness, cultural
differences and stereotypes. Reviews and examples from projects in China and
Germany exemplify these aspects.
Short exercises in groups yield insights regarding how good the cultural awareness
of the participants is, how we can solve culturally affected problems and what
methods are necessary to do it in the right way? Cultural differences and their
problematic implications concern tasks, user participation, the attitudes of project
members, SW-architecture for multicultural projects and product development as well
as usability engineering. An exercise to identify the problems in HCI design and
usability engineering caused by cultural differences raises further awareness. Thereby,
problems in using usability engineering methods within the intercultural context for
analysis, design, development and test (e.g. interviews, personae, scenarios,
prototyping, testing, visual design, etc. for culturally diverse users) can be recognized.
After slowly grasping and mastering the methodological problems, it can also be
reflected upon how to avoid them in groups related to practical usage. Presenting and
discussing the group’s results in the plenum and concluding steps deepen what has
been learned by reflecting upon it with others.
The most important research question for achieving successful intercultural HCI
design seems to be: Which methods for HCI design must be adapted for intercultural
HCI design and how? However, in fact, until now there is little research in this area
(cf. [8]). A workshop at the institute for ergonomics in Darmstadt (IAD) was one of
the first steps in this direction (cf. [21]). Thereby, it turned out that much effort is still
necessary to evaluate existing methods for HCI design and usability engineering to
determine if they can also be used for intercultural HCI design. This indicates that
many more workshops and much more research is necessary to get reliable results.
The author collected the research results so far regarding this research question and
integrated it into a tutorial as a first step to raise the awareness of the necessity of
taking culture (i.e. different mentalities) into account in HCI design in general
(because the web of belief of the designer differs from those of the users). In addition,
the feedback of the participants about the suggested tutorial that was already done
several times at international conferences is collected and considered in the tutorials
content to steadily improve its quality.
3.1

Motivation

Intercultural Usability Engineering serves as a means to develop products of good
usability for users of different cultures ([2]). The precondition for this is the
knowledge of the differences in HCI, which needs to be taken into account in the
product design and in product realization ([2]; [1]). Cultural dimensions and cultural
standards represent cultural orientation systems ([3]; [22]). These cultural models can
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be considered for the development of explanatory models for intercultural HCI design
as well as to improve the methods of intercultural usability engineering (cf. [8]).
3.2

Objectives

The goal of the suggested tutorial is the realization of the difficulty to apply usability
engineering methods in the context of intercultural HCI design. This happens by
depicting and transmitting the necessary preconditions und basic methods for
intercultural HCI design. The tutorial shows why cultural aspects play a role in HCI
design and why they have to be taken into account and how this is to be done for HCI
design and within usability engineering. With the help of examples and exercises,
several mentioned aspects will be reflected upon and intensified. The participants will
become sensitized to the challenges of intercultural usability engineering regarding
intercultural HCI design with the help of practical exercises on all communication
levels (content, relation, self-revelation and impression). They will be equipped with
methodical knowledge that is relevant for operation and they will be invited to use it.
3.3

Contents

In the suggested tutorial the following methods are explicated more closely and
exercises are conducted. Differences between cultures can be revealed by analyzing
critical interaction situations between people ([22]). [2] made this method available
for cultural differences in HCI design. Critical interaction situations occurring
because of problematic user interfaces or the given system functionality are to be
analyzed. Furthermore, systems can be looked at as (artificial) agents exhibiting a
certain behavior, which is imprinted by the culture of the developer. The internal
model of the user for the system is based on the user's culture, his expectations of the
features of the system and his interaction experience with the system. [23] found out
for instance that Hofstede's individualism-index is connected with user satisfaction
and usability of the product and also has a significant effect on intercultural usability.
[1] suggested the "method for culture-oriented design", which integrates the factors of
new concepts of culture-oriented HCI design and knowledge of cultural differences
into existing concepts of HCI design. Relevant cultural variables for intercultural HCI
design must be determined analytically using literature research and solicited studies.
Their values represent culture-dependent variations which occur on all levels of HCIlocalization (surface, functionality and interaction) ([1]) and can be used for
Intercultural User Interface Design (IUID) ([8]). However, those areas that are the
most strongly influenced by culture (like cognitive and ethical aspects) are not
directly visible on the surface – only the user behavior is visible. Especially the
analysis of the user behavior tells us about the cultural imprinting of the user ([1]).
One of the most promising methods for ascertaining cultural differences in HCI is
therefore to observe and analyze the user interaction with the system ([10]). The
results in form of cultural variables and their specifications can be used as a base for
guidance in intercultural HCI design and for intercultural usability engineering (e.g.
cultural interaction indicators, cf. [8]).
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3.4

Target Group

This tutorial gives an introductory insight in the field of intercultural HCI design. No
special knowledge is required. The suggested tutorial mainly addresses HCI
designers, HCI developers, HCI product managers and usability engineers. The
tutorial should be limited to 15 registered participants that provide short statements
including their background, motivation and expectations in advance to cover all
questions and ensure high quality discussions.
3.5

Organization

The tutorial takes 3 hours. After a general introduction to intercultural HCI design and
usability engineering, the following methods will be presented in a short lecture in
several phases and subsequently applied with the participants with the help of
practical examples:
 Analysis of critical interaction situations (cf. [22]): Experience and realization of
cultural differences – Analysis of the actual condition and the goal condition as
well as exchange of experiences – Communication methods, empathy, role
reversal, self-perception/outside-image.
 Method of cultural HCI-Design (MCD, cf. [1]): Identification of cultural
differences in HCI design – Knowledge of cultural differences and their effects
on HCI design – User-oriented requirement analysis.
 Analysis of methods in a cultural context (cf. [8]): Identification of the challenges
in the methods of usability engineering in an intercultural context – Knowledge
of methodological challenges and their avoidance.
 Subsequently, the new knowledge will be discussed, reflected upon and carried
over to the plenum.
Documents for Participants: The presented slides are to be distributed among the
participants at the beginning of the tutorial. All presentations and results worked out
during the tutorial are to be electronically documented and made available for the
participants of the tutorial. This enables them to reflect and use the findings and
insight as work of reference ex post.

4

Conclusion

Cultural awareness is an essential prerequisite for successful intercultural HCI design
and intercultural usability engineering and, as a consequence, good user experience.
Hence, it should be ensured and promoted that usability engineers and HCI designers
receive, know and apply cultural awareness. This paper suggests only one possible
but very effective solution to reach this goal: applying tutorials. Even if there are
several approaches and methods applicable in user interface design, the obstacles and
problems emerging by using them in intercultural user interface design still must be
examined in detail. Until then at least the awareness can and should be raised for the
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necessity to adapt the methods used for HCI design appropriately when using them in
intercultural HCI design, which is – as a first step – most effectively done by tutorials.
Acknowledgements. I thank all people supporting me in creating and giving tutorials
for intercultural user interface design – especially the participants in the tutorials for
their highly appreciated and valued feedback to increase the quality of the tutorials.
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Abstract. The tensor local Fisher discriminant algorithm with null space analysis or NSTLFDA for short is proposed which incorporates the merits of three
techniques, i.e., tensor based methods, local Fisher discriminant analysis, and
null space analysis. The main features of our implementation include: i) local
Fisher discriminant analysis is improved by inter-class discriminant information
for better recognition performance and reduced time complexity. ii) the tensor
based method employs two-sided transformations rather than single-sided one,
and yields higher compression ratio. iii) while TLFDA directly uses an iterative
procedure to calculate the optimal solution of two transformation matrices, the
NSTLFDA method takes the advantages of null space information when the
training samples number is less than the dimensionality of the vector samples.
The proposed algorithm is used for face recognition whose effectiveness is
demonstrated by the ORL and Yale face databases.

Keywords: Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Null Space, Local Preservation Projection, Tensor Subspace Analysis

1

Introduction

Subspace analysis has been widely used in the field of artificial intelligence such as
machine vision and pattern recognition. Traditionally, the original input data should
always be shaped as a 1-D vector [1]. Take face recognition for example, the corresponding vector of a 6464 pixels image is 4096 dimension, which includes lots of
redundant information and incurs a heavy burden of computation. Principal component analysis (PCA) and Linear Fisher discriminant (LFD) are the two most widely
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used 1-D dimension reduction techniques. PCA belong to the unsupervised projection
technology and is not suitable for classification problems; LFD aims at minimizing
intra-class scatter and maximizing inter-class scatter to obtain the optimal projection
matrix. However, PCA and LFD only reveal the structure of global Euclidean structure. They can not effectively discover the sub-manifold embedded in the feature
space. Moreover, LFD often suffers from the so-called small sample size (SSS) problem [2], i.e., the singularity problem of intra-class scatter matrix when the number of
sample N is smaller than dimensions of the data m.
Different from PCA and LFD, the 2-dimensional PCA (2DPCA) [3] directly extracts subspace feature by 2-dimendional image matrix and omits the vectorization
process. The time complexity of 2DPCA is less than PCA due to the scale of the
2-dimensional image covariance matrix is far less than traditional vector based covariance matrix. However, 2DPCA is more suitable for the data representation rather
than the data classification. Li and Yuan [4] introduce matrix data into LFD and propose the 2-dimensional LFD (2DLFD). Commonly the recognition performance of
2DLFD is better than LFD and meanwhile its 2-dimensional class scatter matrix is
always non-singular. The disadvantage of 2DPCA and 2DLDA is that they only employ single-sided transformations which gives rise to redundant feature coefficients
after projection. Recently, many researchers have proposed multi-linear tensor subspace analysis technology. Tao et al. [5] proposed the tensor discriminant analysis for
gait recognition. Wang et al. [6] proposed the Bilateral 2DLFD (B2DLFD), which is
also called the Tensor LFD (TLFD).
PCA, LDA, and the corresponding 2D or higher order tensors expansion technology cannot effectively discover the sub-manifold directly. He et al.[7] proposed the
locality preserving projection (LPP) which preserves the structure of local neighbor
distribution in the projection space. Furthermore, they expanded LPP to Tensor Subspace Analysis (TSA) [8] by using tensor representation. In addition, Yu [9] expanded
LPP to 2DLPP by introducing the class information. Introducing the spectral theory,
combining with local manifold preservation and inter-class discrimination idea, Yan
et al. [10] constructed a unified dimensionality reduction framework and proposed the
Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA). Moreover, they expanded it to the tensor MFA
(TMFA). Under this unified framework, there have been proposed many enhanced
subspace learning methods. Among them, Sugiyama [11] proposed Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) which contains the advantages of LFD and LPP and can
better adapt to the clustered data. Zhang et al. [12] have directly conducted tensor for
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LFDA and proposed Tensor Locally Linear Discriminant Analysis (TLLDA) which
further enhances the performance.
Under the framework proposed by Yan et al. [10], vector based dimensionality reduction methods often encounter the SSS problem, and the denominator of the matrix
in the objective function can not obtain the inverse matrix since it is singular. The
regularization trick [13] is usually used to remove the null space of the corresponding
matrix to solve this problem. However, this is not a reasonable method as the null
space of the singular matrix containing a wealth of discriminative information. Chu
and Thye [14] proposed the fast LFD based on null space which obtains the improvement of the recognition rate and the recognition efficiency. Tensor algorithms
such as TLLDA can overcome the SSS problem naturally, but they use an iterative
two-sided transformations procedure in the implementation process and directly solve
the algorithm by generalized eigen decomposition technique, which leads to the final
unstable solution.
Based on the above discussion, in this paper we use 2-order tensor space analysis
for face recognition. Firstly, we adjust the objective function and calculation process
of the TLLDA algorithm. The adjusted algorithm is termed as Tensor Local Fisher
Discriminant Analysis (TLFDA). Then we introduce the null space analysis techniques to solve the algorithm which is termed as Null the Space TLFDA
(NSTLFDA). The advantages of the new algorithm includes: (a) the computational
cost of TLLDA algorithm is reduced by use of the mean vector of samples; (b) the
kronecker product is introduced which can make the computational process more
clearly;
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly review the
LFDA and TLLDA algorithm. Then we introduce in Section III the TLFDA and conduct the analysis of complexity. Experiments on ORL and Yale databases are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

2
2.1

Related works
Overview of subspace discriminant analysis

Given a tensor data samples matrix as:
X  {X11 ,, X1N1 , X12 ,, X2N2 ,, X1C ,, XCNC }
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(1)

where XicRI1I2 means the ith sample in the cth class. C is the number of sample
classes, Nc is the number of samples in the cth class and N=N1+N2+…+NC. The aim
of the subspace analysis is finding the projection matrices URI1L1 and VRI2L2
for
Yi  U  Xi V

(2)

to make Yi RL1L2 be more separable, where L1<I1 and L2<I2 are the subspace
dimension.
For 1-D dimension reduction, each Xic needs to convert to be xiRm1 firstly,
where m=I1I2, The corresponding projection matrix URmL1 is used for:
Yi  U  Xi

2.2

(3)

Overview of LFDA and TLLDA

The local inter-class scatter and the local intra-class scatter are expressed as

where

Sw 

1 N w
 w ij || xi  x j ||2
2 i, j 1

(4)

Sb 

1 N b
 w ij || xi  x j ||2
2 i , j 1

(5)

w ijw and w ijb are expressed as

 Aij / Nc if c ( xi )  c( x j )
w ijw  
if c( xi )  c ( x j )
 0

(6)

 Aij (1/ N  1 / N c ) if c ( xi )  c ( x j )
w ijb  
if c ( xi )  c ( x j )
1/ N


(7)

where Aij is the similarity between xi and xj [11]. The best projection matrix of LFDA
can be computed by (8):
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 tr(U S b U) 
U LFDA  arg max 


UR mL1  tr( U S w U ) 

(8)

Based on LFDA，TLLDA express the samples by 2-order tensor，its objective
function is described as[12].
N

tr(  wijb || U Xi V  U  X j V ||2F )
max
U ,V

i , j 1
N

(9)
w
ij





2
F

tr(  w || U Xi V  U X j V || )
i , j 1

where wijw and wijb are expressed as
 Aij / N if c ( xi )  c( x j )
wijw  
0
if c ( xi )  c ( x j )


1/ N
if c( xi )  c( x j )
wijb  
 Aij (1/ 2 N  1/ N ) else

(10)

(11)

Note that the optimization problem in (9) is subjected to both U and V, so they
cannot be solved independently. TLLDA adopts the similar computational method as
TSA to compute U and V iteratively. Assume Db and Dw are two diagonal matrix with
Diib=jwijb and Dii w=jwijw. Eq. (9) can be expressed in two objective functions with
regard to U and V respectively [12].

max
U

max
V

tr[U ( i Diib Xi VV T Xi   ij wijb Xi VV T X i )U ]
tr[U  ( i Diiw Xi VV T Xi   ij wijw Xi VV T Xi )U ]

tr[V  ( i Diib Xi UU T Xi   ij wijb Xi UUT Xi )V ]
tr[V  ( i Diiw Xi UU T Xi   ij wijw Xi UU T Xi )V ]

(12)

(13)

Then U and V can be iteratively computed by the generalization eigenvalue
problem using (12) and (13).
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3

Tensor local Fisher discriminant analysis

3.1

problem description

On the basis of previous discussion, TLLDA utilize the data representation of second
order tensors to optimize LFDA algorithms for better performance. However, there
still have two problems:
1. As show in (9), TLLDA need to compute the matrix multiplication and addition for
2N times after adjustment. However, the intra-class scatter matrix and interclass
scatter matrix in LFD only need N and C iterations. Therefore, the computational
cost of TLLDA grows sharply with the increase of the size of training samples
compared with LFD;
2. As show in (11), TLLDA introduces intra-class neighbor similarity Aij and pays no
attention to neighbor weight between interclass samples. So the performance of
TLLDA can be further improved by penalizing the interclass neighbor similarity.
We rewrite the numerator of the objective function (9) for solving the above problems by introducing the concept of 2DLPP algorithms [9]:
C

A

ij

|| U  Xi V  U  X j V ||2F

(14)

i , j 1

which constructs the scatter matrix based on the centroids of all classes and takes only
2C times addition operation. Moreover, different types of data centers similarity are
reflected through Aij. This new method is called Tensor Local Fisher Discriminant
Analysis (TLFDA) whose objective function is:
C

A

ij

max
U ,V

|| U  Xi V  U  X j V ||F2

i , j 1
N

(15)

 wijw || U  Xi V  U  X j V ||F2

i , j 1

3.2

The traditional solution for TLFDA

Similar to TLLDA, the optimal U and V in (15) can be computed iteratively. Firstly,
assuming U is given, then the denominator in (15) can be simplified as:
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N
w
ij

w

|| U Xi V  U X j V ||F2

i , j 1

 2tr{V [PUw (Dw  I L1 )PUw  PUw (W  I L1 )PUw ]V}

(16)

w
U



 2tr(V S V)

where  is the Kronecker product, W is sample neighbor similarity matrix,
SUw=PUw[(Dw-W)IL1]PUwT, PUw is defined as PUw=[(UTX1)T,, (UTXN)T].
Similarly, the numerator in (15) is simplified as:
C

A

ij

|| U Xi V  U X j V ||F2

(17)

i , j 1



b
U

b
U



b
U

 2 tr{V P [(B  A)  I L1 ]P V}  2tr(V S V)

where A is the similarity matrix which consists of Aij , PUb is defined as
PUb  [(U  X1 ) , (U  X2 ) , , (U  XC ) ] and B is a diagonal matrix with element

Ci=1Aji, j=1, ,C.
Asume U is given, then (15) can be solved as:
max
V

tr(V  SbU V )
tr(V  S wU V )

(18)

where V can be computed by the generalized eigenvalue problem as S bU V = S wU V .
Similarly, assume V is given, (15) is solved as:
max
U

tr(U  SbV U )
tr(U  S wV U )

(19)

where SVw=PVw[(Db-W)IL1]PVwT，SVb= PVb[(B-A) IL1]PVbT, PVw and PVb are defined, respectively, as PVw= [X1V,  XNV] and PVb  [ X1V ,, XC V ] . Then U can be
computed as S bV U =  S Vw U .
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3.3

TLFDA with null space analysis

Similar to TLFD [5], the TLFDA described in afore-mentioned section cannot obtain
closed-form solution and exhibit the convergence problem by using an iterative technique according to the objective functions (18) and (19). In this section, we propose
the NSTLFDA which uses null space to solve the algorithm in the under sample situation. First, we compute the transformation matrix P1 for projecting all the samples
from the same class to the null subspace. Second, we chose projection directions by
maximizing inter-class scatter matrix in order to separate the mean samples of different classes as much as possible.
In practical application, null space generally does not exist for the intra-class scatter matrix of the tensor dimensionality reduction algorithms [2]. Therefore,
NSTLFDA utilizes the information from the null space of Sw according to (4). First,
we convert each 2-D face images sample Xi into a one-dimensional vector xi and construct the intra-class scatter matrix. Considering that generally the rank of St=Sb+Sw is
N-1, we can compute P1aRm(N-1) by using PCA to convert vector samples into
xi aRN-1 for removing the common null space of Sb and Sw. Based on xia, we compute
a (N-1)(N-1) intra-class scatter matrix Swa according to (4), and then we can obtain
the corresponding null space of intra-class projection matrix as:

tr(P1b Saw P1b )  0

(20)

Finally we obtain P1=P1aP1b. With P1, Each sample xi is then projected and reconstructed. We denote the reconstructed sample as xire=P1P1Txi Rm1. Considering that
tr(AB)=tr(BA) and P1 is a column wise orthogonal matrix, we know that the trace of
the local intra-class scatter matrix for reconstructed samples is also zero:
N

tr[  wijw (P1P1 xi  P1P1 x j )(P1P1 xi  P1P1 x j ) ]
i , j 1

 tr[P1P1Sw P1P1 ]  tr[P1SwP1P1P1 ]  tr[P1Sw P1 ]  0

The samples from the same class are now projected into the null space, then we can
maximize the inter-class scatter. First, we can denote the reconstructed sample into its
2-D matrix representation Xi reRI1I2, then construct objective function for the
inter-class scatter:
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C

max  Aij || U  Xire V  U Xrej V ||2F

(21)

i , j 1

where Xire is the mean of the reconstructed samples in the ith class. Similar to
(14), there is no closed-form solution for (21) and the iteration process is needed for
optimal projection matrix as III.B.
C

 re
Let h(Ut , Vt )  1/ i, j 1 Aij || Ut Xi Vt  U t X rej Vt ||F2 , where t is the iteration number,

we know that h(Ut, Vt) is non-increasing in the iterative procedure:
h(U t , Vt )  h(U t 1 , Vt )  h(U t , Vt 1 )

(22)

Since h(Ut, Vt)0, we know NSTLFDA will converge to a local optimum.
From the above analysis, when m>N which always exists in face recognition, we
firstly compute P1, U, V according to III.C. Sequently, all the training and test samples should be reconstructed as Xre=P1P1TX. Then each sample can be projected into
subspace according to (2). After all, the corresponding projected feature Ytest of any
input test sample Xtest is Ytest＝UTXtestreV. We choose the nearest-neighbor classifier
which uses the Euclidean distance to measure the similarity and identify the target
label of the test sample:
d (Ytest , Yic ) || Ytest  Yic ||F2

(23)

If the distance between Ytest and Yic is minimum, then Xtest is assigned to cth class.
3.4

Analysis of time complexity

In each iteration of TLFDA, SUb, SUw, SVb, SVw need to be computed, which require
O{C2L12(I1+1)}, O{N2L12(I1+1)}, O{C2L22(I2+1)} and O{N2L22(I2+1)} time complexity respectively. Additionally, the following eigenvalue problem requires O(I13) and
O(I23) time complexity. If we define L1，L2，I1，I2 as I, the time complexity of
TLFDA is overall O{Itrmax(C2+N2)I3)}。
Similar to TLFDA, NSTLFDA also need to compute SUb, SVb. Besides, the computation of P1a and P1b require O(N3) and O{(N-1)3} time complexity respectively.
And

the

reconstruction

of

all
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the

training

samples

require

O{m(N-1)(C-1)+m2(N+C-1)} time complexity. The overall time complexity for these
two steps of NSTLFDA is O{2N3+m(N-1)(C-1)+ m2(N+C-1)}. Considering that the
NSTLFDA does not need to compute SUw and SVw, so its total computational cost is
close to TLFDA.
LFDA requires O(m2N) time complexity to compute Sw and Sb, and the eigen decomposition takes O(m3) computational cost. Therefore, the overall time complexity
for LFDA is O{m2(N+m)}. LFDA does not need the iterative procedure to calculate
the optimal solution. However, due to m=I1I2 and N<<m always exits in face recognition. So the time complexity of LFDA is generally higher than TLFDA.

4
4.1

Experiments and analysis
Database

Our experiments use two well-known face database ORL and Yale to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithms. The ORL database collects images from 40
individuals, and 10 different gray-level images are captured for each individual. There
are total of 165 images for 15 individuals where each individual has 11 images in
Yale face database. All images are manually cropped and resized to 3232 pixels with
256 gray levels per pixel. We randomly selected x images for each individual in the
training process, and take the remaining samples as test samples. The compared algorithms include TSA, TLFD and TMFA. The parameters of heat kernel function take
the mean of all the training samples’ distance. TMFA and MFA need to construct
intra-class neighbor number and inter-class neighbor number. We define intra-class
neighbor as min(5, wnc), and inter-class neighbor as min(400, bnc), where wnc is the
total number of intra-class training samples size and bnc is the total number of inter-class training samples size. TSA and LPP also need to construct local neighbor
number by k nearest neighbor algorithm. We define it as min(10, wnc).
4.2

Analysis of optimal iterations

All the tensor dimensionality reduction algorithms need an iterative procedure to calculate the optimal projection matrices U and V. We need to identify the best iteration
times to efficiently and effectively run all these algorithms. Fig.1 demonstrates the
recognition rate under different iterations for ORL face database with L1=L2=10 and
x=3. Fig.2 demonstrates the recognition rate under different iterations for Yale face
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database with L1=L2=7 and x=4. It is clear that each tensor dimensionality reduction
algorithm can obtain approximate optimal recognition rate without too much iterations. Note that TLFDA，TMFA，TSA，TLFD cannot obtain relatively stable result
as the increase of iterations. There exists varied fluctuation in the recognition rate
curve, while NSTLFDA reaches relatively stable result after 2 to 3 iteration. So in the

Recognition Rate(%)

subsequent study, NSTLFDA iterates 3 times while others use 10 iterations.
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Fig. 1. the recognition rate under different iterations in ORL
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Fig. 2. the recognition rate under different iteration in Yale

4.3

Analysis of optimal subspace dimension

For different face data sets, it is uncertain of the best subspace dimension for best
performance. In this section, we discuss five algorithms for choosing the optimal
subspace dimension in ORL and Yale database. Fig.3 demonstrates the effectiveness
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of different subspace dimensions for ORL face database (x=3). Fig.4 is the results of
the experiment in Yale face database (x=4).
From Fig.3 and Fig.4, it is clear that the recognition rate curve reach approximate
optimal results after L1=L2=8 for NSTLFDA. However, the other curves are all
parabolic. That is because TLFDA, TMFA, TSA and TLFD do not take into account
the null space information, as the subspace dimensions increases, the redundant
information in the projection data also increase, which makes those algorithms less
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discriminative.
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Fig. 3. the recognition rate in ORL
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Fig. 4. the recognition rate in Yale

4.4

Analysis of efficiency

In this section, we compare the algorithms efficiency between NSTLFDA and
TLFDA, TSA, LFDA. The time complexity of TSA is O{Itr_max[I13+I23+
N2(I1I2)3/2]}[34]. We need to compute DV, WV, DU and WU each iteration and their
time complexity is O(NL1I12), O(N2L1I12), O(NL2I22) and O(N2L2I22) respectively.
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Since that N>>C, I1>L1 and I2>L2 always occurs in practical application, the computing cost of TSA is higher than TLFDA. Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively shows the training time of four algorithms in ORL and Yale. The subspace dimension for tensor
algorithms is determined according to the results from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. All the tensor
algorithms iterate 10 times for optimal projection matrices.
It is clear that NSTLFDA, TLFDA and TSA are more efficient than LFDA since
N<<m. Particularly, LFDA takes nearly 10 seconds in ORL evaluation, while
NSTLFDA, TLFDA and TSA, respectively, only takes 0.5 seconds, 0.37 seconds and
0.77 seconds. The training time of NSTLFDA is close to but a little higher than
TLFDA. Note that we consistently let Itrmax=10 in this section for all tensor
algorithms. And recall that in section IV.B we have concluded that NSTLFDA can
converge with less than three iterations. So, if we take the convergence into
consideration, then NSTLFDA is more efficient than TLFDA.
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Fig. 5. the training time comparison in ORL database
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Fig. 6. the training time comparison in Yale database
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4.5

Comprehensive analysis

The experiments in ORL and Yale databases have been systematically performed.
Their results reveal a number of interesting remarks:
1. The tensor dimension reduction algorithms need to use an iterative procedure to
compute the optimal solution of projection matrix. In the practical application,
NSTLFDA can obtain a stable recognition rate by introducing the idea of null
space, but other tensor algorithms can not converge to the stable solution;
2. The solving process of NSTLFDA and TLFDA is more efficient than LFDA and
TSA. LFDA spends a lot of computation on features decomposition so that it always burdens more computational cost even in the small sample size problem;

5

Conclusion

We present a novel feature extraction method TLFDA, which adopts the advantages
of TSA and LFDA. According to TSA, TLFDA employs two-sided transformation for
the original input data rather than single-sided transformations. According to LFDA,
TLFDA aims at maximizing inter-class scatter and minimizing intra-class scatter and
at the same time considers the neighbor structure of intra-class and inter-class data.
Furthermore, TLFDA maximizes inter-class scatter by the centroids of each class in
order to reduce the computational cost. Moreover, we have proposed NSTLFDA
which can obtain convergent solution with less iteration times by introducing the idea
of null space. The theoretical analysis demonstrates that NSTLFDA and TLFDA are
better than TSA and LFDA in the aspect of time complexity. Experiments in two face
databases, ORL and Yale, demonstrate that NSTLFDA is more effective and efficient.
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Abstract. The field of Humanities Computing has provided insights
in how to let Humanities researchers make the best use of computer
tools, but rarely proposes practical solutions to these problems. The main
problem is the difficulty of mapping knowledge with architecture-based
tools interfaces. In this paper, we propose a semantic-based architecture
based on existing spatio-temporal ontologies to help mapping Area Studies knowledge directly into computing concepts and data visualizations to
collect, organize, explore, experiment and disseminate data on a specific
area. Formal definitions of are illustrated by showing how this approach
empowered with a domain specific ontology can help Area Studies researchers to map practices of Theravada Buddhists in Southeast Asia by
using visualization tools directly connected to the ontology classes.

Keywords: Semantic Web, Data Visualization, Area Informatics, Humanities
Computing

1

Introduction

Current computing tools, combined with the Internet allow Humanities Researchers to access information like never before. From Digital Libraries to custom Geographical Information Systems, informatics now provide necessary support for research. However, as already pointed by Traynor and Williams for GIS
in 1995 [?], the gap is wide between what IT can bring to Humanities and what
the non computer-expert can do with these technologies. Technology has gone
a long way since but the same problems appear to persist [?, ?], and while IT
helped with the visualization of results, we argue that they do not provide a
good support tool for research yet.
In this paper, we focus on Area Studies, which, while different from Humanities, use tools from Humanities Computing. They are characterized by their focus
on a specific geographical, national/federal, or cultural region and by their interdisciplinary aspects. Area Studies involve history, political science, sociology,
cultural studies, languages, geography, literature, and related disciplines. While
other disciplines focus on one theme crossing various geographical borders, Area
Studies focuses on a trans-disciplinary study of a specific area.
Informatics for Area Studies, thereafter Area Informatics, thus necessitates
a way to get data from all of these disciplines, by processing vast amounts of
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data through an objective and reproducible procedure. More than other disciplines, Area Studies tend to produce qualitative data that must be transformed
into quantitative data for analysis purposes. More importantly, the three main
dimensions for Area Informatics are time, space and document. It is precisely
the transformation from qualitative information to quantitative information that
seems to cause a problem within Area Informatics.
Current computing tools, notably Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
which are widely used in geo-spatially intensive disciplines such as Area Studies,
and their interfaces, are architecture driven, not knowledge driven. As a consequence, the knowledge mapping step, which consists of discovering the constraints, assumptions and use of knowledge assets is indeed difficult for Area
Studies researchers.
In this paper, we propose a semantic-based architecture to support Area
Studies researchers by mapping their qualitative data to geo-spatial and temporal based events through an ontology. Once the domain ontology is created, data
can be collected, organized, explored, analyzed and disseminated with limited
support from computer experts.

2

Related Work

Humanities Computing already produced a lot of research results, prominently
on the visualization of spatial and temporal data. In this section, we will conduct
a brief review of the work related to geo-temporal data visualization, notably
Geographical Information Systems (GIS), to geo-temporal ontologies and finally
to Area Informatics as a new information paradigm for Area Studies.
2.1

Geo-Temporal Data Visualization

GIS present a natural solution to visualize spatial data and its attributes. However, as highlighted by Traynor and Williams in [?], off-the-shelf GIS software
supports only a system architecture view, instead of the Humanities researcher
work. Before reaching a satisfying result, users have to integrate concepts of
cartography and database management. Hence, in many institutions, a single
specialist becomes the intermediary between the GIS and the researchers. This
leads to limitations as the non-technical user and the GIS specialist have to
build common ground on both GIS specific terms and on the researcher specific
domain knowledge in order to build models.
In [?], Jessop explains why geographical information is not widely used in
Digital Humanities and often restricted to map creation without any specific
analysis. He identifies three factors inhibiting its use.
Firstly, GIS was originally designed by earth scientists concerned with the
simulation of physical models. For example, current GIS are not well suited to
manipulate non-deterministic temporal models. Humanities researchers have to
adapt their view of the world to software that has not been made for the sparse
fuzzy data typically available to them, thus causing a steep learning curve.
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Secondly, the nature of humanities data itself is imprecise by nature, especially when dealing with historical data. While in “exact” sciences, noise is seen
as something that must be eliminated, it might be constituting the research question itself. GIS are adapted to high precision data but generally fail to convey
imprecision and uncertainty.
Finally, most of the Humanities researchers ask themselves “How do I use
geographical information in my project?” instead of ”Why should I use geographical information?”, “What type of question can I ask for it?” and finally
“What type of questions do I want to ask?”.

2.2

Geo-Temporal Ontologies

In [?], Hobbs and Pan present an ontology of time for the Semantic Web. They
divide time in two classes, instant and interval, the last one being defined by a
start and an end instant. They then give useful predicates to define the relations
between the temporal entities such as instant precedence and interval overlapping. Finally, they define some basic arithmetic operations to measure durations
and to handle time zones.
In [?], Baglioni et al. present an approach to build geospatial ontologies from
geographical databases to allow semantic queries. First of all, the location and
geometries are extracted from the database and then the objects are enriched
with application and domain ontologies. This approach also handles location
transitivity, for example by discovering that a street is in a specific town which
is in a regional area.

2.3

Area Informatics

In [?], Hara presents Area Informatics, which is a new paradigm in Area Studies
to integrate and analyze data, in order to get a clear understanding and create
a model of a specific area. To support research in this new area, a initiative
called H-GIS (Humanities GIS) has been initiated. At the moment, it focuses on
the spatio-temporal dimension of the data. In this model, research resources are
collected in the field by observing, measuring, interviewing, reading, searching
and discovering activities. Collected resources are then organized according to
data models, depending on their disciplines, media, data types and so on. These
resources are then stored in a database. The final step is knowledge creation
where data is visualized, analyzed, classified and compared to create new models.
The previous work highlights the weaknesses of current tools which, because
they have been developed by scientists for scientists, are not adapted to Humanities. Area Informatics must hence help the Area Studies researcher to map his
knowledge of an area to computer understandable concepts. This can be done
by leveraging the power of geo-temporal ontologies.
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3

Base Ontology for Area Informatics

The base ontology for Area Informatics is depicted in Figure 1. The data is
organized in various datasets according to each area which is studied. Data has
a subclass representing the objects of study of the project. Each piece of data
can then be illustrated by a document. For example, for a research project aimed
at analyzing the results of elections in countries after a specific historical event,
the datasets could be divided according to the different states, the studied entity
would be the results of the elections, illustrated by documents such as newspapers
articles and supported by other data such as demographics. Then each studied
object can participate in an event at a specific place and time.

Fig. 1. Extract of the Base Ontology for Area Informatics

Next, we formalize our concepts:
Definition 1 (Temporal Entity) t is a temporal entity where ∀T , t(T ) ⊃
Interval(T ) ∨ Instant(T ). As a short notation, we’ll denote a temporal entity
as θ if it is an instant and Θ if it is an interval.
This definition is based on [?], except that we add the additional constraint
that time is linearly ordered as we do not need to handle branching futures. We
also reuse the predicates begins(θ, Θ) and ends(θ, Θ) to define the start and end
point of an interval as instants as well as the intOverlaps relation which indicates
if two intervals of time are overlapping each other.
Definition 2 (Geospatial Entity) g(gm) ∈ G is a geospatial entity where
gm ∈ GM is its geometry. gi (gmi ) is included in gj (gmj ) iff gmi is included in
gmj .
A geospatial entity is defined by its geometry, including its geographical
coordinates. The links, such as inclusion, between these entities can be defined
as done in [?]. For example, a location which has a point geometry can be
included in a street, with a line geometry, which itself can be included in a city,
with a polygon geometry.
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Definition 3 (Studied Entity) s(As ) ∈ S is one of the objects which are analyzed by the application where As ∈ A is the set of attributes for this object.
These represent the objects that the area studies researcher wants to analyze.
It can be concrete objects such as people or buildings or abstract objects such as
election results. Each of these objects have attributes, which may refer to other
objects of the dataset.
Definition 4 (Event) event(si , ti , gi ) ∈ E is an event that occurred to the studied object si at the time ti at the location gi .
An event is basically a triple containing the object which is concerned by the
event, a location and a time. The two latest ones can be null. For example, an
event can be the life of a person from a birth to his death or the construction of
a building at a specific location.
Next, we define data properties that can be inferred from the previous definitions.
Property 1 (Timeline) timeline(si ) ⊂ E is the ordered set on t such as
∀event(sj , tj , gj ) ∈ E, si = sj .
A timeline allows to observe and analyze all the events related to a specific
object. For example, we can observe all the events that occurred in the life of a
specific individual of the dataset.
Property 2 (Movement) movement(si ) ∈ M is a movement for si ∈ S iff
∃ej (sj , tj , gj ), ek (sk , tk , gk ) ∈ E such as si = sj = sk and bef ore(ends(t, tj ) ,
begins(t, tk )) and gj 6= gk
A movement allows to specify how a particular object moved in space. Since
it is based on the precedent concepts, it can be inferred from events and is not
needed to be present explicitly in the dataset.
In the next section, we will illustrate these concepts through a real example.

4
4.1

Use Case: Mapping Practices of Theravadins
Background

Theravada is the oldest surviving Buddhist school and is still widely practiced
in Sri Lanka and South-East Asia. In [?], Hayashi studies how the relationships
between Therevada Buddhism and Folk religions shaped the Thai-Lao region. In
order to discover interesting patterns in the practices of Theravada Buddhists in
South-East Asia, temples in 9 areas spanning over Thailand, Laos, Cambodia,
China and Myanmar were surveyed by 11 researchers.
The gathered data, in spreadsheet format, consists of information about temples and monks. Data about temples contain their types, the sect the temple
belongs to, the date of consecration, the available facilities, as well of pictures of
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the temples and a link to the original questionnaire. The locations of the temples
were recorded through a GPS device. Data about monks contain their birth date,
as well as their mobility data, i.e. temples they resided in during their novice
and monk years. The first task was to create a domain ontology to be able to
process the data.
4.2

Ontology Creation

Fig. 2. Extract of the Domain Ontology for the mapping of Theravadin Practices. Base
Ontology classes are shown in grey.

In order to use the model described in the previous section, we first needed
to build a domain extension to the base ontology. After having examined the
raw data and the knowledge model of Theravada Buddhism, we proposed the
ontology depicted in Figure 2.
Temples and Theravadins are the objects of study, thus becoming subclasses
of StudiedThing. Theravadins are classified into two categories: novices and ordinated monks. Each temple has facilities that can be categorized in various
classes. For example, temples have both regular and buddhist schools. Temples
are geospatial entities with a point geometry.
The next step was to define the events. We went through the data and extracted temporal entities. For example, a temple has a building (consecration)
date and monks experience one or several ordinations and disrobments during
their lives. The Residency event represents the fact that a monk is at a specific
temple at a specific time, for one year or more.
4.3

Inferred Model

Once the ontology is created, we converted the raw data into a semantic form
in OWL/XML. Then the properties defined in the previous section are inferred
thanks to a set of SWRL rules to generate the timeline of a specific studied
object. Hence, for a specific monk, timeline and movements in space based on
residencies are inferred and can be directly used for visualization.
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4.4

Visualization of Data

The data is then visualized through a custom interface as depicted in Figure 3
for the temples. The dataset is visible in the left-hand side table while a map
using a custom symbology is available on the right-hand side. Items 1 and 2 are
generated through the hasDocument predicate to show the picture and questionnaire concerning the temple. Item 3 lists all the facilities contained in the
temple via the hasFacility property. Item 4 displays the consecration year of the
temples by using the Building events. Item 5 allows to filter data according to its
temporal properties by using the IntOveraps predicate. Finally, geospatial data
is used to display the temples on the map.

Fig. 3. Visualization Interface for Temples

Fig. 4. Geo-temporal Visualization

The timeline of an individual monk can be visualized as in Figure 4. Here
both the Timeline and Movements properties are used. Specifically the temples
he resided in over the time and his birthplace as a circle on the map in red as well
as an interactive timeline on the bottom part with the time as novice in blue,
time as ordered monk in red and the different temples he resided in in green.
By converting the original data in a semantic form and associating a specific
visualization to each type of generic entity, the area studies researcher does not
have to handle these parts anymore. For example, a movement visualization is
defined by an arrow going to the center of the geometry of the place of the first
event to the place of the second one.
Analyzing the relationships between the monks having resided in the same
temple at the same time, i.e. who shared the event Residency could yield some
interesting results regarding the social aspect of Buddhist practices, notably
in the education. However, the graph visualization of this network is still in
progress.

5

Conclusion

Informatics can give important support to Humanities research, especially when
dealing with large amount of data. However, as highlighted by the previous work,
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current tools such as GIS are not adapted to the humanities researcher view of
data, who has first to make efforts to map his concepts to the architecture of
the software.
In this paper, we presented a new Area Informatics model based on a geographic and temporal ontologies to support researchers in area studies. Geographical and temporal attributes are associated into events that occur to the
objects of studies. This model allows for a more intuitive process composed of
five phases: collection, organization, exploration, experimentation and dissemination.
The base ontology for Area Studies and its related properties can be used
in any project, thus freeing Area Studies researchers of the burden of learning computer tools and letting them decide of the most useful analysis tools
and visualizations. The pertinence of our model and its direct translation into
visualization elements was illustrated through a real-world project to analyze
Theravada Buddhists practices in Southeast Asia.
In the near future, this approach will be used for other Area Informatics
projects and we will perform a proper usability evaluation by getting feedback
from the area studies researchers. We especially want to focus on new visualization tools and analysis modules and conduct a full usability survey as well as
expand on the event network.
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